
 

 

Description of Programs Providing Most 

Significant Treatment of Community Issues 
 

Program    Day   Time 

 

Eyewitness News This Morning  M-F    7:00-9:00am 

This is a locally produced live news program that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related 

stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise 

noted. 

 

Eyewitness News @ 4pm   M-F   4:00-4:30pm 

This is a locally produced live news program that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related 

stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise 

noted. 

 

Eyewitness News @ 9pm   M-F   9:00-9:30pm 

This is a locally produced live news program that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related 

stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise 

noted. 

 

The Catch it Kansas Show  Fridays Aug - May  11:00pm 

This is a locally produced live sports program that recaps the local sporting events at the High School level. 

 

Eyewitness News at 10:00  Mon-Sun  1:30am – 2:00am 

Rebroadcast 

KSCW rebroadcasts the M-F 10:00pm News Program produced by KWCH-TV. This is a locally produced 

live news programs that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related stories. The issue 

responsive program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise noted. 

 

First Business   Monday – Friday  4:30am-5:00am 

First Business is a nationally syndicated program that previews the day’s news and trading day, digging 

deeper for the real ideas to make their money work. 

 

AG am in Kansas   Monday-Friday   6:00-6:30pm 

AG am in Kansas is the only locally produced half-hour agriculture show on television in the state of 

Kansas.  At AG am in Kansas, the on-going mission is to tell Good News stories about the people, places 

and things relating to Agriculture in Kansas.  Kansas farmers and ranchers provide food to people 

worldwide while taking great care of the animals and land entrusted to them. The show is produced in 

coordination with Kansas State University's Research and the Extension Department. 

 

AgDay    Monday-Friday  6:30-7:00pm 

AgDay is a syndicated daily half-hour television program presented in magazine format focusing on 

agriculture news, agribusiness, and country living. It is hosted by Clinton Griffiths. 

 

Public Service    All Days   Any times 

KSCW broadcasts local and national public service announcements of varying lengths throughout its 

broadcast schedule. Some of the announcements are part of campaigns on one subject.  



 

 

Features in Newscasts M-F 7am – 9am 
 

The Doctor Is In – Monday 

A doctor from Wesley Medical or Via Christi answer viewer’s medical questions.  They 

also share advice for keeping healthy between doctors’ visits. 

  

Kids Corner – Every Other Monday 

Topical issues affecting kids today.  We talk about everything from violent video games 

to autism. 

  

New You – Every Other Monday 

Finding ways for self-improvement. This includes eating healthier, working out and 

emotional health issues. 

  

Tasty Tuesday – Tuesday  

A variety of chefs share their easy recipes and or decorating ideas. 

  

Legal Counsel – Wednesday 

Lawyer Charlie O’Hara is here to answer legal questions.   

  

Listen Up – Thursday 

Local musicians and bands show off their skills. They play and talk about the importance 

of supporting local music. 

  

All About Animals - Thursday  

Veterinarian Dr. Dan Thompson answers all pet questions and offers tips on how to keep 

your pets safe and healthy. 
 



 

 

NON-BROADCASTING ENHANCEMENT 
 

Joan Barrett, President & General Manager 

Elliott School of Communications Advisory Board  

Kansas State University Miller School Journalism Advisory Board  

Carole Kneeland Project for Responsible Journalism Board of Directors 

Carole Kneeland Project - Trainer 

Kansas Food Bank Board of Directors 

Goodwill Industries, Board of Directors 

Boy Scouts of America Volunteer 

Wichita Collegiate Booster Club Volunteer 

Tallgrass Swim Team Parent Council 

Wichita Chamber of Commerce - Board of Directors 

 

Laverne E. Goering, Director of Programming & Operations 

Newton Rotary Club Member 

Newton Chamber of Commerce Member 

Harvey County Farm Bureau Member 

American Quarter Horse Association Member 

 

Kim Setty, Anchor 

Deacon and Sunday School Teacher, Riverside Christian Church 

Girl Scout Leader 

PTO member, McCollom Elementary 

Cub Scout Den Volunteer 

Site Council, Wilbur Middle School 

 

Mark Larson, Meteorologist 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Praise Team member 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Confirmation Guide 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Council Member-Board of Youth 

Gammon Elem. Watch Dog Member 

Volunteer food server Falcon Fellowship, Christ Lutheran Church 

Volunteer carpool driver for the blind/visually impaired 

Booster club Concession Stand Volunteer server Wichita Heights High School 

Assistant Baseball Coach Heights Youth League 

 

Merril Teller, Chief Meteorologist 

Kansas Children’s Miracle Network, Advisory Committee 

AYSO Volunteer Referee 

Member AMS/NWA local chapter 

President, Monday Keglers bowling league 

 

Jeff Gibson, Engineer 

C.E.R.T. 

R.A.C.E.S. Emergency Operations Management volunteer 

Brooks Leadership program  

Northeast Magnet High School JROTC program.  
 

Melissa Lock, Human Resource Manager 

Bridgeport Missionary Baptist Church, Sunday School Teacher 

SHRM National and Local 

 

Felicia Rolfe, Reporter 

Jack and Jill of America, Inc. President of local chapter  



 

 

Links Inc. member  

Church volunteer-Saint Mark United Methodist Church  

Wichita Collegiate Association of Parents- volunteer 

 

Amy J. Wintz, Account Executive 

HCC communications strategic planning board member 

Morgan PTO 

Morgan Head room mother 

Big Brothers and Sisters Reno county volunteer 

HCC Leadership Program Mentor Board Member 

Delta Zeta Alumni Chapter President 

 
Jason Massingil, Photographer 
Young Life Youth Ministry 

 

Casey Lowmiller, Photographer 
American Red Cross Member 

 
Kerri Baker, KBSD Local Sales Manager 

Dodge City Ford County Economic Development Corporation, Management Board, Secretary 

Boot Hill Board of Directors, Vice President 

Boot Hill Redevelopment Committee, Marketing Chair 

Boot Hill Museum Association Member 

Minneola United Methodist Church, Administrative Council, Chairperson 

Minneola United Methodist Church, Worship Committee 

Ford County 4-H Foundation Member 

Ford County 4-H Lucky Clover Parent Volunteer 

 

Joseph E. Miller, Controller 

Botanica, The Wichita Gardens, Trustee Emeriti & Development Committee Member 

Wichita Arts Council, Ex-Officio Trustee 

Wichita Kennel Club, Member 

Orpheum Performing Arts Center, Member 

St. Elizabeth Ann Seton church, Finance Committee Member & Usher 

Wichita Art Museum, Member 

City of Wichita Cultural Funding Committee, Member 

 

James M. Luce, Research Director 

Mental Health Association Compeer Advisory Board 

Outreach and Missions Ministry Team Leader, River Valley Community Church 

Operation Noah Rescue, Team Leader 

 

Chris Durden, Producer & Internship Coordinator 

K-State Career Fair – Manhattan, KS 

KU Career Fair – Lawrence, KS 

 

Michelle Loss, Special Projects 

Church Pianist and Youth Leader, Freedom Bible Fellowship 

Circle Middle School, Career Day 

 

Dominic Gauna, Production Manger 

USD 259’s Digital Production Advisory Committee-Vice Chair 

Kansas Hispanic Education and Development Foundation, Board of Directors 

Community Leadership and Development Project, member 

 



 

 

John Salem, Account Executive 

Board Member – Ballet Wichita (formerly Wichita Metropolitan Ballet) 

Board Chair – Higher Ground Substance Abuse Counseling Center 

Program Screening Committee- Tallgrass Film Festival 

Board Member – SER Jobs for Progress 

Volunteer – Habitat for Humanity 

Volunteer – Catholic Charities (Cruise Night) 

Volunteer – YMCA (Denim and Diamonds fund raiser) 

Marcus Wilkerson, Local Sales Manager 

Wichita Wind Ensemble, Board Member 

Positive Directions, Volunteer 

Bank of  America River Run, Volunteer 

Woodlawn Village Homeowners Association 

 

Kim Hynes 

Big Brothers Big Sisters Volunteer 

 

Eddie Gilmer 

Big Brothers Big Sisters - Bowl for Kids Sake Participant 

 

Eron Rawson 

Lead Sound Tech & Worship Musician, Volunteer, Gracepoint Community Church 

 

Shelby Rawlings 

Executive Leadership Committee Member – American Heart Association’s Go Red for Women 

KWCH 2011 Bowl for Kid’s Sake Coordinator & Team Leader – Big Brothers Big Sisters 

 

Emily Deaver, KSCW Crew/Special Projects 

Miss Kansas Organization – volunteer  

Kansas Advisory Group on Juvenile Justice & Delinquency Prevention – member & sit on Grants 

Committee 

Dress for Success – Model for Annual Spring Fling 

Spring Escape Fashion Show Fundraiser for Goodwill Industries-model 

Festival of Trees committee member  

 

Stephanie Huff, Promotion Manager 

Friends of the Wichita Public Library, Board Member 

 

Shawn Hilferty, Director of Marketing and Digital Media 

Wichita State University Marketing Advisory Board 

 

Ross Janssen, Meteorologist 

National AMS Broadcast Board Member 

AMS/NWA Wichita Chapter Treasurer 

HOA Vice President 

High Plains Conference Planning Committee 

Spring Escape Fashion Show Fundraiser for Goodwill Industries-model 



 

 

Public Engagements 

Sunflower Broadcasting, Inc. serves the community by attending various special events where our 

employees emcee, educate, entertain and motivate throughout the year.  Our employees have made special 

appearances to the following organizations. 

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

October 2011 

01 Andover Days  Hot Dog Eating Contest 50 Emily and Shane 

02 St. Elizabeth Ann Seton 

Church 

Annual parish financial 

report 

450 Joe Miller 

03 Northwest HS Career Fair 1,000 Jenn Bates 

09 Wichita Sports Commission Prairie Fire Marathon MC 4,000 Jenn Bates 

17 KSCW Client party 45 Roger Cornish 

 If you need more lines, place the curser in the last line last column and hit tab.  

  

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

November 2011 

04 Mulvane Middle School Class Speaker, Media 100 Kim Hynes 

08 Wichita State Class Speaker-Sports Mgmt 15 Jenn Bates 

 If you need more lines, place the curser in the last line last column and hit tab.  

 

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

December 2011 

08 Wichita State University Shocker Leadership 

Academy 

25 Kim Wilhelm 

    
If you need more lines, place the curser in the last line last column and hit tab. 

 



 

 

KSCW airs public service announcements that address community issues free of charge for 
various nonprofit organizations.   
 

 
Organization/PSA Title Length Number of runs 

907 Goodwill “Greenscreen” :30 25 

908 Goodwill “Thinking Twice :30 49 

911 Pet Adoption :30 34 

912 Pet Adoption :30 61 

914 Pet Adoption :30 31 

915 Pet Adoption :30 63 

930 Wichita Habitat/Humanity Restore :20 36 

935 Ad Council/Veteran Support “Camouflage” :60 26 

940 American Diabetes Assoc “A Toast” :60 60 

941 Girl Scouts of America “Park Girls” :60 132 

942 NIH/Childhood Obesity “We Can” :60 158 

949 Nature Conservatory “Life” :60 70 

950 Making Home Affordable :60 34 

951 Emergency Prep “World Upside Down” :60 24 

952 Think-Speak “Fitting Room” :30 10 

953 Think-Speak “Cashier” :30 9 

960 March of Dimes “Premies” :60 110 

962 Red Cross (1st Time Giving) :30 45 

964 Feeding America “Matt & Steve” :30 42 

965 Community Service w/ Bon Jovi :60 60 

966 KS High School Activities Assoc. “prez” :30 25 

969 KS High School Activities Assoc. “band” :30 33 

970 TV Roadblock Drunk Driving "Hospital" :30 45 

971 TV Roadblock Drunk Driving "Ambulance" :30 39 

975 Dr Phil “Bullying” :20 11 

978 TV Roadblock/Drunk Driving “Save a Life” :30 16 

981 Arbor Day Foundation “Tree City USA” :60 66 

982 KSHSAA Student Winner #1 PSA :30 17 

983 KSHSAA Student Winner #2 PSA :30 24 

987 Big Brothers/Sisters “Start Something” :60 52 

998 Dept. of Energy “Be an Energy Saver” :30 20 

999 KAB “60th Anniversary” :30 18 

 

 



 

 

FCC Report 

Third Quarter 2011 

 

Tours 
KWCH offers tours to groups interested in learning how a television station operates.  

Tours are tailored to the individual needs of the group, which usually consists of school-

age children.  It focuses on the history of the broadcasting facility and explains the types 

of jobs offered in each department.  Tours are conducted by the Promotions Department, 

and questions are welcome throughout. 

 

DATE   TIME       NUMBER  TYPE______________ 

October 2011 
10/27/11  10:30   15  High School Students 

 

November 2011 

11/09/11  11:45   20  High School Students 

11/16/11  4:45   20  Middle School Students 

11/21/11  10:30    10  High School Students 

 

December 2011 

12/07/11  11:45   24  Middle School Students 

12/14/11  11:45   15  Middle School Students 

12/14/11  3:45   25  High School Students 

 



 

 

 

Community Calendar: 

Sunflower Broadcasting provides a beneficial service for our community by 

providing an online Community Calendar to our viewing public. The 

Community Calendar is available for local groups and individuals to 

promote their events free of charge. It can be accessed through three of our 

websites: kwch.com, fetchtoto.com and kansascw.com. We’ve designed our 

calendar to be used by the public and monitored by our staff. Each month we 

list hundreds of events that happen throughout our viewing area that services 

nearly the entire state of Kansas. Some of these events include, but are not 

limited to, non-profit events, fine arts events, civic club meetings, city hall 

meetings, family celebrations, church functions, movie screenings and local 

music performances.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SUNFLOWER BROADCASTING, INC. 

KSCW-TV, WICHITA, KS 

 

FOURTH QUARTER 2011 

 

QUARTERLY SIGNIFICANT PROGRAMS REPORT 

 

 

 

Covered the period beginning October 1, 2011 

Ending December 31, 2011 

 

 

Station KSCW is a CW Network affiliate in its service area.  In carrying out its 

responsibilities as a public trustee, the station deals with and is responsive to the principal 

issues arising in its community on a continuing basis.  A variety of specials, public 

service announcements, public affairs programs and broadcasts on matter of concern to 

our community are supplemented, in some cases, with in-community projects.  Our most 

significant programming, which has dealt with current community issues during the 

preceding three-month period, is set forth below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Specific Treatment of Community Issues  

 

News stories carried in the 7am Morning Newscasts and the rebroadcast of the daily 

KWCH 10:00pm newscasts, Monday through Friday, ranging in length of 45 

seconds or more, address community issues.   

 

 

News stories carried in the M-F 4pm and M-Sunday 9pm Newscasts ranging in 

length of 45 seconds or more, address community issues.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
COMMUNITY ISSUES 

 

 

Crime – Reports on criminal activity throughout the entire viewing area as well as the 

rest of the country and the world.  Here we are listing just a few of the stories that were 

included in our newscast this quarter. 

 

Community - Connecting with the all members of the community and serving their 

specific and special needs is important in a diverse culture. In Wichita, as in most 

communities, there is a need for the public and private organizations to contribute money, 

time, and services to important issues, organizations, and causes within their community.  

As a public medium, we carry a responsibility to let the community know about 

important causes that are worthy of public support.  

 

Economy - The economy is of major importance to Kansas residents.  Continuing growth 

keeps our employment rate high; new contract acquisitions by the local aircraft 

manufacturers, old businesses leaving town, new businesses coming in, proposed tax 

increases/decreases, and major weather concerns for residences and businesses. All of 

these factors impact the community, and are of ongoing interest and concern for our 

viewing audience.  

 

Education – Coverage of educational issues in the viewing area including the various 

school districts, higher education facilities, and communities. 

 

Environment - Environment issues and concerns are of interest are aired regularly in  

newscasts to keep viewers informed of the latest in  Environmental technology, 

treatments, advisories, etc.   

 

Health & Safety - In Wichita, as in most communities, there is a need for public 

awareness of certain public and personal safety issues, and as a public medium, it is our 

responsibility to help ensure that a message is disseminated.  

 

Politics – Coverage of the issues and decisions by city, county and state government can 

affect them.     
 



 

 

KSCW 
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CRIME 
10/2/11  9pm 
Attorneys for a man accused of killing a teen from great bend file a motion to dismiss the case against him. 

Adam longoria is accused of killing alicia debolt last year. Prosecutors say longoria became obsessed with 

the 14 year old after meeting her at a birthday party. Alicia's body was found burned beyond recognition at 

an asphalt plant longoria worked at. Longoria's attorneys say the case against him should be dismissed... 

Reasons include the great bend man's portrayal in the media... And the prosecution revealing longoria's 

status as a confidential informant.  Attorneys add this could put his life in danger. Longoria will be in court 

on Wednesday.  Be sure to stay with eyewitness news throughout the day as the case develops. 

 

10/3/11  4pm 

New at four... Not guilty -- an italian appeals court throws out the murder of conviction of Amanda knox... 

<sot verbatim: we're thankful that Amanda's nightmare is over. >    Amanda's sister thanked their 

lawyers...and assistants for helping free her sister.  The acquittal came down less than an hour ago...  Knox 

collapsed into tears after the verdict was read out in court.  She has been in prison for nearly four years...for 

the death of her british roommate.  In its ruling, the court also cleared knox's co-defendant of murder. 

 

10/4/11   9pm 

New this morning..  A Texas newspaper reports two kansans are dead after an attack in an s-u-v in mexico.  

Officials say gunmen shot at the suv with assault rifles Friday night in juarez.. That's across the border from 

el paso.  An American consulate official told "the el paso times" 19-year-old pablo noe williams and his 

mother, 35-year-old rosa williams were killed.... Along with two others. It's not clear if any arrests have 

been made. 

 
10/6/11  7am 

The search for a missing Kansas city baby enters its third day. There's still no sign of missing 10-month-old 

lisa irwin. Police are struggling to find a solid lead.      Yesterday, the girl's parents gave an emotional plea 

to the public."we just want our baby back. Please bring her home. Our two other boys are waiting for please 

just drop her off anywhere, we don't care, just somewhere safe where she can come home please." the 10-

month old disappeared from her Kansas city home in the middle of night. The parents say this morning that 

their boys didn't hear anything. Investigators say irwin's parents *are not* suspects...but their phones have 

been taken as part of the investigation. The girl was last seen around ten-30 Monday night when her mother 

put her in bed.  Her father discovered the infant gone when he got home from working the late shift. 

 

10/7/11  8am 

A judge sentenced actor billy bob thornton's estranged daughter to prison time in connection with the death 

of a florida infant. Amanda brumfield was babysitting olivia madison garcia when she fell, hit her head and 

died.  Brumfield was acquitted of murder and child abuse in the girl's death....but was convicted of 

manslaughter - and was sentenced to 20 years.  The judge called the case "sad" - saying his sentence 

wouldn't help heal the pain for friends and family of the child.  

 
10/8/11  9pm 

A 10 month old reportedly abducted from her Kansas city home in the middle of the night... After an 

extensive search for the infant...there's still no sign of lisa irwin. It's exauhsting. You can't sleep, you can't 

eat. You know, the love of your life is gone. Kansas city police say lisa's mother failed a lie detector test 

and is no longer cooperating with authorities. Lisa's family say they are cooperating...  

 

10/9/11  9pm 
a fight between two women at a baltimore-area walmart forced the entire store to clear out. that's because 

the ladies went at it with ammonia and bleach. several people were taken to the hospital, sick from the 

fumes. police say one woman followed the other into the store. there was a confrontation in the household 

cleaning aisle. the woman started punching and dousing the victim with bleach and pine sol, which contains 



 

 

ammonia. mixed with chlorine, it makes a dangerous gas. it's a little pathetic, you let something get that 

violent that you send 18 innocent people to the hospital > One person is now facing charges.  A hazmat 

crew was needed to clean up the mess. 

 

10/10/11  4pm 

The salina pastor arrested for sex crimes is formally charged today...  Birger draget was charged with four 

counts of aggravated indecent liberties...rape and criminal sodomy.  Draget appeared in court today via 

closed circuit video. His next court appearance is October seventeenth. 

 

10/11/11  7am 

Jurors in the trial of Michael Jackson's doctor get to hear the rest of his interview with police today.  Dr. 

Conrad Murray is charged with involuntary manslaughter. The prosecution may also call an expert today to 

testify about the power sedative Murray administered to the pop singer. 

 

10/12/11  4pm 

A man is killed in an altercation with police this morning in ottawa county. It happened in the town of 

delphos...a man with a gun was seen walking along the railroad tracks at around 9 this morning. When 

employees from the near by co-op tried to confront him-- he ran into the woods. When police arrived, they 

exchanged gunfire and the man was shot and died. His name has not been released. No officers were 

injured. 

 

10/13/11  8am 

New this morning... A driver is hurt after a brief police chase last night near towne west. It started about 

11-30..at maple and tracy when a deputy tried to stop a driver in an suv for a tag violation.  Officials say the 

driver sped off, and crashed into a retaining wall a half mile later at kellogg and tracy. The driver then got 

out of the car and ran across kellogg. He was found about 45 minutes later by deputies and Wichita police 

in the 42-hundred block of w. Irving. Deputies say he was unresponsive in a dumpster. Paramedics 

transported him to a hospital in critical condition. The investigation is ongoing. 

 

10/14/11  4pm 

The north newton man accused of killing a 19-month old boy was due to appear in court today-- but his 

trial has been continued chad carr's trial was supposed to begin Monday in harvey county...but it was 

continued for a third time at the request of carr's attorney. Carr faces charges of first-degree murder, 

aggravated battery and child abuse in the death of his girlfriend's son, vincent hill, in march 2010.  

Authorities say the boy suffered blunt-force wounds and a brain injury most likely caused by suffocation. 

 

10/16/11  9pm 

<natural Sound: this case just makes you shake your head, I mean it's despicable and unspeakable.">   

Philadelphia police call it a horrific discovery.   4 mentally incapacitated adults were found malnourished 

and held captive in a basement. Philadelphia police say they've arrested 3 suspects in the case.  A middle 

aged woman and man - and a homeless man.  Investigators say A handyman at the apartment building 

made the discovery. They say he found 4 adults locked in a room - emaciated and bruised.  One man was 

found chained to a boiler. <sot verbatim: was taking in these mentally challenged adults that had learning 

disabilities, physical disabilities and we believe that she was using their SSI checks, and basically taking 

their money."> the trio face charges of criminal conspiracy - aggravated assault - kidnapping - criminal 

trespass - unlawful restraint and false imprisonment. 

 

10/17/11  7am 

We could learn more today - about a shooting in rural decatur county - Officials there tell us a man was 

visiting his family when he was shot in the face Sunday morning. The 22-year-old was flown to a hospital 

in nebraska where his condition is unknown. Officials in decatur county say one person was taken into 

custody – 

 

10/18/11  8am 

More details are expected today from sedgwick county's missing and exploited child unit... About a 

clearwater teacher accused of a sex crime with a student. The 39-year-old middle school teacher is now on 



 

 

administrative leave. It starts the crime watch this morning... Police say the 8th grade teacher was arrested 

last Friday on suspicion of indecent liberties with a child. Police called the school district Friday afternoon 

and had the teacher brought in for questioning.  Clearwater superintendent mike roth (row-th) says the 

married mother of two faces two counts of indecent liberties. Roth says the teacher was very popular and 

productive and her students performed well...<sot verbatim: roth @ 37:30 "you just do a lot of soul 

searching because truly parents send their students to us and they have the expectation that all kids should 

be safe.  And in this case if the allegations prove to be true, that would not be the case."> district officials 

say the alleged victim is now a student at clearwater *high*... But had been in the teacher's class 

previously. 

 

10/19/11  4pm 

Police in Kansas city continue searching the irwin family home today...2 weeks after lisa irwin disappeared.  

A possible sighting in Kansas yesterday turned out to be a case of mistaken identity...   Kansas city police 

searched the interior of the home--looking for any new evidence that could explain what happened to the 

infant. 

 

10/20/11  9pm 

A butler county man is in jail... Accused of rape. 69-year-old stephen white is charged with three counts of 

rape with a 13-year-old girl. White was leasing land in rural butler county in 2-thousand-7. That's when the 

alleged incident happened with one of his former students. He operated a horse training and boarding 

facility in the county.  “i don't really know what brought this young victim to her parents to say this was 

going on at this riding stable it had went one for quite some time i think she did the right thing by coming 

forward to the authorities” white is being held in the butler county jail on a 150-thousand-dollar bond. 

 

10/21/11  7am 

He used to give horse riding lessons in butler county... Now he's charged with raping one of his students.  

Sixty-nine year-old steve white is charged with three counts of rape. Authorities say it happened in 

2007...while white was giving the 13 year-old riding lessons. White was leasing this land in rural butler 

county where he ran the training and boarding center. The butler county sheriff's office say the victim 

waited more than two years before telling her parents the story. “he has been to a preliminary hearing he 

has been bound over for trial  he is in custody in the butler county jail and he has a 150 thousand dollar 

bond” white no longer lives in butler county. The sheriff says he has no reason to suspect there are other 

victims that haven't come forward. 

 

10/23/11  9pm 

Denise we don't have a lot of details right now...  But we do know a garden plain high school teacher and 

athletic coach was arrested sometime on Sunday... According to the booking report...he was arrested in 

sedgwick county for human trafficking.  We don't know any of the circumstances that led up to his arrest... 

Calls to the Wichita police department were not returned. We've also made several attempts to contact the 

superintendent and board members of the renwick school district...  They have not yet returned our calls.   

According to a parent...the teacher was seen Saturday night at a volleyball game... We do know the teachers 

name, but because he hasn't been formally charged...we are not releasing that information... Live from the 

news room i'm melody pettit.  

 

10/24/11  4pm 

As we've said...one of the men is a teacher and coach at garden plain high school. School officials have 

suspended the employee with pay...pending the outcome of an investigation. The superintendent of the 

renwick school district has received phone calls from concerned parents... He says he is giving them as 

much information as possible while still protecting the privacy of the employee. <sot verbatim:  49:53 it's 

shocking, dissipating, but at the same time, part of the job...you have to deal with difficult 

situation...wouldn't wish this on anybody but it's not about me, it's about the kids.> the superintendent says 

he is not aware of any previous incidents with this teacher and any students...the teacher was arrested for 

human trafficking... Police say that means he solicited sex online and went to a location intending to have 

sex with a minor. 

 

10/25/11  7am 



 

 

As we reported over the weekend, one of the men arrested is a high school teacher and coach in garden 

plain. He was arrested on a charge of human trafficking...  Police say that means he solicited sex online and 

went to a location intending to have sex with a minor. That employee is suspended with pay pending the 

outcome of the investigation. The superintendent of the renwick school district says he's been busy fielding 

calls from concerned parents. <sot verbatim:  49:53 it's shocking, dissipating, but at the same time, part of 

the job...you have to deal with difficult situation...wouldn't wish this on anybody but it's not about me, it's 

about the kids.> Bourne says he's not aware of any previous incidents involving the teacher and any 

students, but police are looking into it.  Police expect to present their cases on all seven men to the district 

attorney by the end of the week. 

 

10/26/11  7am 

Child protection officials in nebraska clean up four children Tuesday. Police found two of them in an 

animal kennel with a matress. A welfare check prompted police to go to the home. North platte police say 

they found a three and five year old in a kennel, and an eight year old and an eight month old in unsafe 

conditions.they also found trash, dirty clothing, food, animal feces and urine throughout the home. Four 

adults face several charges including child abuse and false imprisonment. 

 

10/27/11  8am 

A trial date is set for a man charged with killing a barton county teen. The capital murder trial of adam 

longoria starts march 26th in great bend. Prosecutors have said they won't seek the death penalty. Longoria 

is charged with killing 14-year-old alicia debolt. Her body was found at an asphalt plant where longoria 

worked. Prosecutors say they expect the trial to last 10 days. 

 

10/28/11  7am 

In the crimewatch... Wichita police arrest a man after a three-hour standoff thursday.. It started around noon 

and ended just before three.  Police say it all started at a traffic stop..then the man lead police to a home 

near 14th and market. The swat team was called in. Police say the man is wanted in connection with a 

kidnapping 

 

10/29/11  9pm 

A ninth grade boy is charged with scamming several people by impersonating a law enforcement officer... 

Penny received a call from the boy... The boy said he was a police officer and that his credit card account 

had been hacked... The boy used an i-phone app that played a police scanner in the background to sound 

like he was at a police station. Penny was immediately suspicious... <sot verbatim: he had told me that my 

card been stolen. I went to the computer, flipped it and there had been no activity > penny contacted the 

real police and authorities arrested the teen... Four other people fell victim to the boy's scam... The teen 

spent hundreds of dollars on pizza, a trip to lazer quest on a party bus, and a d-j-.... 

 

10/30/11  9pm 

police chase two armed mexican drug cartel members into a crowded mall...  You can hear them 

exchanging gunfire.  Frightened shoppers flee the plaza in san lucas, mexico.   But the police needed a little 

more help and military troops were called in.  At one point in time a police officer was filmed rescuing a 

baby.  He was seen running with the child in one arm, and his machine gun in the other.  In the end the two 

cartel members were arrested.. .and surprisingly no one was hurt. 

 

10/31/11  7am 

The latest this morning…on breaking news we brought you last night at ten. An officer-involved shooting 

in southwest wichita turns deadly. Wichita police tell us one robbery suspect has died follow the shooting 

at a dollar general store. No officers were hurt. The shooting happened just before 10 last night near 

pawnee and meridian. Someone called 911 about the robbery. Officers found three accused robbers leaving 

the store, and shots were fired. It's not clear who fired first. One suspect was hit and taken to the hospital 

where he later died. Jake wilcox lives in the area and heard the gunshots. Wilcox says he doesn't like being 

scared. <sot verbatim: (neighbor sound -- not that good) 55:36 i thought it'd be safe living over here, but i 

think it's not safe to live over here. This is a dangerous part of town. 55:41> police tell us they aren't sure if 

anything was stolen. They spent the night questioning witnesses, officers, and two other robbery suspects 

who were not hurt. More information will be released at a police briefing later this morning. 



 

 

 

11/1/11  7am 

Imagine a heavy, full-size shopping cart dropping four levels... Onto someone's head. That's exactly what 

police say happened to a 47-year-old woman at this new york city parking garage sunday. Police say two 

12-year-old boys were caught on video pushing the target shopping cart off a fourth floor walkway. The 

victim is now in critical condition. Her friends say she had been out buying candy for a local community 

center. <sot verbatim: "she carries a lot of responsibility with her - not only for her family and her 

professional life - but also for the number of not-for profits that she's involved with."  > the two boys were 

arrested and charged as juveniles with assault and using the cart as a weapon. 

 

11/2/11  7am 

A London court denies an extradition appeal for wikileaks founder Julian assange.  This means assange will 

go back to Sweden where he faces sex crime accusations.  Police in Sweden plan to question assange about 

the possible rape of one woman and molestation of another in Stockholm last year.  40-year-old assange 

denies all wrongdoing, and insists the case is politically motivated over his work with wikileaks.  Assange 

has been under house arrest for the last several months. 

 

11/3/11  7am 

Police in cloud county arrest two people after a vandalism spree that caused almost a half a million dollars 

in damage. The damage included two tractors, two combines and an irrigation system.  Farmers are 

struggling to fix what the vandals tore apart. <sot verbatim: it's a pain in the butt to have to deal with it and 

clean up the aftermath of it. It makes me madder the more we have to deal with it. It's like, what in the hell 

were they thinking? > joe reed says farmers normally leave their keys in the ignition. But with 50 to 80 

thousand dollars in damage to his equipment alone he says his keys will now stay with him. Some of the 

combines traveled a mile on their own before running into something. Most of the damage is covered by 

insurance. 

 

11/4/11  8am 

Jury deliberations begin today in the trial of doctor conrad murray. He's accused of involuntary 

manslaughter in the death of michael jackson. During closing arguments thursday, prosecutors said murray 

killed jackson with the powerful anesthetic propofol. The defense blamed jackson for his own death, saying 

the singer injected himself with a deadly dose of the drug. If convicted, murray could face up to four years 

in prison. 

 

11/6/11  9pm 

Covering the nation tonight...  the sexual abuse scandal involving former penn state football coach has 

spread...   a grand jury indicted former football coach jerry sandusky on sexual abuse charges...   and now 

two top officials at penn state could face perjury charges...    sandusky is accused of the sexual assault of 

eight young boys between the ages of ten and twelve-years-old...   sandusky's released a statement through 

his attorney... Saying he is not guilty... 

 

 

11/7/11  4pm 

A jury has found michael jackson's doctor guilty of involuntary manslaughter.  “ we the jury...find the 

defendant guilty of involuntary manslaughter.  after a 6 week trial...the jury decided that dr. Conrad murray 

is responsible for the superstar's death.  during the trial, jurrors heard from 49 witnesses and recordings of 

the singer himself.   prosecutors claimed that murray was negligent....the defense argued that murray would 

never have been charged if his client wasn't famous.   the judge will sentence dr. Murray at a later date--the 

maximum would be four years in prison...the doctor may also lose his medical license.   

 

11/8/11  7am 

Lawyers for doctor conrad murray say they plan to appeal his involuntary manslaughter conviction.  

Murray was placed on suicide watch at the l-a county jail on monday he showed no emotion yesterday 

when a jury found him guilty in the death of singer michael jackson. Outside the courthouse, fans of 

jackson cheered as the verdict was read.   Conrad was taken into custody immediately... Jackson's family 

says they are pleased with the verdict. <sot verbatim: michael was watching over us... Yes, very happy!> 



 

 

jurors deliberated fewer than nine hours, and were escorted from the building after the verdict was read. 

Murray will be sentenced november 29th. 

 

11/9/11  9pm 

A doctor accused in a deadly hit and run accident has his first day in court.  doctor mohammad sarrafizadeh 

is charged with failure to stop at an accident and vehicular homicide.  investigators say sarrafizadeh hit 

ramon martinez-limon with his van earlier this year.  they say he didn't stop after the accident.  he drove 

home and that where he found the victim's body on the roof of his vehicle.  the doctor's lawyer says his 

client had a stroke which caused the accident and left him confused.  if convicted, he faces up to one year in 

jail. 

 

11/10/11  7am 

In this morning's crimewatch... Wichita police release surveillance photos from a robbery at a credit union 

earlier this week. Investigators say three men walked into the credit union of america on south broadway on  

monday. They ordered everyone down and demanded money. You can see these photos again at kwch dot 

com.. And if you have any information about the robbery you are asked to call crimestoppers at 267-21-21. 

 

11/11/11  7am 

New in the nation this morning..  A man is stabbed during a fight after the oakland raiders-san diego 

chargers game last night. A 25-year-old man was stabbed in the stomach and taken to the hospital for 

treatment. San diego police says it doesn't appear the two men were fighting over a sports rivalry. No 

arrests have been made. 

 

11/12/11  9pm 

Police arrest a man who they say shot and killed his wife in front of her children...it happened just after 

noon today near the intersection of 13th and grove...Police say the man shot his wife in front of their 

house...witness say she and her children were begging for her life... <sot verbatim: the way the kids was 

screaming and telling him not to do that to their mom, and then she was begging for her life too and he did 

it anyway > police arrested the man shortly after the shooting...they say he was still holding the gun...we 

expect to have more information about this case on Monday 

 

11/13/11  9pm 

People came together in north wichita tonight, to honor the victim of saturday's homicide.    the group held 

a candle light vigil at 13th and grove, near the site where the woman was killed.  police say the woman got 

into a fight with her husband.  when she tried to leave their home, he chased after with a gun.   witnesses 

say he then shot her three or four times in the street, and it all happened in front of her three children.  

officers arrested the husband at the scene.  another relative is taking care of the children now.   police will 

have more information about the shooting at monday's briefing. 

 

11/14/11  7am 

In the crimewatch this morning... More information is expected to be released today in wichita's latest 

homicide. It happened on saturday near 13th and grove in north wichita. That's where 30 year old antonia 

(ann-tawn-yah) cratic was killed. Police say her husband shot her several times in front of three of her 

children. A candlelight vigil was held for the family sunday night. Organizers of the vigil say they will do 

everything they can to help the children cope with what happened saturday. <sot verbatim: 10:38 "it's my 

understanding that some of the children were present to see this violence and we know that whole heartedly 

they're going to need counseling, they're gonna need support and interventions from as many in the 

community as possible. 10:52 > the children are staying with another relative. 

 

11/15/11  7am 

Hunters find the body of a man shot and killed. Now... The barton county sheriff calls the death a murder. 

25-year-old damon galyardt was found dead outside great bend over the weekend...  Eyewitness news 

reporter jim grawe talks with friends and neighbors... Who wonder why this happened... 

 

11/16/11  7am 



 

 

A kansas school superintedent was arrested on suspicion of driving under the influence.   peabody-burns 

superintendent rex watson... Was arrested friday night in newton.  watson sumitted his letter of resignation 

monday. 

 

11/17/11  7am 

A man accused of firing shots at the white house will be in court today.  Police arrested 21-year-old oscar 

ramiro ortega-hernandez wednesday afternoon at a pennsylvania hotel.  Tuesday, the secret service 

discovered two bullets had hit the white house... One of them apparently cracking a window on the 

residential level. 

 

11/18/11  9pm 

Sisters say it started when they were seven and eight years old.  they told their stories of sexual abuse at a 

preliminary hearing today.  For james lamont brown.   he's charged with ten counts of rape and ten counts 

of human trafficking.   prosecutors say the girls' mother would bring them to wichita from kansas city to 

have sex with brown.    both girls testified in sedgwick county court this morning.   the girls say their 

mother would drive them to wichita and they would stay at a motel where the man they knew as "lamont" 

had sex with all three of them.   "how many times altogether would you say you came down to wichita and 

stayed in this hotel?" "about 40" on each of these times did lamont come and see you?" "yes".  "on each of 

these times was it similar to what you described already?" "yes."   a judge ordered brown and the girls' 

mother to stand trial january 9th.   she waived a preliminary hearing today on the same 20 charges. 

 

 

 

11/19/11  9pm 

We begin tonight with the search for the person who shot a man two times in northeast wichita early this 

morning.   the shooting happened around three a-m near 21st and erie.   paramedics took a 23-year-old 

victim to wesley medical center with gunshot wounds to the hip and ankle.  police say the two men had 

gotten into an argument earlier in the evening over a woman.   the victim's injuries *are not* considered 

life-threatening. 

 

11/21/11  7am 

<This is the man police say planned to set off pipe bombs across new york city and in bayonne, new jersey. 

Jose pimentel   --  a u-s citizen born in the dominican republic...who had converted to islam. "he talked 

about bombing post offices in and around washington heights and police cars in new york city, as well as a 

police station in bayonne, new jersey."  police put together this video of what pimentel is accused of trying 

to pull off. (nats explosion) investigators say he tried to make a pipe bomb, like this one, following 

instructions from a well-known al-qaeda publication called "inspire." "reading these recipes off the internet 

-- it doesn't have to be from inspire magazine, there are lots of them --  doesn't necessarily make you an 

effective bomb-maker either.  It's not clear if this guy could've really detonated a bomb that would've 

worked. Luckily, we're not going to have to run that experiment now." new york city officials say pimentel 

is an al-qaeda sympathizer and a follower of anwar al-awlaki, the radical american-born cleric who was 

killed back in september. "the suspect was a so-called lone wolf motivated by his own resentment of the 

presence of american troops in iraq and afghanistan, as well as inspired by al-qaeda propaganda." new york 

police say they had been watching pimentel since may 2009... But only acted now when he allegedly 

started to build the pipe bomb. I'm rick vincent, reporting. > 

 

11/22/11  4pm 

Wichita police say...recent car thefts have focused on a certain make-- hondas.   they're considered one of 

the top  vehicles for thieves..  and although thieves are targeting hondas at the moment... The police warn 

they can break into or steal any vehicle.    police encourage people to buy a secondary anti-theft system.   

out of the nearly 15-hundred vehicles stolen - police recover about 80-percent of them.  

 

11/23/11  9pm 

He's charged with the murder of a hutchinson mother.  now, his attorney says... He needs a mental 

evaluation.  "billy joe craig, junior"... Is charged in the death of jennifer heckel.  his attorney says... He's 

not sure if craig is competent to stand trial.   heckel was found shot to death at her home in june.   



 

 

investigators say... The suspects were trying to rob someone else... And heckel was not the intended target.   

another man is also charged in this case... "charles christopher logsdon."   a motion hearing in the case is set 

for november 30th. 

 

11/24/11  9pm 

A hutchinson man is killed after an overnight stabbing.   police responded to the one-hundred block of east 

carpenter... In hutch late wednesday.    officers found a 23-year-old man... With stab wounds to his stomach 

and neck.    he died early this morning at saint francis hospital in wichita.   officers say... They are holding 

a suspect in the reno county jail on second degree murder charges. 

 

11/25/11  4pm 

A "black friday" brawl... At a north carolina wal-mart.    store managers say... They  hired off-duty police 

to monitor the crowds--and keep people from getting out of control.    a fight broke out.   and... One of the 

officers used pepper spray to make an arrest.   a 58-year-man was arrested.   he says... A fight never started.   

police just over-reacted to people jockeying for position in line.  "he was raining it over the whole crowd so 

that it will rain down on their heads.  Some of it got on my granddaughter in her face and eyes and she had 

to go to the emergency room because she's asthmatic."   other customers say... Police should not have used 

pepper spray on the crowd. 

 

11/27/11  9pm 

Switching to the crime watch tonight. A gunfight at a gas station injures four men, and a wichita family is 

thankful they weren't innocent victims of this fight. A stray bullet crashed through luis alba's front 

window....as he and his niece were asleep in the living room. The gunfire came from this q-t parking lot 

were police say an argument over a dinged car led two men to shoot at two other men. Then a third man 

pulled out a gun and shot the two shooters. None of the injuries are life-threatening...  Alba says the bullet 

that pierced his window richocheted off the wall and came to rest on the floor right between him and his 

niece. <sot verbatim: 14:15 it's pretty crazy.  I'm from california.  I'm not too used to it but i'm somewhat 

used to it. Came out here, thought it would be a little different but i guess it's the same everywhere > police 

are still trying to identify and find the uninjured gunman. The two suspects in custody face charges of 

aggrivated battery. 

 

11/28/11  9pm 

The kingman man... Accused in the death of his wife... Will be in court tomorrow.   brett seacat... Is 

charged with first degree murder.  prosecutors say... He killed his wife vashti (vash-tee)... And set their 

home on fire.   eyewitness news will be in court tomorrow for seacat's preliminary hearing.  we'll stream it 

on our website... K-w-c-h dot com.  the live coverage begins at 9-30. 

 

11/29/11  7am 

A missouri judge will hear a motion today in a custody case involving the half brother of missing baby lisa 

irwin. His biological mother, rasleen raim, says she now wants custody. But the attorney for jeremy irwin 

says the timing is strange.  Lisa irwin disappeared october 4th from her bedroom. Her brothers were in the 

next room when it happened.  Now the mother of irwin's 8-year-old half brother has gone to court... Saying 

she's concerned for her son's safety.  She's asked the court to give her custody of the boy. Irwin's attorney 

john picerno says, that would be a difficult case to make. Picerno says deborah bradley and jeremy irwin 

are good parents, and history is in their favor. <sot verbatim:1:43-:54 "we're in a situation where jeremy's 

raised this boy the whole time, she's been gone since the boy was 2.  He's now 8.  She has not seen him 

other, with one exception, the chance meeting that they ran into each other when jeremy was out and about 

with the boy."> picerno says raim is *not* in the picture.. And is about 95-hundred dollars behind in child 

support.  A decision won't be made until next week. 

 

11/30/11  9pm 

He's accused in the death of his wife.  now... A judge sends a kingman man's case to trial.  the judge says 

there is enough evidence to try brett seacat who is charged with first degree murder.  he is accused of 

killing his wife vashti and setting their home on fire.  a medical examiner says she could not determine if 

vashit killed herself, or if someone else did.   a therapist for the couple says she met with vashti 17 times, 

and never saw her as suicidal.  she did say however, vashti showed signs of depression and talked to her 



 

 

about possibly getting medication.  she also said brett called her with-in hours of vashti's death to tell her, 

he drove his wife to suicide.  he said, i killed her, he said vashti's dead and it's my fault.   brett seacat will 

be back in court on january sixth.  there he will be arraigned on the charges.  for now he remains in jail on a 

one-million dollar bond. 

 

12/1/11  7am 

<"Sandusky was part of the penn state family.  We all are.  And i feel shamed." the child sex abuse scandal 

that has shaken penn state brought students and school officials together at a town hall meeting last night. It 

happened hours after the first lawsuit was filed against penn state, former defensive football coach jerry 

sandusky, and a charity sandusky founded. Sandusky is charged with sexually abusing eight boys. The 

lawsuit is from a ninth alleged victim -- a 29-year-old man who says sandusky abused him more than 100 

times in the 90s. "he also began to coerce this child -- then 10 to satisfy his own perverse sexual impulses, 

which he could not control." sandusky's attorney insists his client is innocent. He says he talked to the 

young man who sandusky allegedly assaulted in a shower, according to a grand jury report. "he sat here 

with his mother and his brother and said he was not a victim...the young man said he was the boy in the 

shower as far as he knows, but he was not engaged in sexual acts with jerry."  

Sandusky told n-b-c he only horsed around with kids in the shower. According to his attorney, he's hired a 

private investigator to prove his innocence. I'm bill caiaccio, reporting.> 

 

12/2/11  4pm 

A wellington man is now charged...in the death of a toddler. New information today as spencer weikal is 

now charged with first degree murder, child abuse and aggravated child endangerment.  Weikal was 

arrested earlier this week... Police say...he's responsible for the death of a 2-year-old wellington girl.  

Weikal is the boyfriend of the girl's mother. Police say... The girl had severe head trauma - she was brought 

to wesley medical center in wichita...where she later died. We spoke with the girl's grandmother today...she 

told us the family is focusing on remembering the girl's life. 

 

12/5/11  7am 

The story starts at 10 o'clock monday morning...augusta police officers were asked to check on 69 year old 

loyce cody. <17:15:35 - the officers got the report from a family member and an employer that the lady had 

not shown up for work at a job in wichita.> officers found cody, dead inside her home. The only thing 

missing - her 2010 blue toyota corolla.  <17:23:22 - now that i know what happened it's just insane...it 

blows my mind.>it was about 4:30 when butler county sheriff's deputies were investigating a report of an 

abandoned and burned vehicle near this intersection southeast of augusta... That the corolla was spotted. 

<17:18:03 - this was put out early this morning that we were looking for this vehicle and by the officers 

paying attention they happened to see this vehicle drive by and that's when the chase started and the vehicle 

was finally stopped north of winfield by cowley county, butler county and augusta.> the two people inside 

this car were taken in for questioning but have not been arrested. Leaving police... And people in this 

neighborhood... Still questioning what happened here. <17:23:43 - the sweetest lady you could ever meet. 

She'd be out taking the trash and stop to wave at you, stop everything she's doing just to wave, she's just 

sweet, i can't believe this happened.> in augusta, megan strader kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

12/6/11  9pm 

In tonight's crime watch. Two teenagers are in custody, accused in the death of a 69-year old teacher. A 

close friend of the victim tells us, one of the suspects is her grand-child. However police have not 

confirmed the information. Loyce cody was found dead in her augusta home on monday. Police say a 19-

year old man and a 19-year old woman stole her car and led police on a chase before being arrested. Cody 

worked as pre-kindergarten teacher at cessna elementary school in wichita.  People who knew her say say 

she will be missed.<1:12:39 - 1:12:46 gwen shaver / neighbor>she was one of the biggest assets to our 

community to our block to our area  a grief counselor was on hand today to help students.   Formal charges 

are expected to be file against the suspects tomorrow. 

 

12/7/11  9pm 

Two teenagers are charged in connection with an augusta homicide.  "jacob allen hoyt" (hoit) ... And 

"lyndsey renee giovinazzo" (geo-vah-nah-zo)... Face life in prison for multiple charges... In the death of  

69-year-old loyce cody.  she was hoyt's (hoit's) grandmother.  the butler county district attorney says... He 



 

 

will seek the maximum sentence for both teens.  he says... The teens planned the murder and considered 

their actions before they took cody's life. “you never want to think that a homicide like this is going to 

happen in your community.   the d-a says... Cody was possibly strangled.  the teens are being held in the 

butler county jail on a one-million-dollar bond.  a preliminary hearing is set for january 23-rd. 

 

12/8/11  4pm 

Our fallen troops gave their lives for our country.  But when some of their remains were returned to the U-

S... They weren't returned to their families.  The washington post reports newly released records show...the 

Air Force dumped the remains of at least 274 American service members in a Virginia landfill between 

2004 and 2008.  That number is much higher than the military previously reported.  A federal investigation 

revealed "gross mismanagement" at the Air Force's Dover mortuary -- which handles bodies of our fallen 

troops.  According to the investigation by the Post-- the Air Force never told the families of these service 

members that remains were being dumped in the landfill. 

 

12/9/11  7am 

Police arrested a man for having sex with his neighbor's dog. Officers took the 69-year-old into custody on 

two counts of criminal sodomy with an animal and two counts of lewd and lascivious behavior. The dog's 

owner says he witnessed an incident earlier this week... After he has reported one in september. The man is 

out of jail on bond.  

 

12/10/11  9am 

An atchison police officer is shot and killed in the line of duty. Sergeant david enzbrenner was serving a 

nuisance order around four fridaty afternoon when police say a man shot him. The atchison county sheriff 

says the suspect... 25-year-old skyler barbee... Came out of nowhere and fired. Barbee then killed himself. 

Enzbrenner was air-lifted to a kansas city hospital where he later died. He was a 24-year veteran of the 

police department, and leaves behind a wife and two daughters. Investigators are not saying if barbee lived 

at the home where the order was served. 

 

12/11/11  9pm 

Facebook leads indiana police to find three bodies.   there was a message on a person's wall saying 

"someone call 9-1-1... I've killed ryann erin and myself...the message then continued.. "people were warned 

not to play me and ruin me - they didn't listen. Sorry about your luck"   police say all the bodies had 

apparent gunshot wounds.    they are not looking for a suspect... But will not confirm if they suspect the 

shooter is among the dead.  

 

 

 

12/12/11  9pm 

A facebook post leads police to a home... With three dead bodies inside.   it happened over the weekend in 

indiana.   a man's facebook status claimed... He would kill two people and himself.    he also gave the 

address where the bodies could be found.   a washington woman saw the post and called police.   police 

say... The murder-suicide is the result of a bad break-up.  officers say... The shooter killed his ex-girlfriend, 

her new boyfriend, and  then turned the gun on himself. 

 

12/13/11  9pm 

A kansas high school football coach facing sex charges... Is now suspended without pay.  garden plain 

coach and teacher todd puetz (pits) ... Faces charges including electronic solicitation.  today, the renwick 

district superintendent confirmed his suspension.   previously... He was on administrative leave *with* pay. 

 

12/14/11  9pm 

A wichita family is held at gun-point.   it happened near west 31-st and south seneca.... Around seven-30 

last night.   rudy duran says... He answered the back door.    that's when the gunmen forced their way into 

his home.   duran says... He was hit in the head with a shotgun and tied-up with tape.   and... His two 

children were home at the time. 

"my 5 year-old ran to his room he said he hid under the bed.  And the little one was crying next to me and 

the guy that had me a gun pointed he kicked her to the side."   police say... The thieves got away with 



 

 

thousands of dollars in cash.  duran says... He was going to use the money to pay his workers and buy 

christmas presents for his family. 

 

12/15/11  9pm 

A 12-year old boy was walking down this arkansas city street when he says a man in a black s-u-v offered 

him a ride...the boy declined, but the man was persistant, offering cookies and telling the boy he knew his 

mother... The boy didn't get in... But says the man followed him for about five blocks before he made it 

home. His mother called the police... Police say the boy did just what he was supposed to...but that it did 

scare the family. 1:58 i'd be shaken up also...if it was my child in this day in age with all stranger 

abductions...kind of a scary world we live in  police say the 12-year old boy got a good description of the s-

u-v and the man... The most notable was that the black s-u-v had a bumper sticker that said "no girls 

allowed."  in ark city, mp, kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

12/16/11  7am 

One person is arrested in connection with the shooting death of a 19-year-old.  19-year old markez phillips 

was shot and killed in a home on east locust on wednesday.  It started as a robbery.  Authorities say three 

men came over to this oaklawn home and got into a fight with phillips.  Four other people were also inside, 

including a five month old but they were not hurt.  Police are still looking for the other two suspects. 

 

12/17/11  9pm 

ALSO IN THE CRIME WATCH - 2 leavenworth brothers are dead after a shooting outside of a barber 

shop...  it happened on the north side of town - friday night.  When police arrived at the barbershop they 

didn't find any shooting victims.  soon after the police were called to a crash - 2 of the 3 men inside the car 

had gunshot wounds.  One of them was already dead - and the other died a few hours later.  

 

12/18/11  9pm 

The 23-year-old soldier accused of releasing national security secrets to the Wiki Leaks website appeared 

in court for his pretrial hearing Sunday in Fort Meade, Maryland.  The opening hearing session will 

determine if he faces a court-martial.  If tried and convicted, he could be sentenced to life in prison.   The 

government says it will not seek the death penalty.   

 

12/19/11  4pm 

The wichita offices of senator pat roberts were vandalized... Police say someone painted red swastikas on 

the walls of the downtown office. The vandalism was cleaned up by this morning...bit it appears to have 

happened during the weekend. The f-b-i will now investigate. 

 

12/20/11  7am 

Wichita police reveal the name of a homeless man beaten to death last week. That's the latest this morning.  

Police say 41-year old marshall hauschulz (how-shulz) was killed in downtown wichita.  His body was 

found near the keeper of the plains friday morning.. They say he was living under a bridge when he was 

attacked.  So far there are no suspects in the case.  If you have any information, you are asked to call crime 

stoppers at 267 - 21-11 

 

12/21/11  8am 

a wisconsin mom is behind bars... accused of choking her daughter while watching a football game on t-v.   

Police say it happened at this Grand Chute hotel.   The woman's 11-year-old daughter told police her mom 

was drinking... and became upset over the Green Bay Packers' first loss of the season on Sunday against the 

Kansas City Chiefs.    She says her mom grabbed her hair and choked her.  "I think the alcohol 

consumption was probably the major contributing factor here. It just happened to be uniquely tied to the 

fact that the Packers had lost and it seemed to increase her anger."   The mother was charged with felony 

child abuse and misdemeanor counts of bail jumping and disorderly conduct. 

 

12/22/11  7am 

Eight american soldiers face several charges in the death of a fellow soldier who committed suicide in 

afghanistan. The family of army private daniel chen says he was hazed and bullied because of his chinese-

american background.  From his journal and chats on facebook, they say they know he was constantly 



 

 

fighting accusations that he wasn't american. 19-year-old chen was a native new yorker. All eight men 

charged were chen's superiors. They all have been assigned to a different base, removed from their duties 

and will remain under close supervision as they await possible military justice. <sot verbatim: "hazings are 

not tolerated in the military.  If it's found and it's proven, it's dealt with."> the charges they face range from 

involuntary manslaughter to maltreatment. 

 

12/23/11  7am 

Former presidential candidate john edwards wants his criminal trial...over campaign finances... Postponed.  

He says he's been diagnosed with a medical condition that would make it difficult for him to attend.  

Edwards is charged with conspiracy, issuing false statements and violating campaign contribution laws.  He 

has pleaded not guilty. The trial is set to begin next month. 

 

12/26/11  8am 

Covering the nation this morning... Police in a dallas suburb are not looking for a gunman in a deadly 

weekend shooting. Seven people were found dead in a grapevine apartment sunday morning. Police went to 

the apartment after receiving a 9-1-1 call... And hearing nothing on the other end. Officers say... The family 

just opened their christmas presents when they were shot. Police believe the shooter may have been among 

the victims, because two handguns were found near the bodies. They say this is the most serious case the 

department has ever dealt with.  

 

12/27/11  9pm 

Another shooting this morning sends a man to the hospital... In critical condition.    it happened in the 49-

hundred block of west douglas...just north of the town west mall.        officers on scene say the shooting 

was accidental...   and the man's injuries do not appear to be life-threatening....his injuries were from 

shrapnel from the bullet casing. 

 

12/28/11  9pm 

Brigit Hippen will go back to trial in connection with the death of her infant baby.  The Hutchinson woman 

is accused of placing a hair dryer by the two-month old baby's crib to blow hot air on the child.  She then 

fell asleep for several hours.  her first trial ended earlier this year with jurors unable to agree on a verdict.   

today a reno county judge refused the defense's request to delay the january 10th retrial. 

 

12/29/11  9pm 

A reno county judge says a man accused of killing a hutchinson woman *is* competent to stand trial.  a 

defense attorney for billy joe craig, junior, requested a mental evaluation for his client.   a judge says it 

shows he *is* capable of standing trial.  For first-degree murder in the death of jennifer heckel.  heckel was 

found shot to death at her home in june...   prosecutors believe criag.  And co-defendant charles christopher 

logsdon planned to rob someone else when heckel was killed.   a preliminary hearing for the suspects is set 

for february. 

 

12/30/11  9pm 

What started out as a fight, ends in a pair of shootings that left three people injured.   the violence started 

around two-30 this morning outside a restaurant in the 18-hundred block of south rock road.   police said 

two groups of people were arguing inside, when they took the fight outside.   the dispute turned violent, and 

three people were hurt from gunshot wounds.   one man remains in critical condition after a bullet struck 

him in the head.   police say a related drive-by shooting occurred in the 22-hundred block block of south 

stoneybrook.   investigators said multiple shots hit three homes and three cars.    no one was hurt.   so far no 

arrests have been made. 

 

12/31/11  9pm 

The sedgwick county fire department investigates a suspicious house fire in mulvane...   it happened shortly 

after 9 this morning...neighbors say the house was abandoned for the last year...but teenagers would 

commonly have parties in it, and there was one there last evening.   neighbors also say that before the fire 

started, they saw someone walking away from the house... 

 



 

 

 

COMMUNITY 
10/1/11  9pm 
Racers of all ages are invited to show what they've got on park city's new b-m-x track... it opened this 

weekend with local races and hopes to become one of the premier race tracks in the area... eyewitness news 

reporter dave roberts has the story new at 9. Riders ready, watch the gate, beep beep beep beep And they're 

off...as fast as their legs can take them...over hills, around corners...and into the air... “well i have friends 

and i get to hang out with them and it's fun just to ride”  And cayden langley is doing more than just riding 

at the new b-m-x track at hap mclean park in park city...he's racing...along side his friends...and new 

friends... “i get so happy like when i'm racing it's just like awesome” construction of the track began last 

year... it was paid for by the city and donors.  they see the track as a way to enhance the sport of b-m-x. “we 

just didn't have a national calibre facility” And they say the track is not just for kids... “i like the physical 

conditioning, having my friends that are in the same class as me pushing me to my limits and trying to stay 

young “ Greg frahm says b-m-xing is a family affair  “my, both my daughters have raced, my son and i 

both race, my wife's the only one i haven't talked into getting on a cruiser” “even though races are already 

being held on the track, organizers say there's still quite a bit of work left to be done to it” “we got a fence 

to put in, a lot of temporary things right now, and then we got to seal the track” And while the rock music 

plays in the background...the racers enjoy their time in the sun.. “awesomeness“ In park city, dave roberts, 

kwch 12 eyewitness news 

 

10/2/11  9pm 

A child dies in a duplex fire in the Kansas City area. Fire crews were called to the overland park home late 

last night. Firefighters found a young girl in a second floor bedroom. She was rushed to a hospital where 

she later died. An adult and another child managed to escape the fire without help. The child was treated for 

minor smoke inhalation. Firefighters say the home didn't have a working smoke alarm. 

 

10/3/11  4pm 

Today is world  bullying prevention day --  and some Wichita students are taking a stand. Students rallied 

on the football field at West High this morning. They wore all wore blue in support of anti-bullying 

awareness...and were part of a large panoramic picture. Teacher Allison Stucky...a graphic design 

teacher...helped organize the event. <sot verbatim:51:20 "it  was kind of the day to send the message to 

those that are bullying that you're outnumbered and those that are being bullied that they have tons of 

support and I think we showed that today." 51:30/49:31 "i've been bullied since elementary and it's taken a 

big toll on me 49:35 there are times when i get too depressed about it 49:38>   Stucky says she hopes to 

hold a bullying prevention every month... She hopes it will make more people aware and have discussions. 

 

10/4/11  9pm 

County commissioners will consider whether *you* should pay more when you make payments to the 

county.  Right now -- sedgwick county is charged a fee every time someone pays bills like property taxes, 

vehicle registration or ambulance costs with a credit card. The commission will look into passing those fees 

along to the card user. It could save the county one million dollars each year... But could create some 

problems. Visa doesn't allow retailers to charge consumers for using their credit cards. <23:54:37 - "If we 

upcharge citizens, the liklihood is that visa will withdraw their credit card from our system, people would 

not be able to use visa credit cards that has happened in Johnson county and that would be a concern."> 

The commission will discuss the idea at tomorrow's (Wednesday) meeting. 

 

10/6/11  6am 

Reigning olympic 400-meter champion lashawn merritt will be able to defend his title at the london games 

next year. A sports court has overturned a disputed international olympic committee doping rule, clearing 

the way for merritt. Merritt had been deemed ineligible to compete in london...even though he completed 

his doping ban earlier this year. 

 

10/7/11  7am 



 

 

New this morning... The nobel committee honors three women for this year's nobel peace prize. They are... 

Liberian President ellen johnson sirleaf... Liberian activist leymah gbowee (bowee).. And tawakkul karman 

(tah-wah-cool kar-mahn) of yemen.  The women were honored "for their non-violent struggle for the safety 

of women and for women's rights to full participation in peace-building work." a record 241 nominations 

were sent into the committee this year. 

 

10/8/11  8am 

A beloit high school football player collapses on the field...after suffering a severe head injury 16-year-old 

jadon adams remains in critical condition tonight at wesley medical center. However, doctors have told his 

family that jadon is responding well and should make a full recovery. Here's video of the sophomore 

running back scoring a touchdown. This was just moments before adams collapsed in the second quarter of 

beloit's game at southeast saline. “the emts were very good about getting him on the board and getting him 

in the ambulance and giving him the proper care that he needed to start his recovery and we're very 

thankful that they were there and experienced on doing those things because at that time time was very 

precious”.  Adams was bleeding from the brain...but it's not obvious when he suffered the injury that 

caused it. His father believes it may have actually been a hit in practice earlier in the week that caused the 

damage. And a mild hit during last night's game finally set off what was coming. 

 

10/9/11  9pm 

The family of a missing missouri baby reaches out to tens of thousands of nascar fans. 10 month-old lisa 

irwin has been gone for nearly a week. Her family handed out thousands of flyers in the parking lot at the 

Kansas speedway. Meanwhile - back at the irwin family home - police were seen trying to recreate  the 

alleged kidnapping scene. You can see them climbing in and out of this window. Police say they have no 

solid leads.. And no suspect. 

 

10/10/11  4pm 

A wrong turn leads to a longer race...and some upset athletes. It happened yesterday morning during the 

prairie fire 5-k. More than 950 people signed up to run three point one miles. But the staff person leading 

the group took a wrong turn...and now most runners don't know how far they went. Race organizers 

decided not to hand out prizes because of the mistake. While most people didn't expect to win money...they 

did expect to know their time for a 5-k. And people like joshua spell want their money back. Sot verbatim: 

000146/21:16 when you pay money for a race, it's to make sure they mark the distance out, they time you 

and you can see your standing.  > race organizers apologized for the mistake. They posted unofficial race 

times...for however long a person ran. They also promise to get t-shirts to whomever didn't get one. 

 

10/11/11  7am 

The jury selection begins today in the trial for the man known as the "merchant of death."  viktor bout is a 

former soviet military officer.  He eluded arrest until American narcotics agents lured him to thailand in a 

2008 sting. The 43-year-old is being charged with conspiring to sell ant-aircraft missiles and other 

weapons.. For use in trying to kill Americans.  The trafficking accusations date back to the 1990s. 

 

10/12/11  4pm 

Food... Coats and cash. That's what operation holiday is asking for as the charity kicks off its annual drive... 

The food and coat drive from inter-faith ministries helps needy families in the Wichita area... Last year the 

charity drive served nearly 13-thousand people... Operation holiday needs donations of food items, coats 

for adults and children as well as blankets... Money is welcome too. Go to k-w-c-h dot com to find out 

where you can donate... Or how you can apply for help from operation holiday. 

 

10/13/11  8am 

From princess to superhero... Kids can be anyone they want on halloween. And this year in el dorado... 

Kids can get that costume for free. Dr. Crystal faudere (fa-dre) partners with the el dorado school district... 

As members of a group called naeir (nair). Companies donate items ... And naeir distributes them to 

members. They're usually overstock that companies can't sell. A mom herself... Dr. Fadre knows how 

important costumes are to kids... And that for parents they can be tough to afford. “in eldorado, 58 percent 

of our kids are on free and reduced lunch and so most parents cant afford a costume for kids.” The costume 

give-away is from ten to two on Saturday at the nazarene church in el dorado. 



 

 

 

10/14/11  4pm 

The occupy wall street protests continue--even after some tense confrontations. A showdown between 

police and wall street protestors was avoided this morning. A planned cleaning of the park where 

demonstrators have been camping out was postponed. But there were still scuffles when protestors tried to 

march in the streets which led to a number arrests in new york. Police in denver also arrested dozens of 

protestors near the state's capitol. 

 

10/16/11  9pm 

You might want to find another rout to work in the morning...  Starting tomorrow - construction crews will 

be closing a westbound lane of kellogg to start work on the median. The changes start at westbound kellogg 

at 119th street west. Also - the left bound turn lane for eastbound kellogg will be closed as well.   The work 

is expected to be done by October 31st. 

 

10/17/11  7am 

drivers in dodge city may need to find a new route this morning -  a water main break will close down all 

four lanes of central at soule street.  dodge city crews will spend the day replacing forty feet of waterline.    

It's not clear how long the repairs will take. 

 

10/18/11  8am 

<<(Nat sequence with bell, nats etc...the shell gas station at main and chestnut in bloomington is one of a 

kind. Bonnie grizzle/00:51  "it's so nice to see this because there's so few of these left."  00:55 it still offers 

full - service... Including window washing. You have to pay inside. And it only has one employee... Who's 

on the clock 80 hours a week. Elmo quinn/13:08  "my schedule is 5 a.m. When the alarm clock goes off to 

sometimes 9 or 10 at night."  13:14 his name is elmo quinn... And he's been working here since the 19-50's. 

Elmo quinn/16:32  "it gives me something to do."  16:32 quinn's father and uncle opened the station under 

texaco in 1941. It became shell in 1985... Many, many years after quinn took over the family business. 

Now he's celebrating the station's 70th anniversary... A milestone you don't often hear about. Elmo 

quinn/17:10  "been blessed for many years."  17:12 quinn's legacy hasn't been without challenges. Though. 

He's survived oil shortages and hard economic times like today. Elmo quinn/18:40  "right now it's not good.  

It's the worst i've seen it."  18:43 yet... The customers keep rolling in. Bonnie grizzle/00:33  "i've known he 

and his wife for years.  We've just been real good friends."  00:37 candy joslin/09:08  "i've been a widow 

for 6 years but he did a kind thing for me."  09:11 candy joslin/09:02  "he put a little extra and kinda 

comforted me and said i'm sorry to hear that so i'll give you a little extra."  09:07 each one touched by this 

man's kindness... And as a result... He and the station are far from running on empty.elmo quinn/18:52  "i'm 

going to do it as long as i can.  Or until somebody else wants to come in and take it over for me."  18:58 in 

bloomington, jacob long.)>>  

 

10/19/11  4pm 

A step forward in planning for the Kansas coliseum. Sedgwick county commissioners approve a letter of 

intent  from developer johnny stevens.    Stevens' proposal includes leasing britt brown arena to Wichita 

state's national institute for aviation research. Today's move takes the property off the market for 60 days to 

study feasibility of the plans...  Commissioner richard ranzau was the only one to vote against it, calling it a 

"special deal"... But chairman dave unruh refuted that...<"this is the first legitimate, honest, unspecial deal, 

asking nothing from us, no strings attached, we'll give you a million and a half, we'll take a building off 

your hands that's quickly becoming a piece of junk." > while the coliseum was appraised at more than 20 

million dollars... Stevens would only pay one and a half million... The county manager says the appraisal is 

in error... Because it still considers the building a working arena. There are also questions about the future 

of the Kansas pavilions... Which the county has committed to keeping open through 2016. They hope to 

work that out during discussions over the next 60 days. 

 

10/20/11  9pm 

Movie lover's delight... Today is the start of Wichita's annual "tall grass film festival." dozens of 

independent films... Will be featured. This year... The festival has drawn some big names in the movie 

industry.. Eyewitness news reporter melody pettit shows us why. It's the 9th year for Wichita's tallgrass 

film festival... “i really like it so far actually..” A movie-lovers paradise...with 120 films and over 60 



 

 

visiting filmakers... “this is my second movie today” with each year the independent film festival grows in 

popularity... This year it's expected to draw more than ten thousand people... “they bring a very serious and 

unique movies to the area that we wouldn't see otherwise in theaters”  it's even caught the attention of actor 

elliott gould...who will be presented with an award. “the reputation that Wichita and tallgrass has that this 

little community produces this great film festival and they want to come see that...” It's the largest film 

festival in Kansas...and is funded by sponsers and ticket sales... But organizers say the documentaries and 

foreign films are a way to experience issues not seen in hollywood movies... “a lot of people are tired of 

what hollywood is shoving down our throat that that's...we want more, we want more substance than that...” 

In Wichita, mp, kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

10/20/11  7am 

Continuing coverage this morning.. Worlds of fun changes the name of a wrestling show after it received 

several complaints over the name. The show title "hard-core midget wrestling" offended several people in 

Kansas city. So the amusement park changed the show to "half-pint brawlers." the people were also upset 

over the slogan "who wants to see a midget bleed?" worlds of fun also changed it to, "more blood and 

hilarity than they can shake their tiny little fists at." critics say the word "midget" is as offensive as the n-

word. 

 

10/23/11  9pm 

Occupy protesters are standing their ground in chicago. <natural sound :protestors being dragged away :> 

they're defying orders to clear out.  At least one hundred people have been arrested so far.  People were 

taken into custody in groups by van and in two large white buses. Officers placed metal barricades around 

the part the park. Soon after that, police went through the crowd and warned people to leave or risk arrest 

for remaining in the closed park. 

 

10/24/11  9pm 

A unique twist on a Halloween lawn display could give democratic trick-or-treaters in one chicago 

neighborhood quite a fright. It shows most of the republican Presidential candidates... In a mock debate. 

The home-owner jokes... His house will be the site of the first caucus and primary on ...you guessed it ... 

October 31st. No word yet on *who* the homeowner is endorsing. 

 

10/25/11  4pm 

Sides were drawn at city hall today over the concealed carry law , but council members made no move to 

change current restrictions. Right now weapons are not allowed in any city building. But council member 

Michael O'Donnell asked city leaders to study the issue after Sedgwick County commissioners made 

changes to its policy in August. The city's research found- Kansas law could allow guns in 1-hundred -11 

city owned and operated areas...including parks, fire stations and some public works buildings. But the 

concealed carry law would still not allow guns in 2-hundred -79 city facilities. That list includes includes 

city hall, schools, libraries and more. < Michael O'Donnell- 25:41 i believe since we as the citizens of 

Wichita own the public buildings, they are publicially owned buildings you can't just arbirarily say no 

youre not allowed to carry a gun in a building that you are a part owner in 52 > < Mayor Carl Brewer- 

"33:18 my argument is, 19 if the city is going to press and make that decision ahead of the state, then we 

need to have the citizens, the ones it will be affecting, give us input 32> the council decided not to vote on 

any changes to their policy until hearing what the legislature will do. Lawmakers are expected to discuss 

the issue during the next session. 

 

10/26/11  7am 

If you knew people could legally carry concealed weapons in a city building... Would you carry one? We 

wanted to know what you think --  our exclusive factfinder 12 survey found... The majority of you said 

there would be no difference. 43-percent of you said less likely. While, 11-percent of you were more likely 

to carry a concealed weapon. 

 

10/27/11  8am 

sir elton john hosted a mix of entertainers, politicians and executives in new york city last night for his aids 

foundation's gala dinner.  the pop superstar's 10th annual enduring vision benefit raises money for hiv and 

aids causes. funds go to prevention programs, support services and anti-discrimination efforts. 



 

 

 

10/28/11  7am 

<Daver 0093pr 6:13:06 - 6:13:21> tiffany blackburn and her family were back out in front of the wheatland 

elementary school thursday morning, wondering when her daughter and her service dog could go to school 

together. The valley center school district says this all could be resolved as early as friday  when the 

superintendent found out about alexis blackburn's dog finn, he also discovered the district had no policies 

for students with service animals... <6:08:57 - 6:09:02 springston> this is a specially trained animal that our 

staff needs to know what to look for he says there's a list of 21 requirements that finn needs to be able to go 

to school...including a kennel, bathroom breaks and the staff needs to be trained... <6:09:02 - 6:09:11 

springston> we hope that the dog never has to use it's training but if the dog does, what is the staff looking 

for and then what is our next step the school will be holding a training for its staff on friday...and alexis and 

finn could be in school later that day <5:49:53 - 5:50:05 tiffany> she has seizures and she has 

developmental delay and she has tremors and she has mobility issues as well and this dog is going to help 

her <daver 6:13:52 - 6:14:08> and after speaking to us earlier, tiffany's attorney contacted her asking her 

not to give any more interviews to the press. But she did tell us that she will be involved in the training 

friday. In valley center dave roberts, kwch 12 eyewitness news 

 

10/29/11  9pm 

Wichita protesters target koch industries... Saying it pollutes the environment and buys political influence. 

Wichita police and koch security were watching as members of kansans united in voice and spirit gathered 

in front of the company headquarters. They say their aim to draw attention to what they consider to be the 

harmful conservative pro-business policies of governor sam brownback...and his supporters who include 

charles and david koch.<sot verbatim:what this is all about is koch industries and the largest corporations 

manipulating the political system for their own benefit at the expense of everyone else > the group says the 

koch family has too much influence on both state and national politics.  The company has issued a written 

statement saying it respects the rights of all people to protest... However, it suggests the protestors focus on  

excessive government spending, uncontrolled debt, and regulations that are crippling our nation. 

 

10/30/11  9pm 

What makes your town one of a kind? That's what we've been asking our viewers on facebook over the past 

week. Hundreds of people nominated their towns. And tomorrow, eyewitness news hits the road to visit 

some of the state's most unique places.  Eyewitness news reporter michael schwanke explains what we're 

looking for. 

 

10/31/11  7am 

Pkg: sot (woman reading) "the severy skies at night take you to far away places in your thoughts, nothing 

can touch it." sot (man reading) "haven is one letter away from heaven!" sot (woman reading) "lindsborg 

can easily win your heart over with their delicious swedish meatballs" from starry skies to meatballs... 

Every kansas town boasts something unique. Sot (woman reading) "atwood has great movies... 3-d 

capable... And the most comfortable seats available." sot (man reading) "did you know the world's first 

patented helicopter was invented in goodland too?" it's true, bigger cities like wichita and kansas city make 

the news more often than places like bird city... Bloom... And burr oak. That's why this week we're taking a 

road trip around the state... To a different town each day. Maybe it will be wakeeney... Known as the 

christmas city of the high plains. Maybe scandia... Which started a 4-hundred mile long garage sale. Elk 

falls ... Home of the great outhouse tours. Or... We might go to otis...where...michelle's mama lives.he may 

not know her... But chief meteorologist merril teller knows the kansas terrain. Sot: (mike) merril, you know 

kansas geography... Do you ever come across the name of a town you've never heard of? (merril answer) 

and as sports reporter, it's jenn bates job to know kansas teams. Sot (mike) ok jenn, in what town is the 

team mascot the roosters?  How about the greenbacks?  What about the ringnecks? Standup: being from 

kansas myself...i thought i knew a lot about kansas. It turns out, we're all learning new things from your 

facebook comments about kansas towns and what makes them unique. Sot (boy reading) "bennington... 

Most amazing school i've ever went too." sot (woman reading) "in burns they have the best pumpkin patch 

around!" sot (woman reading) "hudson... In my opinion the best kept secret in kansas." sot (woman 

reading) "super proud that we chose to move to conway springs" above all, we're seeing kansans take pride 

in their hometowns... And *each* is a one of a kind. 

 



 

 

11/1/11  7am 

Check out these guys and gals in san diego!  It was all part of a zombie flash mob over the weekend.  These 

not-so-dead folks danced en masse to michael jackson's thriller.  A passerby--not in costume--even joined 

in on the fun!   

 

11/2/11  7am 

Nondiscrimination policies are designed to protect you against your race, age or gender.  But what about 

your sexual orientation?  The chair of the Hutchinson chapter of the Kansas equity coalition would like to 

see it added.   Jon Powell says he's seen discrimination against sexual orientation happen in Hutchinson.  

He went to the city council Tuesday.  To ask for a change in the city's nondiscrimination policy.  We have 

nowhere to go with these. You cannot submit a claim if it include orientation. There is no one to listen to 

you.  City leaders say they need to do more research before they can even talk about this issue.  But the city 

manager says he expects to see it on an agenda in the coming months. 

 

11/3/11  7am 

We've had a crew on the road...out to find what makes some kansas towns one of a kind... Jenn bates found 

herself some puppies to play with in atwood. She visited lankis labs where they have been breeding and 

raising labs for the last 20 years. Take a look... 

 

11/4/11  8am 

< The signs on the edge tip you off that...that there's something different about this town.(nats) that's 

confirmed when you stop and meet residents like mri-pilar. 86 i work with recycled materials and gems and 

feathers and embellishments that add to what other people throw away.86 i use a lot of car parts and old 

antique computer boards. This old house is her art studio 7:17:25 even though it looks like there wouldn't 

be room here for one more thing i always find a place for new work  although there's not enough room for 

her to live here anymore. She had to move to another house because her art took over this place. Pilar is one 

of the many grassroots artists who have gravitated to lucas--a tradition started decades ago by some very 

creative local people. Roz schultz 70 7:10:40 creating with something that doesn't cost you any money to 

start with is a key component of a grassroots artist a grassroots artist is also someone who is self-trained 71 

7:11:00 they learn by doing.  And what they do is often a bit unconventional. The work of kansans is 

showcased at the grassroots art center on main street roz schultz 49 this happens to be the work of betty 

milikan who we met at 91 years old you can see her photo here.  She started creating these cameo portraits 

out of chewing gum when she was 20 years old.  And then there's inez marshal...who carved things like this 

out of solid limestone.  And check out this motorcycle and car another artist made out of nothing but pull 

tabs from old fashioned cans. The museum has just continued to grow. Standup: the next big project in 

town is bowl plaza.  This is where artists will create what they say is the world's biggest toilet. 98 7:23:42 

we need a public restroom.  When people come here and if they have to go, there's really no place to go. 

The real rest rooms will be inside the giant one...122 right here will be the seating area and the drain will be 

in the middle.122;  you'll come up the sidewalk and the sidewalk will go around the seating area and it'll go 

out to this slab over here which will have the world's largest roll of oilet paper on it. Eric abraham created 

the porcelin bottom the of the toilet in his main street studio. 99 we have goldfish, several goldfish, false 

beard and mustache, pet crocodile it's a new twist on the town's established theme...that without a doubt 

makes it one of a kind.  Jim grawe kwch 12 eyewitness news.  > 

 

11/5/11  9pm 

We turn our clocks back one hour tonight as daylight saving time comes to an end.  Many people will enjoy 

getting the extra hour of sleep. Eyewitness news reporter colleen jones reports it can still take a while for 

your body to adjust.  

 

11/6/11  9pm 

Thousands on the east coast have been with out power for a week following october's record snow storm ...     

the president and c-o-o of connecticut power and light company says power will be restored to ninety-six 

percent of customers by midnight tonight...     jeff butler apologized for not meeting his companies 

aggressive deadline but reminded customers of the obstacles his company faces... 

 

11/7/11  9pm 



 

 

First earthquakes, now tornados.  Severe thunderstorms rolled through oklahoma today... Spawning some 

tornados.  One "storm chaser" got into an accident... Chasing a funnel cloud in tipton, oklahoma.  The 

driver was following this possible tornado... When the car flipped-over.  You can hear the glass from the 

windshield breaking.  A mechanical failure... Was to blame for the accident.  The driver says... He was 

trying to back-up... When the steering jammed... And caused him to slide side-ways into a ditch and flip-

over. 

 

11/8/11  7am 

Kansas launches a new program to increase the number of adoptions in the state. The 300-thousand dollar 

effort by s-r-s will help find homes for 420 children. The money comes from the federal government. And 

will focus on children 8 years old and older... Belong to a minority group... Have a disability or have 

siblings who want to remain together. We've posted more about the program on k-w-c-h dot-com. 

 

11/9/11  9pm 

A new grocery store opens in wichita's "plane-view neighborhood."  owners were able to build the new 

"save-a-lot"... Without taxpayer help.   the first project to bring a store to plane-view failed... When 

developers couldn't get tax incentives from county commissioners  but the new owners were committed to 

moving forward without those funds. “ tim rhodes  13:07:15-24 we realized that the community was going 

to support us, we need to support the community, and we needed not to worry about that other stuff. We 

needed to get the door open and everything else would work itself out"   the new store is located at pawnee 

and george washington boulevard.   it employs about 25 people. 

 

11/10/11  7am 

< You don't have to be a traffic engineer to see the problem here--and we've heard from drivers like this 

many times. (nats from old pkg) as wichita grows--so do the problems at the kellogg 235 interchange--built 

in the 1960's, the outdated concept has created a lot of danger. 06:55 you're going up a grade looking over a 

bridge rail and pulling into 60 mile an hour traffic. Here's the plan to fix it--a multi million dollar four stage 

project. This animation shows you how major the change would be-- the current clover leaf design would 

change to directional ramps--in the end stacked four high. Resident like myron ewi (avy)--who drive it...  

5:52 twice a day at least say it can't happen soon enough. 6:06 just came out to see what they might get 

done in my lifetime and what future generations might see. That's the next question...when will this 

happen?  K-dot says the first phase could break ground in 2017. 56:18 it would probably take about three 

years so 2020 you'd have a complete project. But that's just phase one. Worth the wait says linda mallonee. 

9:16 i would hope we could invest in the next 50 years.  And although the improvements could cause an 

even bigger headache for drivers. 6:26 it's going to be painful construction phase most agree.. It has to be 

done. 6:39 i don't think they have a choice if west side is going to grow and traffic is going to move in 

wichita, michael schwanke kwch 12 eyewitness news> 

 

11/11/11  7am 

New this morning... A fort riley soldier dies while serving in southern afghanistan. 20-year-old private first 

class cody norris of houston was on patrol in kandahar when his unit was attacked wednesday. This was 

norris' first deployment. He joined the army in october last year as an infantryman. 

 

11/12/11  9pm 

Sot 1 48:27 what they did should never be forgotten  as flags wave and people look on... Wichita's veterans 

park's latest memorial was unveiled and dedicated. (nats unveil and clapping) sot 2 4:02 they put a lot of 

effort and made a lot of sacrafices, it's just nice to honor those people that's all. The park is filled with 

several monuments honoring different vet groups... But this is the first to honor *all* world war two 

veterans inside the park. Sot 1 47:27 but nothing that ties it together so we felt it was important that we 

have a sign. Dedicated monument to ww2 and all vets.... Hundreds of people showed up to the dedication... 

Something that shows just how important a ceremony like this is...sot 1 49:03 to see the turnout, the 

excitment it's truly heartwarming...(if too short, add this on end...) 

??Sot 1 48:27 wonderful opportunity to let them know how much we appreciate what they did.?? 

 

11/13/11  9pm 



 

 

Loved ones gathered at another vigil at wichita state tonight...to mourn the passing of a beloved 

professor...les anderson died from a heart attack yesterday... les anderson was a professor of journalism at 

w-s-u...he began working at the elliot school of communication in 1977... a life long kansas, anderson also 

worked at the wichita eagle, he owned the ark valley news from 1975 to 2001.  Anderson's facebook page 

is full of condolences, fond memories and well-wishes for anderson's wife, their five children and ten 

grandchildren...the candlelight vigil began at 6:30 tonight outside of elliot hall...      

 

11/14/11  7am 

Students and faculty gather to remember a long time professor at wichita state.  Les anderson died saturday 

night of a heart attack. He worked at the wichita eagle, and owned the ark valley newspaper. But anderson 

is best known for his time as journalism professor at wichita state university.  He taught there since 19-77. 

<sot verbatim:  sot 2  32:28 this building is the elliott school of communication but to me it's the anderson 

school of communication and it always will be. He was the school, can't imagine how we're going to move 

on..> anderson is survived by his wife, their 5 children, and 10 grandchildren. He was 62 years old. 

 

11/15/11  7am 

Hundreds of jobs could be on their way to wichita. It's all part of a proposed 52-point-seven million dollar 

expansion project at "bombardier lear-jet." the project would involve building an air-craft delivery center, a 

new paint facility for the lear-jet 85, and a production facility to test air-planes before delivery. The project 

would also create four-hundred-50 jobs by 20-17.  You can find these stories and more online at kwch.com.  

Stay tuned...mark is next with your forecast. 

 

11/16/11  9pm 

The diamondbacks kirk gibson and the rays joe maddon are the national and american league managers of 

the year...  in his first full season with the d-backs, gibson turned his cellar dwellars into a first place club..  

meanwhile maddon helped his team overcome a 9 game deficit in september, beating boston for the a-l 

wild card  it's gibson's first time winning, and maddon's second 

 

11/17/11  7am 

<nats of protestors> protestors interrupt a meeting on child poverty. wichita was the second stop on a series 

of s-r-s forums. one of the featured speakers was robert rector. he's from the conservative-minded "heritage 

foundation." rector believes... child poverty could be reduced if single mothers got married. <sot verbatim:  

05:17:57  "These young women are not hostile to marriage.  They dream of being married at some point in 

their lives.  But they don't think it's important to be married before they bring children into the world.  And 

that's a tragedy for them.  And it produces long term poverty for them and the children."  18:12> Rector 

says... The state should educate young people on marriage.  And, he says he is *not* advocating reducing 

aid to single mothers. The S-R-S Secretary says the state isn't necessarily endorsing Rector's ideas. The 

secretary says... It wants to hear ideas from all angles. 

 

11/18/11  8am 

Regis philbin says his fans tell him he made them happy every morning.   But his decades of regular visits 

with viewers end this morning...when  He steps down from the show he co-hosted for 28 years.   he says he 

feels "pretty good."  but he notes he may not feel.  That good next week.   after this morning's sign-off, the 

80-year-old philbin will embark on  a book tour for his new memoir, "how i got this way." 

 

11/19/11  9pm 

Continuing coverage of damage to a west wichita bridge.  traffic didn't seem to be an issue around kellogg 

and seneca today.   a truck hit the underside of the bridge friday afternoon.   no one was hurt.  south-bound 

seneca at kellogg remains closed tonight as crews work on repairs.   the right lane of westbound kellogg is 

also closed but drivers can still use the exit. 

 

11/20/11  9pm 

An underground explosion sends manhole covers flying into the air on an indiana street. It was caused by 

an electrical short. Two manhole covers shot up from the ground in the explosion. Rebecca fernandez's car 

was parked above one of them. <sot verbatim:((rebecca fernandez: "it melted off my brakes, and i only 

have liability so i hope the city pays for it, or ipl, or whoevers responsible. I mean that's my car, my dad 



 

 

just gave it to me 8 months ago.  I don't know what i'm going to do."))  > an investigation is underway to 

figure out what caused the short. 

 

11/21/11  7am 

A missouri developer wants to turn a former elementary school into homes for seniors. Mount washington 

was built as an elementary school, but closed. Developer donovan mouton wants to take the school in 

independece, missouri and turn it into 41 low-income apartments for seniors. But the building's poor 

infrastructure is causing problems. So mouton is asking for state and federal tax credits to help him out. 

<sot verbatim: (sot covered with vo) "it's main costs are elevators, heating and cooling issues and some of 

the other infrastructure issues and needs for that building..... And more viable building.">  mouton says it 

will cost about 10-million-dollars for the building to be compliant. If approved, construction could begin 

next summer. 

 

11/22/11  9pm 

And we want to know what you are thankful for this season.  kat says, "i am thankful every day for my 

family and the men and women who defend our freedoms!"  and brad is thankful for his grad-daughter.  tell 

us why you're giving thanks this season...   "like" us on facebook... We're k-w-c-h 12 eyewitness news. 

 

11/23/11  9pm 

In a four-to-one vote... Sedgwick county commissioners approved a one-million-dollar incentive for 

bombardier lear-jet.  the money will help pay for the construction of two new parking lots at mid-continent 

airport.   the wichita city council approved a similar million dollar incentive... Last week.  bombardier plans 

to lease back the lots... At market value.   county commissioner richard ranzau (ran-zaw)... Who voted 

against the incentive... Questioned why bombardier couldn't pay the money itself.  richard ranzau 11433-42 

i think the million dollars we are giving them for their parking lot will hurt us more than it will help them, 

and i don't think its unreasonable to expect them to put some of their own money into this project."   the 

new parking lots will allow bombardier to build three new facilities on its plant, and create four-hundred-50 

new jobs. 

 

11/24/11  9pm 

This is the story of hardship..."i just think its very nice of them to supply this".  With a side of hope...elaine 

mies is just one of many who had nowhere to go on thanksgiving.  In elaine's case, she turned to her local 

salvation army...there she found a hearty meal...and a place where her troubles were put to rest for the 

afternoon "without them i don't know what hundreds of people would do...i really dont they wouldnt have 

anything". "some many of us have been laid off or know people that have been laid off and are having 

difficult circumstances...its important that we give back." Those on hand to help all of the hungry people 

who lined-up included julie windham and her family.  'My husband is taking pictures and keeping the 

traffic flowing...my son has been handing out pies....and really i have just been helping the volunteers and 

just keeping track that everyone that came here to have dinner with us today. This is the first year the 

wimdham family has pitched in and helped with the dinner...they say they are thankful they have chance to 

be on hand. On the flip side...elaine is thankful this holiday season for people like the wyndams.  "i think its 

important that everyone do what they can to help the less fortunate this holiday".  "this is the 25th year that 

this branch of the salvation army has put on the thanksgiving dinner. Last year they served 245 people...this 

year that number is up as they pan on feeding nearly 400 hungry people. 

 

11/25/11  9pm 

This riff was first played by queen in 1973...And topeka native devin chance wants to play it live in front of 

thousands...as a member of the official queen tribute band...called queen extravaganza I've been a queen fan 

since i was a little little guy. I had numerous cassettes when i was a kid and i wore them out  The tribute 

band will tour america playing queen's biggest hits...Members of the band are chosen by queen drummer 

roger taylor after they post a video of themselves online...A friend of devin's told him about the contest 

....So he recorded a video of himself playing "killer queen" ... Roger taylor thought he's good enough...and 

now the public gets to vote...I have the drive and the determination to actually do it cuz i've been wanting 

to do this for a long time He's now 23 years old...and when he was learning how to play guitar...he studied 

what queen guitarist brian may recorded...note for note  Like "killer queen" like that is like a guitar 

orchestra, there's so many guitar tracks going on, but it just sounds so awesome and it all melds together If 



 

 

he gets enough votes...he'll be flown to los angeles for a final audition...where roger taylor will decide if he 

can play his band's hits on tour...I really want to hit the road, and see what the world has to offer .  And 

playing we will rock you for all of you will make his dream come true. 

 

11/27/11  9pm 

He's coached the jay-hawks for just 2 years... And now turner gill is out of a job. In a statement released 

this afternoon by k-u athletic director shay-in zenger, he says "i have concluded that new leadership is 

necessary to place us on the path toward competing for championships in the big 12 conference.  I come to 

this conclusion reluctantly, because i have the utmost respect for turner gill as a quality individual who 

wants only the best for the young men he coaches." eyewitness sports reporter jenn bates joins now us from 

the newsroom with more details.... 

 

11/28/11  9pm 

Wichita state volleyball will make its 5th straight n-c-a-a tournament appearance this thursday when they 

take on kansas state in the first round in lincoln nebraska... of course, getting into the tournament was no 

easy task  wichita state swept their first two valley tournament games before getting swept by northern 

iowa in the championship...   then, they had to sit and watch one of the most grueling selection shows   

thursdays match against kansas state starts at 4-30 pm.. it's kansas state's first n-c-a-a post season 

appearance since 2008 

 

11/29/11  7am 

She says her husband attacked her with a hammer. She also says domestic violence programs like the one 

in harvey county are lifesavers.  Elizabeth kogo is staying at catholic charities harbor house in wichita.  Her 

husband goes to trial next week for her attempted murder.  Catholic charities teamed up with three other 

organizations to take out a newspaper ad...urging the public to help stop domestic violence. Police say 

domestic violence has resulted in ten homicides in wichita this year alone. Kogo says she learned the hard 

way that warning signs should not be taken for granted. <sot verbatim:  14:57:45 "if a guy is threatening a 

woman every woman should take it seriously and leave that man!"> kogo suffered a brain injury and partial 

paralysis in her attack. Several groups plan a series of meetings to educate the public about domestic 

violence...and encourage people to support programs that help rescue and protect women in abusive 

relationships. 

 

11/30/11  9pm 

Judge joe kisner's courtroom sits empty wednesday evening...But it's just hours from a set of hearings...Far 

from the typical day in court.  there's a lot more one on one between the client and the judge, the lawyers, 

while they're involved are not involved in the degree they are in a normal court case and frankly it's a little 

more rowdy than you will generally see in courtrooms.  Judge kisner is the judge for drug court....An 18 

month substance abuse program. 

It's for non violent felony offenders with Identified drug problems... And offers treatment to get to the root 

of an offenders problem.  they're going to learn to cope with their addictions in a way where it's going to 

keep them from committing crimes and makes for a safer community and will keep them out of jail.  And 

now the county is crediting drug court...and several other alternative programs for lower sedgwick county 

jail numbers.  We had a consultant ten years ago or so who said if we put these programs in place we 

wouldn't have to build a jail, and so far he's been right.  Judge kisner says drug court started about three 

years ago...So they've starting to see the number of graduates grow. i've had a number of them already 

come back to me and tell me about the success they're having in the community, that they are clean and 

sober for a long period of time that they are working and paying taxes, taking care of their child support 

obligations and prospering to an extent they never thought possible when they were under the throws of 

their addiction.  A different kind of court...But one that's working. 

 

12/1/11  7am 

It will be a week before you can renew your vehicle tags or get a new vehicle title. County treasurer offices 

across the state will be closed today in person and online to all vehicle-related activities.  The state is 

upgrading its registration system today, and will go through next wednesday the seventh. The state will be 

converting more than six million vehicle registration records during this time. The new system will allow 

workers to scan paperwork and send it electronically to topeka, saving counties time and money. 



 

 

 

12/2/11  4pm 

As the holiday approaches and children look forward to the big day --  there's some christmas controversy 

brewing in one new york town. <sot verbatim:"that she said there was no santa,"> that's right...parents say a 

second grade teacher told her students there was no santa claus...and that parents had a hand in the gift 

giving.  The statement is creating such a debate...the school principal would not discuss it, nor would her 

superintendent.  Needless to say...but parents aren't very happy. <sot verbatim: "oh, i would be so upset if 

that happened with my son,"/unfortunate, very unfortunate. I think it's sad,"/"that's horrible. That's so 

untrue and it's horrible,"  > with no comment form the superintendent,...there's no word on whether the 

teacher has been offered some guidance on what to say to next year's class. 

 

12/3/11  7am 

With christmas right around the corner, many parents are trying to balance their kids' wishes with a 

reasonable budget paul reinsmith of boston says he and his wife have found a great way to have plenty of 

toys under the tree *all year* without breaking the bank.  It's called toygaroo, a website that lets parents 

*rent* toys...for a fraction of what they would cost to buy <sot verbatim: "it's the ideal situation for the 

holiday time, where you can stuff toys under the tree for under 50 bucks. If you were out there buying 

them, there's just no way you could do that."  > toygaroo offers a wide variety of toys-- but most are geared 

toward the toddler and early elementary crowd.  

 

12/4/11  9pm 

People line up over night in osawatomie to get tickets to see the president.   president obama will be 

speaking in the northeast kansas town on tuesday.   a couple hundred started lining up saturday night and 

waited until this afternoon to get tickets to the president's speech.   the speech will focus on the economy 

and what the president sees as a make or break moment for the middle class. 

 

12/5/11  7am 

(Nats-guys hammering)  they are the sounds of a town critically wounded.... (nats--guy drilling)  now 

bouncing back from the brink. Rita jackson/miracle cafe: 17:28:10 this community is our life blood. Seven 

months after an ef-3 tornado ripped apart rita jackson's miracle cafe...a new one built on the same spot...is 

about to open. 17:28:24 i got into this because i love this community.  So it never opened my mind not to 

rebuild or do whatever we needed to do to keep the miracle cafe open.   A small business loan helped her 

start over. It's one more wound that's nearly healed....after the storm that nearly killed this town. Jim grawe:  

this calendar was printed the day before the tornado hit and captured some of the final images of the way 

the town used to be, including this picture of the post office, which was wiped out.  It used to stand right 

here. While the future of the post office remains iffy....  The bank next door was repairable...and reopened 

this day. Jaret moyer/bank president: 17:39:07  it's just another part...another cog in the wheel of getting 

this community back on its feet after everything it went through this summer. There's still a lot of work to 

do. Of the 53 homes that were destroyed....only 14 have been rebuilt so far. 

Carol ann higgins/city clerk: 17:19:29 everybody is trying and they're working hard.  Now i think through 

these cold months it'll kind of die off for a while but they're still going to be working in their hearts because 

they are bound and determined they are going to rebuild redding.  While the town's population has dropped 

from 120 to about 60...  The number of students enrolled in school here is up...leading city officials to 

expect most of the displaced families plan to return.  Meanwhile...workers keep plugging away...(nats)  on 

a reading townspeople vow will be bigger and better than ever.  Jim grawe kwch 12 eyewitness news 

 

12/6/11  9pm 

And the holiday season officially kicks off in Topeka. Governor sam Brownback and a little helper flipped 

the switch on the Kansas state Christmas Tree Monday night. The tree is usually housed in the governor's 

residence. But now a state law, bans live Christmas Trees inside state-owned buildings. 

 

12/7/11  9pm 

Some of you have already responded to that question.    most of you said.... Ghandi, hitler, or roosevelt.  

jackie haynes says... Looks to me like john wayne, do i get a prize?????  michelle meder thinks it looks like 

yogi berra.  and stacie white thinks it might be walt disney.   his birthday was this week. 

 



 

 

12/8/11  4pm 

The kansas salvation army got a pretty substantial donation in one of its red kettles this year. Usually, 

people drop change and small bills into the kettles...last year, someone left a 300 dollar gold bar. But that 

donation's been outdone this year.  Someone dropped a diamond in a kettle outside of a walmart in 

shawnee... The salvation army says it appears to ba about a carat--and was wrapped in paper. <sot 

verbatim: "you can see where there's writing on it. I thought at first it was trash. I started to open it up and 

saw a different kind of paper on the inside. So i continued to open it up and that's when i saw the diamond 

on the inside."  >  now they're looking for an appraiser to see how much the diamond is actually worth. 

 

12/9/11  7am 

Ask yourself, if you could fly anywhere, where would you spend december? If you were a bald eagle, you 

might just stay a while in the wichita area. We spotted this pair in the water in southwest wichita. A viewer 

clued us in to their whereabouts. She said at first she thought they might be decoys...until they flew into the 

air. Wildlife experts say it's not unusual for eagles to stop off in the wichita area as they head south for the 

winter. 

 

12/10/11  9am 

His goal is to win.that's what charlie weis had to say fridaym when he was introduced as the new head 

football coach at kansas. News of the 55-year old taking over the jayhawks broke thursday. And he was in 

lawrence friday to take on the new role. He says his experience in the n-f-l and the college level has 

prepared him for this job. Weis was the offensive coordinator for the kansas city chiefs and the new 

england patriots, where he won four super bowl titles. He also led notre dame to three bowl games as head 

coach, but he also had a few disappointing years with that program we will have much more on weis's 

arrival later in sports. 

      

 

12/12/11  9pm 

A petition drive gathered enough names... To require a vote for incentives for a downtown wichita hotel.   

the group "americans for prosperity" organized the drive.   sedgwick county election officials say... More 

than 27-hundred qualified voters signed the petition...at issue... "guest tax incentives" approved for 

developers of a boutique hotel at douglas and broadway.   the wichita city council will decide later this 

month... Whether to rescind the incentive... Or put the issue up for a vote. 

 

12/13/11  9pm 

None of the five wichita golf courses will close.   but... The cost of teeing-off will cost you more.   

recommendations were made today by the "city park board"... That will keep the five courses open.   part of 

the recommendation... Increasing green fees and delaying course improvements.   it's an effort to help cut a 

six-million-dollar deficient in the golf fund.  "we don't have oceans, we don't have mountains, we have 

some attractive golf courses, but we've got to find a way to offer that more efficiently"   council members 

will discuss the issue at their next district advisory meeting in january.   they will also look at options to 

have a private company run operations instead, to save money. 

 

12/14/11  9pm 

New numbers show... Married couples here in the u-s... Are on a path to becoming the minority.   the latest 

census report shows... The number of people getting hitched... Is at a record low.   just 51-percent of adults 

had a ring on their finger last year.   that's down from 10-years ago... When 57-percent of adults were 

married.   and a sharp drop from the 19-60's... When nearly three-quarters of the population had a spouse.   

so why, when it comes to marriage, are so many people saying "i don't"?   a big factor is the economy.   

more couples are living together... Before walking down the aisle.   in many cases, one person has lost their 

job, or they can't afford two separate places   people with a college degree have a higher likelihood of 

getting married.    those with just a high school education... Have a harder time finding a job.     and... Are 

more reluctant to walk down the aisle.   also men and women are waiting until they're older to get hitched.    

on average, women are waiting until they are 26 years old.  and men are holding out until they are almost 

29. 

 

12/15/11  9pm 



 

 

Today... friends and family gathered to honor a fallen Kansas police officer. Sargent david Enzbrenner 

(enz- brenner) was shot and killed last week. Police say... he was helping another officer when he was shot. 

The U-S honor flag was flown in for today's funeral. He leaves behind a wife and three daughters. 

 

12/16/11  7am 

The salvation army of wichita delivered on its mission of hope this week -  it provides turkeys, food and 

presents to families that need help.  Officials say 11-thousand area children will wake up christmas 

morning to find bicycles, teddy bears and remote control cars under the tree.  In addition to bags of toys, 

volunteers handed out food vouchers and three thousand frozen turkeys donated by cargill foods...<sot 

verbatim:  sot: vol int @ 54:41 "it's eye opening to see how many people have the need to you know qualify 

for getting presents through us.  But it's cool to see how many kids are going to wake up on christmas 

morning and have something to look forward to.">  in recent weeks, the salvation army had been concerned 

about a drop-off in donations, but officials say the people of wichita came through as the holidays drew 

closer.  

 

12/17/11  9pm 

A full trash truck unloads a transfer station.  Among the 4-thousand tons of trash... A 24-year-old man...still 

alive.  <natural sound: he said he was screaming for help.. But no one could hear him. > the man says he 

climbed into a dumpster looking for a lost necklace...   But he found himself in a dangerous situation.  A 

trash truck picked up the dumpster and emptied it inside.  During the trip the truck even compacted the 

trash... <sot verbatim: his side was hurting ... He was laying up against the wall when i got here.. <butto> 

he's extremely lucky.   > sanitation workers say the 24-year old survived because the truck wasn't 

completely full.  The man was not seriously hurt. 

 

12/18/11  9pm 

An electric cart goes rogue... And it's all caught on tape. Take a look at the video from texas' highschool 

football championship last night the comes out of nowhere and plows straight into a group of people...  

Knocking several over and taking one man along for a ride.  Eventually someone was able to hop in the 

driver's seat and stop the vehicle...  It's unclear what caused to vehicle to drive by itself. 

 

12/19/11  4pm 

The state of kansas made more than 2-point-8 million dollars last year from a state-owned casino....in ford 

county. This week...a second state owned casino is set to open in sumner county... We got a look inside the 

new casino last week... It's expected to create jobs...and generate more money for the state and local 

economies.  ...and we're looking at that story "klose up" today with scott cooper from the kansas star 

casino... 

 

12/20/11  7am 

Los angeles dodgers manager and former yankees star don mattingly is trading in his baseball jersey and 

cap... .for a dress and blonde wig!   "donny baseball" took the role of "mother ginger" in a weekend 

production of "the nutcracker", in his hometown of evansville, indiana.   Mattingly didn't have to do too 

much acting on the stage, though he did ad-lib in a few baseball-style moves.  You might wonder who put 

the dodgers' skipper up to the challenge -- actually, it was all don's idea!  Mattingly said he's sure video of 

the performance will resurface during spring training as players get their first chance to poke fun. 

 

12/21/11  4pm 

there will not be a dollar drop over wichita after all, that's the latest from mayor carl brewer  an anonymous 

donor wanted to release dollar bills from a helicopter over the city to help families before the holiday.   

Brewer says he met with that person today, and for safety and security reasons, they decided against the 

move.   but the possibility certainly had many people talking around town.  i think its going to make 

someone's day if they get a couple free dollar bills.  "i think people are going to see money coming from the 

sky and jump out in the street and potentially hurt someone.  "i don't know i think its kinda crazy but i wish 

i could be there to catch some of it, because i could sure need it. 

 

12/22/11  7am 



 

 

There won't be any dollars from the heavens falling to the earth... <16:40:16 - 16:40:23> one of the owners 

got this idea, what if you know i've always wanted to drop money from a helicopter  so rene steven called 

wichita mayor carl brewer to find out if it was possible...she says she asked him to not let it anyone know 

spangles was behind the idea... <16:41:11 - 16:41:18>  the mayor kind of got given a hard time about who 

is it who is it who is it who is it  and for days people wondered ...who would do it? Can it happen? 

<16:41:18 - 16:41:24> we had lots of positive feed back on it but we also had some feed back about safety 

issues  and that's why the idea fell apart... <16:42:50 - 16:42:55> there were still just going to be issues and 

we could not figure out how we could make sure no one could get hurt  the city had concerns about littering 

and accidents happening when people tried to grab the falling dollar bills... <16:47:34 - 16:47:42> we had 

fun thinking about it, a lot of people would've enjoyed it, but i don't think we could've done it safely  steven 

says that money will now be donated to several charities...instead of tossed from the sky...in wichita, dave 

roberts, kwch 12 eyewitness news 

 

12/23/11  8am 

With a goal of one point seven million dollars...the salavation army's red kettle campaign get's a lot of 

help...and for decades, it's come from the wichita fire department. <2:33 - over those years they've collected 

everything from 49 thousand dollars over the three days they do this for down to about 12 thousand i 

think.> in previous years..."boot block" had firefighters at many of wichita's busiest intersections, as you 

can see, collecting from cars lining the streets. But major doug rowland says this year's fundraiser came 

with new city regulations...limiting how they can collect and where. <0029nv - 12:22 - now despite the 

limitations of only being able to go to a few intersections, .like this one at central and west, the fire 

department and the salvation army managed to raise more money than they did even two years ago without 

those limitations. Their concern is what's going to happen next year.> major rowland says the word is next 

year's boot block will have to happen at shopping centers... Not intersections...similar to what they tried last 

year. <3:05 - we found that it was about a six thousand dollar difference from the last year to this year so 

that's telling us next year that's what we could potentially experience.> the salvation army says it 

understands the concern over safety...and just hopes another compromise could be worked out...or next 

year's red kettle campaign may take a little extra planning. In wichita, megan strader kwch 12 eyewitness 

news. 

 

12/24/11  9pm 

Now to derby... And another house fire. It happened near 63rd and buckner, overnight. When firefighters 

arrived... They found flames in the garage and attic. Fire fighters were able to put-out the fire quickly. The 

family is safe.   

 

12/25/11  9pm 

A special needs man was reunited with his family after getting lost at a north carolina airport, friday. His 

sister says... U-s airways has some explaining to do.  The man's luggage showed up... But he did not... And 

the arline would not help <sot verbatim:  "they didn't want anything to do with me or listen to what i had to 

say, so i got a little upset, and told them that my brother is physically and mentally handicapped, and could 

they help me, and  they says well can't you call his cell phone and i said no, he doesn't know how to use 

one." >she says... The airline did not believe her story and refused to help her find him.  Eventually... The 

man was found at an airport in a different city... Where he missed his connecting flight.  A spokesperson 

for the airline said... It is looking into the matter 

 

12/26/11  9pm 

For decades... The "day family" has celebrated the holiday season with a yard packed full of... Inflatables 

and lights. It's an annual event in their  south wichita neighborhood. But that tradition ended early, last 

night... When vandals destroyed two of the largest displays in the yard. That's new at nine. 

 

12/27/11  9pm 

The n-f-l pro bowl rosters came out today...and the kansas city chiefs have two players that made the cut.. 

linebacker derrick johnson and defensive end tamba hali are the two pro-bowlers representing kansas city 

this season…johnson is the first k-c linebacker to make the pro bowl, since derrick thomas back in 1997... 

hali is looking to become the a-f-c sack leader in back to back seasons... he's just one sack off the lead right 

now..   neither hali nor johnson are starters on the a-f-c roster 



 

 

 

12/28/11  9pm 

Mothers across the country are taking a stand against target.  they are upset because a texas woman says 

she was harassed while breast-feeding her baby while inside the store.   michelle hickman says her baby 

became hungry while she was shopping.  she sat on the floor of the women's clothing section to breast feed.  

a store employee offered her a fitting room stall, but hickman says when she declined, she was made 

uncomfortable... And harassed by store employees.  they all came and started walking by and shaking their 

head...rolling their eyes like i'm doing something so horrible like feeding my baby here.   her story inspired 

other moms to protest at the stores -- a nationwide "nurse-in" took place at 10 this morning.   some wichita 

moms gathered at a super target store on the west side to show their support for other breastfeeding moms.   

target issued a statement saying its policy allows women to breast-feed in the store... And they will be re-

communicating that policy to store employees. 

 

12/29/11  9pm 

The time to make mistakes is over k-u... They need to be playing their best by the end of this week... Or 

whats left of the shine of jayhawk basketball is going to be worn off when they start big 12 play... And 

hopefully they can get it straight vs. Howard tonight...    game just wrapping up.. We'll bring you an update 

tonight at 10 on eyewitness sports...    did you see what wichita state did last night to bradley... No really.... 

Did you because it was a thing of beauty...    the shockers ripped the braves apart... In their house no less... 

Sending a statement to the rest of the valley teams...    david kyles continues to evolve and develop as one 

of the best shooters in the conference... And not many are better right now than joe ragland up top... And a 

big bench doesn't hurt either...    the shockers are back it today before creighton comes to town... 

Smarting... No less after their home loss to missouri state last night...  

 

12/30/11  9pm 

An alleged drunk driver doesn't know his own car is on fire.  take a look at this.  a michigan police officer 

finds the man sound asleep behind the wheel of his burning car.   investigators say the car was in park, but 

the driver likely fell asleep with his foot on the gas.   after a while the engine burst into flames.   an officer 

saw the car and was able to pull the man out.   after the man was a safe distance from the car, he was 

arrested and charged with driving under the influence. 

 

12/31/11  9pm 

If driving is apart of your new years plans tonight.... Expect a lot of cops on the roads.   They're on the 

lookout for drunk drivers.   The sedgwick county sheriff's department will be doing a d-u-i saturation 

patrol.   Wichita police are also taking part in a nation wide campaign known as "drive sober or get pulled 

over"  Almost 2-dozen people were arrested for d-u-i last year 

 

 



 

 

 

ECONOMY 
10/1/11  9pm 
A group of people in new york city say they're not happy about the state of america right now. 

Demonstrators say they were inspired by the arab political uprising and started protesting three weeks ago . 

Eyewitness news reporter kerry ederer tells us how the movement is picking up steam across the country. 

Hundreds of people are marching through lower manhattan. This is a movement called occupy wall street 

and protesters are upset over  social inequality,  bank bailouts  and  corporate greed . "corporations are not 

people they don't deserve the same rights people do." moira laughlin is frustrated because she's been out of 

work for two and a half years. “we have two teenage kids we still have  To pay the mortgage send them to 

college hopefully and its not easy.” Hundreds of people started camping and holding marches near new 

york's financial district three weeks ago. Critics say this leaderless resistance movement is unorganized. 

Protestors claim they don't need one focus."we don't have one central argument we have a lot but the basic 

issue is our democratic structures are broken in this country." and when a congressman showed up ..."we 

have to take our country back demonstrators made it clear government isn't working."you sir have no 

business being here...you're part of the problem." these occupy wall street protestors say they are 

encouraged.   The crowds here in lower manhattan  are growing and the movement is spreading to cities 

around the country. As a sign of solidarity hundreds marched to city hall in los angeles. Occupy chicago 

people over profit and in the midwest the number of people gathering outside the federal reserve bank of 

chicago started growing a week ago. Protestors in new york say they just want they're voices heard and 

pledge to keep demonstrating through the winter. Kerry ederer, cbs news, lower manhattan. 

 

10/3/11  7am 

The cost of child care has become a major burden for families.  The most expensive state is massachusetts, 

where it costs on average 16-thousand-500 dollars a year to raise a child.  Thats 16 percent of the average 

family's income.  Massachusetts is followed by new york, hawaii, colorado, and minnesota. 

 

10/4/11  7am 

And fannie mae reportedly learned of alleged im-proper foreclosure practices years ago... But did little 

about it. According to the new york times, the mortgage giant was warned of major problems - including 

robo-signing  - in the foreclosure process as early as 2003. They said they hired a law firm to investigate 

and told a government official about the allegations in 2-thousand-6. That official claims to not remember 

that conversation. 

 
10/6/11  6am 

Anyone with an i-mac, an i-pod or an i-phone has experienced the legacy of steve jobs.  The apple co-

founder lost a battle with cancer yesterday at the age of 56. Greg black shows us a tech world in mourning. 

Around the world and around the web, tributes have been pouring in for steve jobs. He's been called a 

visionary...a creative genius. His products in the homes and hands of millions of people around the world. 

"everything i use.  My computer at work, my computer at home, my ipad, my iphone, my ipod.  I mean, i 

don't think there's anybody out there who doesn't touch an apple product on a daily basis."  there was an 

outpouring of grief over jobs' death outside apple's headquarters in california. Fans left flowers, cards, 

photos...all in memory of the former apple c-e-o. "here is a guy who created tools that everyone in the 

world, billions of people just love and feel happy about and good about." jobs revealed he had pancreatic 

cancer in 2004. A year later, he would deliver this speech at a stanford university commencement address. 

"no one wants to die. Even people who want to go to heaven don't want to die to get there. And yet death is 

the destination we all share. No one has ever escaped it. And that is as it should be, because death is very 

likely the single best invention of life. It is life's change agent. It clears out the old to make way for the 

new." those who knew jobs say he was at the forefront of "new"---innovating gadgets that will be 

remembered for generations to come. I'm greg black, reporting. 

 

10/7/11  8am 



 

 

The American dream of owning a home has suffered its biggest drop since the great depression.  New 

census figures show the rate of ownership has fallen from 66-point-two percent in 2000 .. To 65-point-one 

percent last year. That's the biggest decline since 1940. 

 

10/10/11  4pm 

This years toy run may cost you a little extra. That's due to a new Wichita ordinance - that requires the toy 

run to pay for a police officer who escort riders and helps keep the parade safe. To cover this cost - the 

souvenir button donation will increase to 2-dollars. This will be the first price increase in 26 years. The toy 

run will be held on Sunday - November 6 

 

10/11/11  7am 

Strikes could disrupt air travel across the world this week. Flight attendants for air canada rejected a deal 

and served a strike notice. The airline could face a strike on Thursday. And germany's air traffic controllers' 

union has decided to stage a walkout as early as Wednesday. That could delay or cancel flights across 

europe. 

 

10/12/11 9pm 
<  (Nats)  at the Kansas food bank---the mission is simple--provide food for those in need, and one food 

stands out above the rest. 5:27 it's just something we have to have.   Peanut butter  04:22 it's high protein so 

it gives them protein and something there not going to eat the who thing but very soon prices are expected 

to increase-by 30, 40 or even 50 percent.  6:46 it does have a big affect on us. (standup0  for the Kansas 

food bank it's become it's a staple especially for the backpack for kids program these bags go home with 

children to eat on the weekends. Will go through 6,000 jars of peanut butter each month. 04:41 it's one of 

those items every kids loves peanut butter. And while it may affect your budget at home this year--

President and ceo brian walker it could have a big impact on the Kansas food bank that buys up to a 

hundred thousand jars each year. 5:09 last year we spent 75 thousand on peanut butter increase that and of 

course it will have an impact. Walker says it's a must have--and that means finding a way to pay for it.in 

Wichita michael schwanke, kwch 12 eyewitness news> 

 
10/13/11  8am 

food prices in the u.s. could rise more slowly next year because farmers have a larger than expected surplus 

of corn.  corn is an ingredient in everything from animal feed to cereal to soft drinks. experts say cheaper 

corn could ease food prices in the next six months. 

 

10/14/11  4pm 

People turned out all over the country this morning to wait in line for the newest edition of apple's i-phone-

-the i-phone 4-s. Apple says it's faster than the i-phone 4...with better software and an upgraded camera... In 

Wichita, i-phone fans turned up to get their hands on the phone early this morning. Onlookers say dozens 

of people were lined up. “i didn't get here til like 8 oclock though so it was about an hour wait...but i didn't 

want to stay out overnight like other people did.” The latest i-phone went on sale in 7 countries today. 

 

10/17/11 4pm 
There's interest to buy the Kansas coliseum. Sedgwick county commissioner jim skelton says...developer 

johnny stevens will provide a letter of intent to the county to purchase the property. Skelton says he's not 

sure if stevens plans to buy the entire complex or just britt brown arena. He provided two options, offering 

$500,000 for britt brown and $1.5 million for the entire property.  Eyewitness news left a message with 

stevens this morning to find out his exact plan. Commissioners are expected to vote on the offer on 

Wednesday. 

 

10/18/11  4pm 

Wal-mart is undercutting the competition on holiday toy prices.  A new analysis shows wal-mart has lower 

prices than target, kmart and toys r' us on many of the season's best-sellers.  Overall, consumers are 

expected to spend less this holiday shopping season than last year. 

 

10/19/11  4pm 



 

 

If you're stuck with a pile of student loan debt, you're not alone. A new report shows Americans now owe 

more on student loans than on credit cards. Last year alone, students took out an estimated 100-billion 

dollars in loans.   That's an all-time high.   Outstanding student loan debt is expected to hit one trillion 

dollars this year.  Experts say the sour economy is to blame for the increased debt.  They say more people 

are taking out federal loans to re-train themselves, hoping their new skills will help them find work. 
 

10/20/11  9pm 

Have you ever called in sick... When you could have made it into work or... Maybe you weren't sick at all? 

A new study shows... Employers are expecting that trend to pick-up over the next few months. The survey 

from "career builder" shows... 29-percent of workers have already played hooky this year. Bosses across 

the u-s are expecting the trend to increase... As the holidays get closer. Most bosses will get a phone-call 

from their sick employees. But a growing number are sending emails... Or even texts. Regardless... If 

you're bed-ridden or bluffing, workers beware. The survey also found... Nearly 70-percent of companies 

require a doctor's note. And in some cases...  Bosses call to check-up on their employees later in the day. 

And 16-percent of managers say... They have fired an employee for missing a day without a proven excuse. 

So who is more likely to call-in sick?  Men or women? Fact-finder 12 finds out... Women do! The average 

woman will pull one-hundred-89 sick days... Over her lifetime. Men will call-in sick an average of one-

hundred-40 times. However... It's not all good news for men. The same study shows... Men are more likely 

to call-in sick for minor illenesses, like a sore throat or headache. While women will try their hardest to 

make it to the office. 

 

10/21/11  7am 

the internal revenue service is raising the maximum contribution that workers can make to their 401k 

pension plans without paying upfront taxes.  the limit will rise by 5-hundred to 17-thousand dollars next 

year.   the increase is required by law to adjust for inflation.  the most recent data shows only 9 percent of 

people with 401ks, contribute the maximum amount.  

 

10/23/11  9pm 

A industrial plant says its going to build a new multi-million-dollar facility in Kansas.  The plant will be 

built in mcpherson.  It will be used to refine heavy crude.  The project is expected to take 2 years to 

complete. 

 

10/24/11 4pm 
President Obama is announcing new programs designed to boost the economy...that won't need the 

approval of congress. He boarded a plane this morning headed to nevada--a state hard-hit by the sub-prime 

mortgage crisis. Nearly 11-million Americans owe more on their homes than their homes are worth--now 

the white house plans to expand a program already in place -- to help many of those people refinance. The 

proposal would cut the loan fees that fannie mae and freddie mac charge for re-financing a mortgage to get 

a lower rate. It also gets rid of some fees for homeowners who switch into a shorter-term loan -- designed 

to pay off their mortgage more quickly.  This new program is broader than the administrations 2009 

program to help homeowners refinance. 

 

10/25/11 4pm 
Fed-Ex is gearing up for the annual holiday rush in a big way.  The global shipping giant says December 

12th is set to be the busiest day it's ever had... The company is expecting more than 17 million packages.  

Fed-ex also says it will add 20 thousand temporary workers to help handle the holidays. 

 

10/26/11  7am 

Drivers are getting some relief at the pump. Gas is about 50 cents a gallon cheaper than it was in the spring. 

The national average is 3-44. -- Wichita is about twenty cents lower. Experts predict prices could fall  20 

cents heading into the winter months, when demand for gas is lower. 

 

10/27/11  8am 

the kansas health foundation announced wednesday plans for a new building at douglas and topeka. It will 

be adjacent to the foundation's current building... and also be the new headquarters for the foundation's 



 

 

kansas leadership center. the foundation is currently meeting with designers... construction could start as 

early as six months from now. 

 

10/28/11  7am 

<It may not seem like it's working on a gray, misty day like this with the sun nowhere to be seen, but these 

solar panels are actually producing energy. They work even in low light. This project is a brand new 

landfill closure system. The light green membrane serves as a cap, the darker sections are the solar panels.  

You eliminate the soil erosion and you greatly minimize the soil infiltration into the landfill as well and you 

can visually inspect the cover. There will be a lot of people watching how this system works. The only 

other two projects like it are both on privately run landfills in the south.  It hasn't been a primary renewable 

energy source in the northeast, yet we're using this more as a demonstration project just to see how it will 

act in this climate, see how much electricity we're going to generate in the winter months. There is enough 

power generated from those solar panels to run this entire recycling center right next door and any extra 

energy produced by the panels is then fed back into the grid.   

The excess heat coming from our gas to energy project we partnered with waste management a few years 

ago, the waste heat from that facility is heating this facility.  It's the kind of thing madison county says it 

would like to do more of, leading the way on different green projects. They've already figured out a way to 

turn an old landfill into something useful.> 

 

10/31/11  7am 

Today, wall street tries to make history, with october on the verge of becoming the best month for the 

market since 19-87. In less than four weeks the dow has jumped nearly 15 percent from its low of the year.  

Last week, both the dow and nasdaq gained more than 3-percent. 

 

11/1/11  4pm 
Good news for bank of america customers... We told you in september- the bank planned to charge a 5 

dollar fee for customers who use debit cards. But now, the company says it won't implement that 

controversial fee after all. When the bank announced  it would charge customers five dollars a month to use 

their debit cards...it experienced backlash from customers.     The bank apparently had a change of heart 

after news that several of its competitors, including wells fargo and suntrust, called off plans to charge debit 

card fees. 

 

11/2/11  7am 
European leaders hold emergency talks in France today to discuss Greece’s bailout package.   Tuesday, the 

country's prime minister stunned his colleagues by announcing he would let Greek voters decide whether to 

accept the historic rescue plan.  The news triggered a sell-off on markets around the world.   Especially on 

wall street.. Where the dow fell nearly 300 points.  If it's defeated, Greece could drop the European 

currency and default on its debt.. Putting the European banking system at risk of another crisis.  

 

11/3/11  7am 

Meanwhile...the u.s. has hit a new record in the number of people living 50 percent or more below the 

poverty line. Census figures show that 1 in 15 people are now considered america's poorest of the poor. 

 

11/4/11  4pm 

The latest national jobs report from the labor department shows the american economy added 80-thousand 

jobs last month.  The new jobs eased the unemployment rate slightly...unemployment now stands at nine 

percent. Still, there were fewer jobs added last month than in september... When the economy added 158-

thousand positions  typically, it takes at least 150-thousand jobs added each month just to keep up with 

population growth. Nearly 14 million americans were still unemployed in october. 

 

11/5/11  9pm 

Another story on the brighter side... Free kittens... Lines snaked around the kansas humane society building 

today... People waited more than two hours for the chance to adopt a furry friend--free of charge... Due to a 

surplus of adoptable pets the kansas humane society offered free adoptions for cats and kittens and half 

price adoptions for dogs the event was between the hours of eleven and one today... Families bundeled up 

and braved the cold november weather in hopes of bringing home their new bundle of joy...<sot verbatim: 



 

 

It was cold but we brought a bag of stuff and we just hung out there. The kids colored and it was worth it 

cuz we got right in... It's a half lab and half wiener dog...  > there was a limit of two adoptions per 

household...each animal adopted had a full physical exam, spay or neuter surgery, and a microchip implant. 

Humane socitey officials call it a win win situation for all. 

 

11/7/11  4pm 

The wealth gap between young people and older people is now wider than ever.    That's coming from a 

Pew Research Center report, citing Census Bureau information.    The report says in 2009, households 

headed by people 65 years or older had a net worth 47 times greater than a households headed by people 35 

years and younger.     In 1984, older households had a net worth only 10 times higher than younger 

households.   Experts say the big gap is partially due to older Americans staying in their jobs longer and 

paying off their mortgages.   Younger Americans are carrying more debt while facing high unemployment 

rates.  

 

11/8/11  7am 
U-p-s expects package deliveries the week before christmas to rise 6 percent compared with last year. The 

company believes more shoppers will wait until the last minute to buy gifts online. The company predicts 

its busiest day will be dec. 22, when it expects to deliver 26 million parcels. 

 

11/9/11  9pm 

It's just 15 cents...but the thought of a tax on christmas trees... Was enough to get people fired-up.  the idea 

came from the christmas tree industry.  it would be used to pay for a promotion campaign.  the white house 

approved it.  but within 24 hours, reversed its decision.  the so-called christmas tree tax... Would have 

added a 15-cent a tree charge on christmas tree suppliers who sold or imported more than 500 trees a year.  

according to the u-s-d-a...  The sale of fresh trees dropped from 37-million in 19-91... To 31 million in 

2007.  meanwhile, artificial tree sales nearly doubled to 17-point-four million...  From 2003 to 2007.  the 

new fee was an effort to curb those losses. 

 

11/10/11 7am 
<Rather than scouring the mall for the perfect holiday gift, millions of americans will let friends and 

family, choose it themselves with a gift card. But in the past consumers complained about gift cards 

expiring or losing value before they could use them.  When new federal laws for credit card companies 

went into effect in 2009 they applied to most gift cards too, so read the fine print on yours. A lot of the 

terms and conditions will be found on the back of the gift card, and that will include any kind of fees that 

are associated with the gift card. They could be inactivity fees, purchase fees or maintenance fees.  If that 

gift card sits in your wallet for awhile you don't have to worry about it expiring. Funds on a gift card are 

good for five years. And if you reload those funds, those funds are good for another five years.  Then, 

there's the emerging trend of electronic gift cards, or e-cards --  you click and send immediately to your 

recipient's email and in some cases to their facebook page or smartphone .   A recent survey of gift cards by 

bankrate-dot-com and credit-cards -dot com, found more than half available electronically, perfect for those 

who forget the card when they hit the mall.  i'm karin caifa. > 

 

11/11/11  7am 

Continuning coverage of the nba lockout... Despite hours of talks thursday... No agreements have been 

made. Union president derek fisher spoke to the media late thursday. He says while everyone wants to get a 

deal done...there's still room for negotiations. <sot verbatim: we'll go back as an executive committee, as a 

board, confer with our player reps and additional players over the next few days...then we'll make decisions 

about what our next steps will be at that point. > the n-b-a season has been canceled through at least 

november 30. The two sides are hoping they can reach a resolution before more games are called off.  

 

11/12/11  9pm 

Christmas is a month and a half away...  You may have already heard about some of those black-friday 

deals...  But with the sales come the scams.  Scammers have found a way to rip off gift cards - before you 

buy them . They are armed with scanners that can steal the information off the card. When you buy and 

activate the card - you put the money right in the scammers pocket. Experts say if you want to keep this 

from happening to you... Avoid buying the gift cards from a rack. *only buy them from behind the counter 



 

 

where no one has access to them . And if you buy them online only buy them through reputable sites that 

guarantee you the money. And debit card skimming is becoming increasingly popular...  Scammers will 

place a dummy card reader at a-t-m's or gas stations along with a camera.  When you swipe your card - they 

get your account info. And the camera catches you inputing your pin. When you use your debit card be 

careful to protect your pin wherever you type it in so a camera can't see it. Or even better - don't use your 

pin... Run the card as a credit card. Or just use your credit card.  

 

11/12/11  9pm 

It's the single largest order in boeing history.    and emirates airlines is the buyer.   the announcement came 

in dubai during the middle east's largest air show.  emirates placed an order for 50 boeing 7-7-7's.   it makes 

the airline the largest operator of the aircraft.  the deal could be worth around 15 billion dollars.   its unclear 

how it could affect the wichita operations. 

 

11/14/11  7am 

Just because banks are backing away from debit card fees, it doesn't mean they won't get their money.  The 

new york times reports the industry is quietly putting new fees into place. There are new charges and higher 

fees for everything from cash withdrawals at a-t-m's.. To wire payments.. To higher charges for checking 

accounts. 

 

11/15/11  7am 

The holiday season is pretty much here and everyone is releasing their best products. Adding to it... Is 

another tablet.  Amazon began shipping its first tablet device this week.  The kindle fire is a successor to 

the popular kindle e-book reader.   At nearly two-hundred-dollars, it's expected to rival apple's ipad 2. 

 

11/16/11  9pm 

Wichita's intrust bank arena is losing money.  the total net income through september is 219-thousand 

dollar into the red.   however, ticket sales are up.  officials say the big difference is the arena held more 

family events, like disney on ice, that have lower ticket prices.  “we don't exactly know who's going to be 

out touring and how many shows they are going to play, and what part of the country or world they are 

going to be playing in, so its always somewhat of a guessing game, and it is somewhat up and down at 

times"  arena managers say they plan to have the arena back in the black by the end of the year. 

 

11/17/11  8am 

It's barely been open two years... Now the intrust bank arena is in the red. The third quarter financial report 

was released wednesday. It shows the arena's net income so far this year is negative 219-thousand dollars. 

But as eyewitness news reporter anne meyer explains... Businesses are not concerned. 

 

11/18/11  8am 

In the aviation watch  boeing receives its largest commercial airplane order ever.  an indonesian airline has 

ordered 230 7-3-7's and could buy more.  this is good news for spirit aerosystems.   its workers make the 

fuselage for the 7-3-7.   the airplanes have a list price of nearly 22-billion dollars. 

 

11/20/11  9pm 

The reno county sheriff says the county needs a new jail. And he's letting the public see for themselves why 

its so urgent. The public was invited to tour the reno county jail... The building was built in 1971 and now 

is too small... Sheriff randy henderson says they are over capacity... They have to pay expensive rates to 

drive and house inmates in other towns... Sheriff henderson tried to get a new jail in 2006..but a public vote 

didn't pass.. Now he's hoping these public tours will show residents they can't wait any longer. <sot 

verbatim:  46:31 to actually let the public in to actually see what it looks like...had so many people given 

tours to...i didn't vote for it before but now you need a new jail.> the building is also in poor condition... 

And doesn't meet some standards. That means inmates can sue the county. Sheriff henderson hopes to have 

the issue on the ballot next november. 

 

11/21/11  7am 

The holiday shopping season officially kicks off thursday night. Many are calling it black thursday. ...and 

we're looking for folks to be our eyes and ears for the shopping event. We'll rely on a select few viewers to 



 

 

send us video and talk with us about the morning mayhem. Email us at news@kwch.com if you're 

interested.      

 

11/22/11  9pm 

Kansas gained 23-hundred jobs in October.  But it's not enough to budge the state's unemployment rate.  

More than 93-thousand Kansans are out of work.   But six of 11 industry sectors did post gains... Including 

health care and local government.  Find a link to the entire report at k-w-c-h dot com... To see the 

unemployment rate for your county. 

 

11/23/11  9pm 

Something else to be grateful for... Lower gas prices.   the price of gas has been falling all week.   today, it 

dropped below three-dollars a gallon.  at two-99, the price of gas is at it's lowest since february.  but the 

two-99 price is still 30-cents higher than what we were paying last thanksgiving.  for the lowest gas prices 

in your area... Log onto our web site k-w-c-h dot com... And go to the "holiday travel section." 

 

11/24/11  9pm 

In case you missed it...here's a rundown of the stores you can hit tonight.   the earliest again is toys r us.   it 

just opened like anne said.    walmart at ten...target, kohls, best buy and many other stores all open at 

midnight. 

 

11/25/11  9pm 

The door-busters were long gone by this afternoon.    but there were still plenty of bargains to be had on 

black friday.    this was the scene at wichita's towne east as thousands shopped for clothing, electronics... 

Appliances -- some at 50-percent off.     some shoppers started at 8 last night and had been going for 15 

hours.    others had made several trips to their cars to drop off bags -- before heading back into the mall.  

"since three am.  Since three o'clock this morning. Yep.  You realize that was about eight hours ago yeah.  

Are you tired? Kinda, but i like shopping.">  "they've been shopping since 9 o'clock last night, these three.  

And then the three older ladies started at 6 this morning."     a recent survey found two-thirds of the people 

shopping on black friday bought items for themselves...     and not someone else. 

 

11/27/11  9pm 

Cyber monday is tomorrow the much hyped online holiday shopping event is catching us to black friday in 

sales...but how do you know you're getting the best deal? First - be skeptical  many of the deals on cyber 

monday may be available throughout the holiday season. Do your research.  You can compare prices online 

through sites like price-grabber or see-net. And stack your coupons...  One discount is great... But two is 

better.  You could walk away with a cheaper price... And have it shipped to you for free.  

 

11/28/11  9pm 

It's the online version of "black friday."  toys are always a hot item.. But this year's must get, is a tablet 

computer.  despite the rough economy, people are expected to spend more than one-billion dollars today 

alone.  experts say the number of people shopping on-line is growing because it is easily accessible with 

those hot ticket items.... Tablet computers.   but has on-line shopping replaced the going, touching and 

feeling of shopping?  some say yes.  "we have much greater selection we work really hard to have the 

lowest prices possible and again you've got people in the building today that are working hard to make sure 

that we deliver very quickly to the doorstep"  cyber monday got its name in 2005, by a retail trade group 

trying to get more people to shop on-line.   you can shop until about december 20th to get your item safely 

to you before the holidays. 

 

11/29/11  7am 

The car of the future looks a lot like a smart-phone on wheels. Toyota showed off its "fun-vee"... A concept 

vehicle featuring touch-screens that can change the car's color in an instant.  But don't plan on seeing them 

on the road any time soon. Toyota says it's just a concept -- for now. 

 

11/30/11  9pm 

Spirit aerosystems and speea's wichita technical and professional unit have reached a tentative agreement.   

the deal is for nine and a half years.   though its longer than speea wanted, salaries should remain 



 

 

competitive.  members would also receive a yearly cost of living raise starting next year.  the union 

represents about 23-hundred workers at the wichita plant.  members have been working without a contract 

since july, when they voted down another nine and a half year contract with spirit.  voting on the new 

proposal will take place in the coming weeks. 

 

12/1/11  7am 

Westar customers want the power company to quit raising electric rates.  More than 2-hundred people 

attended a meeting last night at the wichita state metroplex. Westar energy says it needs increase rates by 

an average of 6-dollars-44 cents per customer.  Westar says the extra money will cover the rising costs of 

operations, new regulations and tree-trimming.  <sot verbatim: springe 2 18:41"consumer are tapped. At 

some point we need to figure out the thing we need to do, those we must do and those we can put off for 

another day."> the kansas corporation commission must approve any rate hike. There's no word on when it 

will vote on westar's rate increase request. Westar has nearly 700-thousand customers in the state. 

 

12/2/11  4pm 

As the holiday approaches and children look forward to the big day --  there's some christmas controversy 

brewing in one new york town. <sot verbatim:"that she said there was no santa,">  that's right...parents say 

a second grade teacher told her students there was no santa claus...and that parents had a hand in the gift 

giving.  The statement is creating such a debate...the school principal would not discuss it, nor would her 

superintendent.  Needless to say...but parents aren't very happy. <sot verbatim: "oh, i would be so upset if 

that happened with my son,"/unfortunate, very unfortunate. I think it's sad,"/"that's horrible. That's so 

untrue and it's horrible,"  >   with no comment form the superintendent,...there's no word on whether the 

teacher has been offered some guidance on what to say to next year's class. 

 

12/3/11  9pm 

The combination of a good sale ... AND a good coupon ... Can be impossible to resist. SOT Deborah 

Bryant, Shopper:   "I just get 'em and try to save money." But -- consumer experts are warning of a little 

known technique ... As we head into the holidays. Many stores -- they say -- are using coupons to tempt 

customers into shopping ... Without necessarily warning them that *using* those coupons ... Could cancel 

out the sale prices shown Iin the store. SOT David Brown, Jr, Shopper:   "If they're out to scam me, then 

shame on them." SOT Kelly Grant, Senior Consumer Reporter, smartmoney.com:  "It is a little sneaky, but 

we see stores doing a lot of stuff like that this time of year."  Smart-money-dot-com's Kelly Grant says 

often consumers don't notice the coupon ... Made deep in-store discounts ... Disappear  ... Until its too late. 

SOT Kelly Grant:  "It's only when you look at your receipt, after the fact, that you realize it came off on 

some items but not others that were apparently excluded." We put it to the test ... Buying some sale items at 

a big-box toy store ... Using a 10 dollar off coupon. When I questioned the cashier to make sure it was 

working, she said yes, but then warned me certain other types of coupons wouldn't have applied. SOT 

Kathryn Brown:  "If it's on sale, you won't be able to use the coupon.  But, like, the percent coupon, like 20 

percent off sale items, stuff like that ...  Savvy shoppers say they know to read the fine print... SOT Shatoya 

Hunte, Shopper:   "Because it has a lot of excludes, a lot of different brands that you would think is on sale 

is not really on sale."  But most admit they didn't know using a coupon could cancel out a sale price. SOT 

Kelly Grant:  "But, in the end, it's really up to the consumer to figure this out." 

 

12/4/11  9pm 

This is the area we're talking about, we're just west of the 47th and 135 and here developers want to build 

one million square feet of new retail space.  To attract small businesses, restaurants and even a hotel to this 

part of south wichita.   Even though it will create new competition, business owners in this area support the 

plan.  “we're very thrilled that this would be an opportunity to keep residents that live and work  there  in 

that area when its time for them to shop of seek entertainment.   Carter is the president of the south wichita 

business association, he and other business owners plan to speak at a public hearing on tuesday before 

wichita's city council.  That's when developers will ask for tax incentives from the city to offset 

construction costs.  James clendenin-  "this is the first project that had any type of economic incentive 

attached to it south to kellogg, so for this to be on the table is extremely exciting”.   Clendenin knows some 

may not support the tax help, but he'd hate to see this project fall through due to those incentives. He's 

expecting a big turnout from both sides on tuesday. 

 



 

 

12/5/11  7am 

A contract vote is set for next monday... For some union workers at spirit aerosystems...  Last week speea's 

technical and professional unit announced a tentative agreement to cover 23-hundred workers who are not 

manager or engineers...  The nine-and-a-half year deal includes a bonus and annual raises...  Voting takes 

place monday, december 12th at curtis middle school... Doors open at 4-30... With a union presentation set 

for five.  Only dues-paying members will be able to vote. 

 

12/6/11  9pm 

A south wichita development will get tax incentives from the city. The new southfork development project 

will be built on a vacant lot near 47th street south and eye-135. Wichita city council members voted to 

declare the land a tif district. That will allow developers to use property tax revenue- generated from the 

new project- to help pay for land improvements. Developers plan to turn the lot into one million square feet 

of new retail space. Many area business owners support the plan and are excited for what this project may 

bring to the area. <22:54:45-54 we believe that will add to our community, it will serve as a catalyst for 

development outside of southforks, so we believe its an important first step." > developers are also 

expected to ask for a community improvement district. That's a special one-cent sales tax increase for this 

part of south wichita. That money could be used to offset construction costs. 

 

12/7/11  4pm 

Boeing machinists are voting on a new contract today...in three states.  The machinists union represents 

about 28-thousand workers in washington, oregon and here in kansas... the contract extension is for four 

years and calls for a two percent pay increase...But for workers in the northwest the most important part is 

boeing's guarantee...that the new 737-max jet will be built in renton washington.    wichita workers voting 

today are still waiting to hear a decision on whether boeing will shut down its wichita facility -  boeing says 

it's studying the possibility. 

 

12/8/11  4pm 

Fewer americans applied for unemployment benefits last week--according to the labor department.  There 

were 381-thousand first-time filings...  That's the lowest level in nine months.  Analysts say any number 

below 400-thousand is a sign of improvement for the u-s job market. 

 

12/9/11  7am 

All eyes are on europe as leaders there hold a summit to tackle the region's debt crisis.  The future of the 

euro and the stability of the global financial system are at stake.  Countries will likely be asked to hand over 

some fiscal decisions to a central authority. 

 

12/10/11  9am 

Many consider cats and dogs memers of their family.  And it can be expensive to feed and take care of a 

pet. But the economy isn't slowing that down, infact some pet owners are pampering their pets in this tough 

times.. Eyewitness news reporter melody pettit shows us more.  

 

12/11/11  9pm 

This a&w has been a fixture in wellington for nearly 50 years and vivian mccaulley has been here for every 

one of them.  “we've had good years and we've had bad years, most of it has to deal with the aircraft 

industry”.   Now another industry may be bringing more business her way -- oil pumps have been working 

in the region for decades, but new techniques in drilling could soon tap into undiscovered oil fields.   

already companies are buying up mineral rights all over south central kansas.  “shell, chesapeake and sand 

ridge aren't spending millions and millions of dollars around here because they don't think something is 

going to happen."   wetta says kansas could be the next north dakota,   the new drilling techniques has 

helped that state become the 4th largest oil producer in the county, putting out 435-thousand barrels a day.   

the boom has generated thousands of jobs, millions of dollars for the economy and a few concerns.  “ the 

traffic problems, overwhelm their schools, overwhelm their ems, their hospitals, their whole infrastructure. 

We don't need to go crazy, but we need to prepare”.  that's why community leaders are hosting an 

informational meeting monday night, to talk about the issue.  “there’s been so much interest, they actually 

had to change the location of the meeting three times, finally deciding on memorial auditorium in 

wellington because it can seat up to 800 people”.   if companies do find oil here, vivian hopes it would 



 

 

bring new life to her community.  “wellington has a lot of offer and it would be great to see young families 

or anybody move in and take advantage of what we have, instead of moving out, instead of moving out 

yes”  which she knows has been the trend in recent years. 

 

12/12/11  9pm 

San Francisco is about to make history.   At the start of the new year... The city will become the first in the 

nation to pay minimum wage workers more than 10-dollars an hour.   Minimum wage workers will earn 

10-dollars 24-cents an hour.   That's more than two-dollars more... Than California's minimum wage... And 

nearly three-dollars more than the federal minimum wage.   The new minimum wage takes effect January 

first.   Here is a look at what minimum wage workers are earning by state.   Those in Kansas get... Seven-

25 an hour.   That's the federal minimum wage.   However, there are a few exceptions when it comes to the 

minimum wage in the state of Kansas.   --First, federal law allows any employer in kansas to pay a new 

employee who is under 20-years old a "training wage."   that age is four-dollars 25-cents an hour.     And, it 

can only pay an employee that wage for the first 90 days.   Also... Full-time high school or college students 

who work part-time... May be paid 85-percent of the minimum wage.  That's as little as six-dollars 16-cents 

an hour.   And the minimum wage for tipped employees in kansas is two-dollars 13-cents an hour.   

However, adding in tips, those employees must still earn the seven-25 minimum wage for each hour they 

work.   If they don't... Their employer must make-up the difference. 

 

12/13/11  9pm 

If you are unemployed... There are resources available to help you here.   "workforce alliance of south-

central kansas"... Is a group that helps people find jobs.   the center works with people in sedgwick, butler, 

sumner, and cowley counties.   kim cronister says of the six to seven thousand unemployed workers they 

see each month... About five-thousand of them... Are from wichita.  we do offer the bank of computers for 

people to apply for benefits.   the center helps people update their resumes, look for, and apply for jobs.   so 

what kind of benefits are available for kansans?   the state offers up to 26 weeks of unemployment benefits.   

those benefits will remain... Even if no deal is reached in congress.   if congress does extend the payroll tax 

bill... People can collect up to 60 more weeks of unemployment.   20 weeks in the first tier.   14 weeks in 

the second.   and 13 in the third.   there is a fourth tier that kansans only qualify for... *if* the state's 

unemployment rate is six-and-a-half percent or higher for three consecutive months. 

 

12/14/11  9pm 

Several other surrounding communities use wichita water.   we reached out to many of them today.   valley 

center says residents will see a 3-percent increase in their water rate.   kechi (keech-eye) and bel aire 

haven't decided yet.   park city will not increase its rate. 

 

12/15/11  7am 

The countdown is on in the consumer watch..  We are just ten days away from christmas day... Retailers 

expect consumer spending to pick up again as we enter the final stretch before christmas.  Six of the top ten 

shopping days of the holiday period are still to come - that includes this saturday, which is expected to be 

one of the biggest shopping days this month. 

 

12/16/11  4pm 

If you haven't finished your holiday shopping yet... Today is the 4th annual "free shipping friday"...  More 

than 25-hundred online retailers are participating...offering free shipping on orders placed today, with 

guaranteed shipping before christmas. Internet retailers are hoping today will surpass cyber-monday as one 

of the biggest online shopping days of the year. 

 

12/17/11  9pm 

Koch industries searches for a couple thousand new employees across the nation. The company says most 

of the 300-job openings in wichita are *new* positions - not replacing old ones it credits the growth of it's 

subsidiary (sub-sid-ee-airees) companies with the demand for new positions.  Koch has openings in 

information technology - accounting and engineering. The company will also be looking for 100 interns 

and co-op students ... Compared to the 79 last year. 

 

12/17/11  9pm 



 

 

Thousands of shoppers will be hiiting the aisles with just eight days till chritmas looking for last minute 

deals. And reatilers hoping the big crowds continue through the holidays. According to the international 

council of shopping centers, since black friday's huge opening weekend, retail sales nationwide are down 

by 2.4 percent. - to boost more buying, many retailers are pitching today as "super saturday," which is 

something normally reserved for the final weekend before christmas. Tom and his wife cindy are doing 

some last minute shopping themselves - tom says this is every year  "i shop the last two weeks".  

Why ? "work and best prices "i bought a 55-inch tv i did it online here and it was a great price. How much 

cheaper did you get it? Probably 20% maybe 30%. Many stores' discounts go deeper -- 60, 70 or even 75 

percent off full retail, as retailers hope to move their remaining holiday inventory. Kathy mikellson - did 

her shopping early but still needed to get a couple of last minute gifts. "i'm finishing up buying a couple of 

dvd's for some people and that's basically it and i will be finished." besides discounts - to bring in more 

customers - stores like macy's , old navy and best buy - will be keeping the lights on until midnight and re-

opening early. 

 

12/19/11  4pm 

A kansas congressman says boeing wichita is losing work it was promised. But the company will not 

confirm that. Congressman mike pompeo held a news conference with other community leaders this 

morning. Pompeo says a senior boeing official told him the air force one contract is being transferred and 

work on the new tanker is going to washington state - instead of wichita as initially promised. < mike 

pompeo  (0001ty) 2121-30 i will be darned if we are going to lay down and allow the boeing company do 

that without us doing everything we can to make sure that does not come to be. > we did call boeing, to get 

reaction  a spokesperson says the company is looking at all options, which includes closing the wichita 

plant. But no decision has been made yet  look for the latest news on boeing's future...on air and on our web 

site...kwch dot com. 

 

12/20/11  7am 

<)The walls at the wichita visitors and convention bureau are lined with brochures and pamphlets of fun 

things to do around town. Botanica, the zoo, and eventually there will be one for the kansas star casino. 

40:53 there's excitement about it...it's going to really add another dimension to things people can do when 

visiting this area.   People here are working on a plan to maximize the casino's effect in wichita... 

43:22 this is really new for us, we've never had a casino before  the casino projects 2-million people in the 

first year... Casino officials already have 28-thousand people from almost 40 states signed up to their 

players club  and while they're not sure exactly what to expect, wichita officials hope some of the players 

will make their way into town...to eat, shop, and play..43:32 hope that the impact will be significant and 

things are going to enjoy and come back again and again  even local bus companies are getting in on the 

action...this one is already planning an entire day dedicated to shuttling people to the casino and back... 

Now that the kansas racing and gaming commission have officially given the casino a green light...  Casino 

manager scott cooper says it will be ready and open december 26th...Scott cooper 51:29 we were very 

excited, long process, everyone worked hard we felt we were ready  in wichita, mp, kwch 12 eyewitness 

news.> 

 

12/21/11  9pm 

The new casino in mulvane... Is already making money.   the "kansas star casino"... Opened to members of 

its players club today.   it will open to the public december 26-th.   the casino held a practice gambling 

session last week.   it made more than 147-thousand dollars that day.   the casino will donate that money to 

local charities. 

 

12/22/11  7am 

In our continuing coverage of the kansas star casino. The new casino in mulvane opened to members of its 

players club wednesday.  A grand opening to the public will be on monday.  The casino held a practice 

gaming session last week. It made more than 147-thousand dollars on that day. The casino will donate that 

money to local charities. 

 

12/23/11  8am 



 

 

Rubbermaid plans to expand in kansas... The state commerce department says this mean two hundred jobs 

are on their way to winfield from texas. Rubbermaid also plans a new 500 thousand square foot distribution 

center in winfield. 

 

12/24/11  9pm 

Good evening. Thanks for joining us. I'm melissa scheffler.  It was a busy day for some last minute 

shoppers. They packed stores around wichita... Looking to cross-off their christmas lists. Eyewitness news 

reporter jim grawe caught-up with some of the holiday procrastinators. 

 

12/25/11  9pm 

Millions of americans will head back to stores tomorrow... Returning un-wanted christmas gifts. Factfinder 

12 can help you steer through the lines. If you can... Bring a receipt for the gift.  "consumer reports" says... 

Otherwise, you might only get store credit... For the lowest sale price of your item. Also... Keep stickers, 

labels, and tags intact. And, don't open the package if you know you're not going to keep the present.  At 

best buy, if you do open it, store management says... Make sure you put everything back in the box. <sot 

verbatim: 47:56  "a lot of people forget remotes, or power cables for ipads, or head phones.  Those things 

make the return more complicated to process."  48:04 > each store has a different return policy. It's usually 

printed on your receipt. Pay attention to how long you have to return the item--that can vary, especially 

through the holidays and on clearance items. 

 

12/26/11  9pm 

Thousands of people showed-up near mulvane... For the grand opening of the kansas star casino. Casino 

officials knew it would be busy...but didn't expect the number of people who showed up. So many 

attended...they had to restrict the number of people going into the casino. A line started early this 

morning...wrapping around the building. Hundreds of people waited 30 minutes or more to get in... 

Officials aren't ready to release any official numbers, but say opening day went as well as it could. <sot 

verbatim: 41:22 wonderful and exciting, few things to work on..we working on it> the casino had soft 

openings last week to work out all the kinks... For more on the casino...go to our website kwch dot com... 

 

12/27/11  9pm 

Sears announces plans to close between 100 and 120 stores.   the company's c-e-o says sears is trying to 

reduce expenses after disappointing sales on big-ticket items this year at its stores including k-mart.   so far, 

no announcement has been made about what store locations will be affected... it is unclear if any local k-

mart or sears stores will close. 

 

12/28/11  8am 

Continuing coverage of the new sumner county casino.   since the kansas star casino's soft opening a week 

ago...    the turnpike authority says more than 21-thousand vehicles have driven through the casino exit in 

mulvane.   more than 97-hundred cars... Went through monday.   numbers from the casino could come next 

month, when it files a report with the state. 

 

12/29/11  9pm 

Local businesses get ready for the holiday weekend   the manager at jacobs liquor store on north rock road 

says new years eve is its second busiest day of the year behind christmas eve.   their biggest seller is 

champagne...they will sell about a thousand bottles.   they range in price from six dollars to this three 

hundred dollar bottle   it's all hands on deck as employees are busy making sure they have enough.  Just 

making sure come in straight to cooler and get out as quick as possible.   liquor stores aren't the only ones 

busy...ivan's party bus is completely full...   ivan says it's a safe alternative so people don't drink and drive. 

 

12/30/11  4pm 

Americans aren't going to movie theaters as much as they used to.     that's according to the hollywood 

reporter's latest data...  the report shows attendance at a 16 year low...   an estimated 1 and a quarter billion 

people went to the movies in 2011...     that's the lowest number since 19-95.     the national association of 

theater owners says 2002 was peak attendance... With 1 and a half billion tickets sold. 

 

 



 

 

 

EDUCATION 
10/4/11   8am 
A new rec program has some Wichita kids heading to mcadams park. a small group of students is lead by 

volunteers... helping with homework and playing games.  Mcadams park is at 13th and eye-135.  The 

program is every Monday through Friday.  jose wheeler started the program over the summer to keep kids 

busy while parents are at work.  And it's now continued into the school year... at no charge to parents.  the 

program is run on a few thousand dollars a year... all donations. 

 

10/14/11   4pm 

Homosexuality is a topic that's often avoided in the classroom...but it can be the cause of many incidents of 

bullying. Some say discussion and understanding of homosexuality could lead to less bullying.  Chris 

welch shows us a school district that has adopted that policy. "we do not bully others, so let's think of ways 

we can be kind to each other today." That's the start of the school day for this 7th grade class. "sometimes 

it's not what you say. It's like how you say it, the tone of voice that you use" That's just one of the themes 

discussed on any given day in the classrooms of the minneapolis public schools where, five years ago, they 

started aggressively incorporating anti-bullying messages into daily life. "i think the whole lesson is about 

empathy because you need to understand that person's point of view." "that person" could be anyone. But in 

particular, this district is unabashedly showing its pride for lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender 

individuals. "i think we, as a school district, have seen this as an important issue. Kids don't learn well if 

they don't feel safe. They cant learn at all." In January, the school board passed a unanimous resolution 

mandating that all incidents involving l-g-b-t harassment and bullying be tracked. It also adds l-g-b-t 

components to sex education as well as an elective class on figures in gay history. "its just been like really 

accepting in my experience." High school junior jared pettingill says the new provisions will only enhance 

an already supportive environment. "we're gonna be reading a book called giovanni's room which is all 

about a bisexual character living in paris and it hinges on a lot of his relationships. And there are a couple 

of other books like that that deal with lesbianism." The district is one of only a small handful the nation to 

have a designated l-g-b-t support program. A step in the right direction, staff say, but they want more 

schools to catch on. "it's not new that lgbt kids get made fun of or bullied, or kids who are perceived to be 

lgbt get made fun of or are bullied or face harassment and violence, it's just that hopefully we've moved far 

enough as a culture that we're actually standing up and starting to take notice." Chris welch, cnn, 

minneapolis, minnesota.  

 

10/17/11  4pm 
A clearwater middle school teacher faces charges of indecent liberties with a child. The female teacher was 

arrested last Friday and booked into the sedgwick county jail. The alleged victim is a student in the 

clearwater school district.  The 39-year-old...teacher has since bonded out. No formal charges have been 

filed. 

 

10/19/11   7am 

The university of notre dame tells a Kansas high school... To stop using its logo. Chapman high school has 

used the "fighting irish" mascot since the mid 1960's.  The school received a letter this summer from notre 

dame saying it needed to stop using the leprechaun logo due to copyright infringement.  Chapman will now 

have to change their logo. School officials say they can keep the "fighting irish" nickname as long as they 

do not sell anything with the saying on it. <sot verbatim:"for anything like stationary, school uniforms as 

long as its chapman fighting irish...we are still the fighting irish...we are still green and white that has not 

changed."> an open art contest will be held to pick out the design of the new logo.  Then it will be unveiled 

in february at a home basketball game. 

 

10/26/11   8am 

Relief comes today for millions of Americans with student loans. President Obama will announce a plan 

allowing borrowers to reduce interest rates on their student loans. The plan would also allow the 6-million 

people who hold government-supported student loans and government-backed private loans to consolidate 



 

 

their debts into one. Experts say the economy has made the situation for borrowers even worse. <sot 

verbatim: "i'm in tens of thousands right now so i definitely have a long way to go."> the President is also 

expected to move up the start of a program that caps monthly student-loan payments for borrowers with 

low incomes. It will go into effect next year instead of 2-thousand-14. 

 

10/28/11   8am 

residents in emporia remember two emporia state students thursday night at the university. The service is 

for two students killed in a fire last week.  ya-weh fan and jung-leen died last friday after a fire in their off 

campus duplex. Both were international students from china. Investigators say flammable materials too 

close to a floor furnace caused the fire. You can find these stories and more online at kwch.com. 

Now...here's mark with your forecast. 

 

11/7/11  9pm 

A maize central elementary school teacher died over the weekend...   a spokesperson with the maize school 

district confirms 4th grade teacher jeanie weve (weave-ee)  died after falling from a zip line.    according to 

the reno county sheriff's office... Weve was on private property with family and friends when the accident 

happened.    they say she grabbed the zipline and appeared to freeze - falling about 20-feet.    she died on 

the way to the hospital.    weve has been a teacher in kansas for 18 years - and was given a national 'milken 

educator award' last year.     the principal of maize central elementary says "she was a one of a kind teacher. 

What she created in her classroom can't be taught or manufactured.   it came naturally as a result of jeanie's 

personality and genuine love for each student.   she will be missed by all who knew and loved her."   grief 

counselors are at the school to help students and staff cope with the news. 

 

11/11/11  9pm 

It happens once in a life-time... At least for most of us. Today is 11 - 11 - 11. Many people believe it's a 

lucky day. Today is considered one of the busiest days of the year for las vegas weddings. Wedding 

website, "the knot" found... A huge spike in november 11-th nuptials. Nearly 25-thousand couples across 

the country planned to have their wedding today. That's ten times *more* than the number of weddings on 

other friday's this month. Experts say... People look to find patterns in the world to help them control or 

predict the future. <if you don't feel like you have a lot of control in your daily life, or in a given 

circumstance you feel anxious, you might rely on other things to try to predict the future.> experts say... 

This theory explains why some hotels and other tall buildings don't have a 13-th floor. Some people believe 

the number 13 is unlucky.  Fact-finder 12 finds some other interesting facts about 11 - 11 - 11. --if you have 

a baby today... Chances are... Your child was conceived on valentine's day. --many people believe 11 - 11 - 

11... Is linked to december 21-st, 20-12... The end of the ancient mayan calendar. --11:11 universal time on 

20-12... Is the exact moment of the winter solstice.  The "mayflower compact" was signed november 11th 

16-20. --and the armistice between world war one powers began on the 11-th hour of the 11th day of the 

11th month in 19-18. It was the beginning of veterans day. 

 

11/14/11  4pm 

The parents of a rutgers university freshman who committed suicide last year are on campus for the first 

time since their son's death. They attended a day-long symposium on cyber-bullying. 18-year-old tyler 

clementi jumped off a bridge after his roommate allegedly streamed video of him being intimate with 

another man. Now, his parents are talking about tyler's death...and hoping to educate other rutgers students 

about the dangers of online bullying. <sot verbatim: as any parent who has lost a child can tell you, this 

past year has been the most difficult of our lives.  //butted to// we are pleased to lend our support to an issue 

that is important to us personally and deserving of further study and discussion.  >  tyler clemenit's former 

roommate has pleaded not guilty to 15 criminal charges, including invasion of privacy.  His trial is 

scheduled for early next year. 

 

11/15/11  7am 

A dispute arises over land deals monday...  As the district tries to move forward with bond expansion 

projects at north high.  To expand, the district has to buy 31 properties.  But not all land owners have 

reached agreements with the district.  Now board members have to look to eminent domain to get those 

properties.  Before the land can be condemned...it has to be surveyed and that's what the board approved 

monday night. 



 

 

 

11/16/11  4pm 

Wichita's school superintendent admits -- even *he* has questions about possible boundary changes for 

wichita elementary schools --Consultants showed their recommendations to a focus group last night - one 

idea -- close five elementary schools-bryant, mueller, payne and woodland...and lincoln...At lincoln 

elementary this morning...some parents were still trying to understand the idea -   the recommendations are 

just that right now -- just a first proposal -  they're based on the size and location among other factors.  “as 

we look at the decisions we have to make these are not decisions for six months from now, we have to look 

at how does this impact us a year from now, two years from now, five years from now.    the consultants 

also recommended expanding -these nine elementary schools again...these are just recommendations -  the 

district will hold public hearings before finalizing changes in school boundaries...in late february. 

 

11/17/11  8am 

Sedgwick county inmates have a new way to get a high school diploma. Earlier this year significant cuts 

were made to the sedgwick county sheriff's budget.    Those cuts included eliminating the g-e-d program for 

inmates. The sheriff's office has now teamed with the south central kansas education service center and 

wichita public schools. Each enrolled inmate will be considered a student in the school district and their 

studies will be funded by the state of kansas. The program will allow the inmates to complete their high 

school diploma while in custody, at no cost to the sedgwick county taxpayer. <sot verbatim: 32:45 

"education, being as important as it is, to be able to, if someone has no education, as important as that is to 

making applications to getting a job, getting ahead, to be able to support your families, if we can give 

someone those tools then once they leave the jail, hopefully they won't come back. 9:33:02 > if the inmates 

are released prior to completion in the program, they can continue their studies online at one of the area 

learning centers. 

 

11/18/11  8am 

Syracuse university places its assistant basketball coach on administrative leave.   ESPN reports Bernie 

Fine is accused of molesting two boys, starting in the late 1970s.    Syracuse police are in the early stages of 

an investigation.    In 2005, a man came forward saying he had inappropriate contact with Fine years 

before.  The school's head coach supports Fine saying he's never seen any wrongdoing.  The university 

investigated the matter found no evidence.  The probe comes just two weeks after a child sex abuse scandal 

rocked Penn State University. 

 

11/21/11  7am 

The chancellor of the university of california-davis plans to meet with protesters today amid growing calls 

for her resignation.  Last friday, cell phone video captured university police using pepper spray on 

seemingly peaceful demonstrators. The students were protesting higher tuition costs.  Two officers at u-c, 

davis have been placed on administrative leave. Besides spraying several students in the face with pepper 

spray, officers arrested students who refused to leave.    

 

11/23/11  8am 

It's as much part of the school day... As reading or math.   lunch and recess.     but for pre-schoolers at 

spaght magnet school.    this is recess.   a fun song gets them up on their feet...but it's just not the same as 

running around on the playground.  It doesn't give them time to get the whole body movement.   the older 

kids... Can do an art project...or dance along with a wii video game.   but that just isn't the same either.  

They need the socialization. They dont integrate with the classes so they're sitting there all day.   teachers 

here agree... Kids need more than just a small area of blacktop to play.   so they're raising money for a new 

playground to go along with their new school. 

The district will give us what they can but we want more since we have more kids.  Denise stand up: the 

new school is being built next to the old school, which will be torn down. So right where i'm standing is 

where the new playground will be built.  I can't wait to pick out what we want to purchase, yes i cannot 

wait.    the goal is to raise five thousand dollars...They tell their parents its for the playground so i think 

they are excited that we are trying to do something.    teachers say it's time to get some of this energy out 

on the playground. 

 

11/28/11  7am 



 

 

Closed today is barton county community college main campus.   the school says it is suffering from a 

power outage.   the school hopes to reopen tomorrow. 

 

12/1/11  7am 

<)Senior Pharouk (foo-rouk) Hussein fits in easily at Newman University, a private Catholic institution.  

He transferred here two years ago from Johnson Community College. Student  29:04  "This is just the 

school for me." But, he was a little concerned when he first heard the tuition rate. Dean  2:44  "A year 

tuition is 20,866." Dean of Admissions John Clayton says the majority of Newman's students don't pay that 

sticker price. Dean  3:37  "That's one of our biggest challenges at Newman, as a private school, is letting 

students know it is an affordable opportunity at Newman University."  3:47 Shaking that stereotype in a 

sluggish economy is important for private institutions.  Newman offers continuing scholarships for students 

who keep their grades up...   The university hasn't decided what to do with tuition next year. Dean  1:18  

"We're looking at different options... Do we leave it as it is, do we need to look at a tuition increase, we've 

talked about if we need to look at a tuition reduction."  1:26 ((Standup:  Tabor College is freezing its tuition 

next school year.  This is the first time the college hasn't increased its rates since the 70's.  However, it says 

housing fees will see a slight increase.")) ((Tabor College, Tuition Freeze Fall 2012, first time since the 

70's, housing increase of $640) 13:48  "Bethel College is the only Kansas school that offers the four-year 

guarantee."  13:55 Bethel College President Perry White says the graduation guarantee saves students 

money. However, White says Bethel will be increasing its tuition by a "modest rate" next year. 20:03  "I do 

think in the long run, the private colleges are suffering a little less because we have been private and we 

have been seeking other means for resource development and support for students."  20:15 Hussein found 

financial support at Newman. 1:37  " I looked into some outside scholarships and everything just kind of 

clicked."  27:48 In Wichita, Melissa Scheffler, KWCH 12 Eyewitness News.> 

 

12/2/11  4pm 

More than 500 east high school students are preparing for their christmas concert today…along with the 

classic christmas carols, the choir will be singing handel's messiah. The students will perform at east high 

school monday night at 7:30 p.m. 

 

12/4/11  9pm 

They are college students who have given up their dorms for mansions.  "welcome to my back yard, what 

can i say!!" heather alarab shares a five bedroom suburban house in merced california.  "a jacuzzi, 

swimming pool..." "it's definitely a plus that a lot of students don't have." for students at the university of 

california merced living off campus can mean living large at a reasonable price.  "my parents were really 

happy, john off cam: "i'm thinking your parents might also come here and say, 'you're living in a bigger 

house than we are!!' Heather: "yeah i definitely am." and for all this, the students can thank the housing 

meltdown.  "we're just fortunate that the housing market isn't doing so well in merced. The students provide 

a bright spot in merced. Places like this show the other side of a troubled real estate market. A planned 

subdivision with sidewalks and services in place but after the bubble burst the houses were never built.  

Many houses that were built here are empty. Merced has one of the highest foreclosure rates in the country. 

But for students that means a big choice of low cost rentals. The five girls sharing this house, including jill 

foster, each get their own room for about $400 a month. On campus, dorm rooms cost 500 dollars a month 

and you have to share.  "so in a room like this on campus, it could be three people living in this." jill 

smiling: "yeah". John: "yikes." jill: "so yeah, i'm very fortunate that i have my own space and i really enjoy 

the privacy. That's definitely lacking in the dorms."  "we're not the only mansion in town. I believe we're 

the biggest though".  Jaron brandon shares a 45-hundred square foot ranch house with a half dozen other 

undergrads.   Chris chan's room is so big he projects movies on the wall.  There's one room for 

music….another for table tennis. And outside...a football field the size of a football field. They pity their 

classmates in the dorms.  "comparatively we live like kings and they live like trash." 

 

12/7/11  9pm 

More charges are filed against former penn state assistant coach jerry sandusky.  sandusky was taken into 

police custody for a second time after two more young men came forward.   now he's facing a total of 53 

sex charges.   sandusky has denied all allegations.  however he has admitted to being very physical with 

many boys, even sleeping alone with them in hotel rooms, showering with them, and touching their legs.  

"a lot of people find that inappropriate, but it's not criminal.  I think the way he described it was that the 



 

 

kids with whom he showered were basically like his own kids and treated them like his own kids and jerry 

didn't feel like he was doing anything wrong in getting showers with them."   sandusky was arraigned this 

after noon.  his bail was set at 250-thousand dollars.   if he bails out, he will have to wear an ankle monitor.   

he will not be allowed to contact the victims or witnesses and he can have no unsupervised contact with 

minors. 

 

12/8/11  9pm 

It's not really the surface of mars...but it's close enough for this fourth grader... <0080e3 david harmon / 

visiting cosmosphere 16:15:03 - 16:15:11> because all the space craft and everything. And everything 

looks like true or real david harmon is visiting the kansas cosmosphere with his parents from cimerron...but 

he'd like it if his school friends could appreciate it too <16:16:44 - 16:15:49> because most of my friends 

like space   the kansas cosmosphere is seeing fewer school field trips come to the museum because of 

shrinking school budgets... <tom holcomb / dir of education kansas cosmosphere 006276 15:59:54 - 

16:00:02> they have the money to come and pay the admission, but it is the transportation that's proved to 

be a stumbling block <daver stand up 01148b 16:25:22 - 16:25:35> in the last few years, the number of 

field trips coming to visit the cosmosphere have dropped off by almost a quarter, and that's why the 

museum is not accepting donations to help pay the way for more schools to come visit  <0063vr 16:04:46 - 

16:04:51> the money goes to the school bus, the kids get here everybody has a great time the cosmosphere 

hopes to raise 25 thousand dollars with matching funds to help pay the transportation costs for a field trip to 

the museum...the museum will also match any donation made...so more kids can visit in hutchinson, dave 

robert, kwch 12 eyewitness news 

 

12/13/11  8am 

The wichita school board moves forward with a plan to use eminent domain to expand north high school.  

there are seven homeowners in the area who could not reach an agreement with the district.   the district 

needs their land to expand.    some homeowners don't feel they were offered a fair price, so the district 

plans to condemn the homes through eminent domain.     elma najera-flores owns a home in the area--so do 

her parents.  It has been especially hard on my parents who have lived in their homes for 30 years.  We 

have to balance the needs of the homeowners with the needs of the taxpayers we've always been about 

paying fair market value."   the next step will be for a court to assign independent appraisers to come up 

with a value for the homes.   there are 31 properties the district has purchased or plans to purchase to make 

room for the north high expansion project.  

 

12/14/11  9pm 

Today... The governor released his plan to over-haul the school funding formula.   under the plan... No 

school would receive *less* money than what it's getting now.   many smaller schools... Would get 

additional funding.   but larger districts, like andover, would get no more money.   andover school district 

superintendent mark evans says... The new formula isn't fair.  it clearly is a small districts versus large 

districts.  Smaller districts benefited and large districts did not benefit.   take a look at why evans believes 

that.   while his district would get nothing... Neighboring rose hill and circle school districts... Each get 

hundreds of thousands of dollars.   the governor's plan is far from final.    state lawmakers could make 

changes. 

 

12/15/11  9pm 

Thousands of parents and students are waiting to hear the latest from a focus group tonight... Studying 

wichita school boundaries.  Already... The working list of possible closures is changing.  We've learned 

payne elementary is no longer on the list of possible closures.  It was decided students would have to cross 

too many boundaries to get to other schools. So, it was removed.  Four elementary schools still remain 

targets...  --bryant  --lincoln  --mueller  --and, woodland.   A consultant group presented its ideas for 

boundary changes impacting elementary schools at the last focus group meeting.  The superintendent's 

focus group listened to the "supposals"-- and came back tonight with concerns or ideas about the possible 

closures.  Some parents showed-up... Hoping to express their concerns about their children changing 

schools. <sot verbatim: 14:24  "if we move him, as good as he is doing, reading and doing his work and 

stuff, i'm afraid he'll regress, because it's overcrowded.there are just  too many students per teacher."  14:36 

>  also on the agenda tonight... The possible closure of some middle and high schools.  As of right now... 

No middle schools are slated to close.  The first of four public forums addressing the possible boundary 



 

 

changes is set for january 11-th at west high school, from 6:30 to 8 p.m.  We have all the information you 

need, including maps and a "frequently asked questions" section on our website... Kwch-dot-com. 

 

12/16/11  7am 

It was a big night for some wichita parents...as they get their first look at a proposal for middle and high 

school boundaries.  The district's plan centers around a new high school going up in bel aire that school will 

open, but under the proposal - it will be a magnet school instead of a traditional high school.    Students at 

the current northeast magnet school...about 600 of them would be moved to the new building in bel aire.  

Since the bel aire school will be a magnet, students have to apply to get in. There weren't any other major 

changes to the other high school boundaries. Many at the meeting were a little surprised by the proposal.    

Back in 2008, the public approved a bond issue that promised to address overcrowding issues...especially at 

heights high school...     The proposal laid out last night doesn't do much to alleviate that since the new 

school could only take another 200 students. <sot verbatim:we've said for over a year now with the pause 

and study is you can't have 50 million eliminated from your operating revenue and have business as usual. 

It is a concern we also have to take into consideration like he said there are some differences when it comes 

to funding at this point we are back peddling but what can you do.  >     another big change from last night - 

a revised elementary school boundary proposal which takes payne elementary school off the list of 

potential closures. You can read more about the proposals at our website - k-w-c-h dot-com.  Just look for 

the school boundary section. 

 

 

ENVIRONMENT 
10/3/11  4pm 

It's fall...but it may not feel like it -- While temperatures aren't as hot as they've been... Some days are still 

warmer than normal. Bob Nyer...with the Sedgwick County Extension Office says the weather has even 

taken its toll on the trees... But while you think it may be our dry weather keep them from looking 

healthy...it's really something else. <sot verbatim:1.27 It had nothing to do with how wet or dry they 

were...it was heat.1.31 >  Nyre says the black hills spruce is one of the most heat tolerant trees around...but 

even it has become stressed dealing with all of the heat. 
 

10/7/11  8am 

Augusta needs to drain the city lake for construction work... But before it can start... The lake needs to be 

emptied of everything from bass to catfish. The lake is normally reserved only for Augusta residents..but 

fishing is now open to all butler county residents.   The fishing must be done from boats and not from the 

shore because of a blue-green algae warning. 

 

10/8/11  9pm 

The extreme dry summer was a tough one for Kansas farmers... But the weather is just one of many 

obsticals facing organic famers. Eyewitness news reporter dave roberts speaks with one kansan who just 

started his organic farm... It's a small farm...but he's got big dreams for it... “so we'll be planting a lot of 

things like cantalope and a lot of herbs and watermelon and zucchini broccoli” clint brauer took over his 

family's farm last year... “this is actually a working water pump,” he's a Kansas native...but spent more than 

a decade in los angeles. “it's funny, growing up, i really couldn't stand farming, it drove me nuts. I couldn't 

wait to get away from it” and when he came back...he created a new business  “so it's mg honor farms, and 

mg was my grandma and when her health was starting to fail, we started coming up with a plan, my cousin 

and i about how to grow the farm and expand the farm” he decided to grow produce organically...and sell it 

to local restaurants...if you're picking it off a vine and its on your table and it didn't go through some 

serious refrigeration and it's there the next day, it's going to taste more fresh. Clint plans on growing many 

different kinds of vegetables on this farm, but he says one of the reasons he's focusing on so many different 

kinds of tomatoes is because that's where he highest demand is “when we speak to the restaurants, that's 

what they want are the tomatoes” and the summer's drought and constant heat made just about everything 

he tried to do hard...especially without chemically based pesticides and herbicides... “the tomatoes really 

struggled at times” “we had spiders start appearing, and i used to have birds and they'd sit on top of here 

and you'd see them diving in and see them grabbing stuff” but he's sure that when next season rolls 



 

 

around...he'll have everything set so his dream can become a reality...in cheney, dave roberts, kwch 12 

eyewitness news 

 

10/9/11  9pm 

A group of boaters is stranded on an island after some rough weather. They were staying on a river island 

in florida for an overnight fishing trip. But when tropical storm like weather kicked up waves in the river as 

high as three to four feet, they couldn't get back. Officials say that two of the adults waded the entire way 

back to shore... Then someone called for help.  Some in the group were children. They suffered mild 

hypothermia and were clearly distraught from the rough night on the island. 

 

10/10/11  4pm 

Some farmers are feeling the pinch after the centers for disease control says 21 people have died due to 

listeria contaminated cantaloupe. And more than a-hundred people have gotten sick from the tainted 

melons... As result some farmers have started recalling their product voluntarily. People who are most at 

risk to the listeria bacteria are older adults - people with weakened immune systems and pregnant women. 

This outbreak is the deadliest food-borne illness in the u-s since 19-98 

 

10/18/11  8am 

<What caused the stress on the rigging? Was there anything damaged? Why did this happen? These 

workers are charged with digging up the rubble that could be hiding the answers to the questions everyone 

wants to know about the state fair collapse. Obviously, you've got a lot of wreckage here and you have got 

many different pieces to it. Investigators liken what's left of the stage to the scene of a plane crash. We're 

trying to work backward from something that has collapsed to what it looked like before and what might 

have been the root cause of that collapse. The heavy machinery is in place. The blue tarp used to protect the 

site is gone. And workers from thornton tomasetti are pulling the materials apart. The tarp and hoists first 

then the roof system next. Every move, looking for answers. To get to the root cause of the collapse and use 

that information to do whatever is necessary to make sure nothing like this ever happens again. > 

 

10/23/11 9pm 
An Oregon man says he doesn't want to go into the water anytime soon...  That's because he had a close 

encounter with a      shark.  A great white shark took a 2-foot chunk out of his surf board. <sot verbatim:  

tesy gumm (surfers wife) "well he called me right after it happened, he was pretty shaken up and shocked 

and wanted me to meet him as soon as possible because he was traumatized and just wanted to be with his 

family."> The surfer admitted he knew there were sharks out there... But he never expected to almost 

become dinner. 

 

10/26/11  4pm 

Some parts of Kansas experience the first snow of the season. A viewer sent this picture from northwest 

Cheyenne county...it shows some snow accumulating on the ground. Snow is also falling today in 

Colorado. Some schools were closed and there were lots of power outages because of downed trees and 

branches on power lines. Rocky mountain national park and other areas of the state recorded as much as 15 

inches of snow at 9 this morning. 

 

10/27/11  8am 

Days after a devastating earthquake in eastern turkey, help is arriving for survivors.  Turkish officials are 

appealing to the international community for donations of tents and prefabricated houses for people left 

homeless by sunday's earthquake.  Rescuers pulled two more survivors from collapsed buildings 

wednesday.  Nearly 500 people have been killed in the 7-point-2  magnitude quake.  

 

10/28/11  8am 

Protestors around the nation may be fighting wall street, but many are also battling mother nature... As cold 

weather starts to sit in.  About 30 protestors in denver sat in the snow this week...  Many are getting cold 

weather tips from homeless people.  But protesters say at least one had to be taken to the hospital for 

hypothermia.  A former navy medic who's now a part of the efforts says activists have dubbed the 

movement, "our valley forge moment." 

 



 

 

10/30/11  9pm 

The storm caused long delays for travellers. Especially some jet blue passengers  they were on their way to 

newark... But the storm forced a detour...  And they were stuck on the tarmac for more than eight hours.  

Passengers on board the plane in connecticut started making phone calls to news stations.  They talked 

about the agitation on board... Especially because they were not allowed to use the bathrooms. <sot 

verbatim: power's going in and out, bathrooms are locked, people are quite upset. Someone else called the 

state police. >  the situation wasn't much better inside the airport.   Passengers waited in long lines trying to 

get flights around the winter storm.  Many hotels were booked... And power was out across the area. 

 

10/31/11  7am 

<The weather outside is frightful this halloween morning. Ghosts, goblins and jack-o-lanterns are 

smothered in snow. This after a wintery weekend across the northeast. No, i don't like it at all.  Wish i was 

further south. At least five people have died. More than four million residents in five states were without 

power sunday. Heavy snow and ice brought power lines and tree branches crashing down. One driver says 

after a tree fell on his car -- he just kept going. A loud 'clump'; you see huge tree on your hood.  You keep 

driving, and it went over -- it went over the roof. The october storm brought nearly two feet of snow to 

parts of massachusetts. More than a foot fell in parts of new jersey and new york. Mother nature has thrown 

us a few curveballs, ah, over the past few months, but we're managing it. Travelers, too are snowed in, with 

airlines catching up from a weekend of cancellations. And roads remain treacherous. Interstate 95 was 

closed in pennsylvania sunday after a 30-car pileup on icy pavement. While the snow has stopped falling, 

some communities are asking trick-or-treaters to wait a few days before heading out. > 

 

11/1/11  4pm 

Some parts of kansas could see their first snow of the season this week. And the kansas "cold weather rule" 

-- which prohibits utility companies from turning off service--takes effect today. Under the rule--utility 

companies cannot cancel gas or electrical service to customers during extreme cold--even if they are behind 

on payment. Companies must establish a payment plan for delinquent customers.  State officials urge 

residents to set thermostats at reasonable levels and make sure their homes are properly insulated in order 

to stay warm and keep bills manageable. 

 

11/2/11  7am 

A valley center student can now bring her service dog into class with her. It's continuing coverage of a 

story we first brought you last week.  That's when we told you about tiffany Blackburn’s daughter Alexis.  

She suffers from cerebral palsy, but the school district did not have a policy in place to deal with her 

service dog.  School officials tell us training for staff was held last Friday... And Alexis' service dog has 

been allowed in class since Monday.  There's a list of 21 requirements that are needed for a service dog to 

be able to go into classrooms. 

 

11/3/11  8am 

The environmental protection agency is ordering owners of an el dorado oil refinery...to investigate 

contamination that may have affected water in the area. It's part of a settlement with frontier el dorado and 

shell oil products.  The epa says the site is contaminated with several toxic chemicals including benzene 

and lead. The agency says those chemicals may have affected groundwater, surface water and soil. 

 

11/4/11  7am 

Winter and spring breaks could be cut short for students in the northeast. School districts throughout the 

area are reconsidering their plans. They've used so many snow days because of hurricane irene and last 

week's snow. Nearly 600-thousand customers still have no power after that storm. Half of them are in 

connecticut. 

 

11/5/11  9pm 

Three earthquakes shook oklahoma overnight...  And you might have felt them right here in kansas. The 

most severe quakes were felt in lincoln county... Fifty miles east of oklahoma city... The strongest was a 

magnitude four point seven earthquake... There were no reports of injuries or significant damage... Here's 

what some of our fans on facebook are saying...  Tammy writes: i live in anthony and i felt it. Woke me up. 

Was wondering why my bed was shaking!  Samon (suh-mone) says - "it woke me up too - and i was home 



 

 

alone scared." and theresa wrote: i knew it! Woke me right up - hubby thought i was crazy! If you felt the 

earthquake - we want to know about it.hop on to facebook - like us - and tell us about your experience. 

 

11/6/11  9pm 

Scientists say a huge space rock will fly closer to the earth than the moon.     but they say there is no cause 

for alarm.   the aircraft-carrier-sized-rock will still be more than 200-thousand miles away from the planet.    

it will give scientists a rare chance to study one - without having to go through the expense of launching a 

probe.    the rock will be closest to the earth around on tuesday evening.   so break out your telescopes - 

because it will be too dim to see with the naked eye. 

 

11/7/11  4pm 

rain is causing traffic problems in wichita this afternoon...It started coming down hard in the last hour.   this 

is what it looked like at the kwch studios -- near 37th and hillside...but 9-1-1 dispatchers tell us they have 

also received calls about street flooding...and cars that may have gotten stranded in high waters.  We have 

reports from 21st & amidon in west wichita - and that maize road is flooded north of 13th street...and 

between kellogg and maple as well -   also...reports of high water south of maple and 167th street...  

dispatchers tell us...crews are working to barricade streets that are affected -  the question now...how much 

more rain should we expect? 

 

11/8/11  7am 
Another quake shakes oklahoma and it's felt in kansas. This one measured 4-point-7 in magnitude, and hit 

just before nine monday night.  There are no reports of injuries or damage in kansas. The u-s geological 

survey says the quake was centered about 3 hours outh of wichita near prague, oklahoma. That's the same 

location as saturday's magnitude 5-point-6. 

 

11/9/11  7am 

More than a year after the gulf oil spill, the coast guard has approved a plan to end the cleanup.    that 

means b-p will start working on the next phase: restoration of damaged areas.      the coast guard says 10-

percent of the affected shore-line still needs to be cleaned.   meanwhile, the white house announced tuesday 

that it will allow a small expansion of off-shore oil and gas exploration in the gulf and off the coast of 

alaska. 

 

11/10/11  7am 

Whether you felt it or not... The earthquake in oklahoma... Has people talking about the threat here. That's 

especially true for first responders. They're learning more about those natural disasters... In a place they 

thought was safe from earthquakes. Eyewitess news reporter denise hnytka explains how. 

 

11/11/11  8am 

Covering the world this morning...  At least 17 people are confirmed dead in this 

week's earthquake in Turkey. Officials say one of the dead is a Japanese aid worker who came to help 

following last month's powerful tremor. Many of the bodies were found under two collapsed 

hotels are more people are still missing. 

 

11/14/11  7am 

More aftershocks are reported.. One week following an earthquake in oklahoma. Officials say two were 

recorded near the town of meeker, oklahoma early sunday morning.  They are among several aftershocks 

recorded following the five-point-six magnitude earthquake that struck on november fifth. 

 

11/15/11 7am 
Trans-canada will move its controversial keystone xl pipeline.  The pipeline will be directed way from 

nebraska's sand-hills and the ogallala aquifer. Here is the original route.  The decision follows the federal 

government's announcement that it would delay a permit for the project until it studies new potential routes 

that avoid the environmentally sensitive areas of nebraska.  Oil already flows from canada -- through 

nebraska and kansas via the pipeline every day.  The keystone x-l would extend the pipeline to the gulf of 

mexico. 

 



 

 

11/16/11  9pm 

Its beginning to look more like christmas in some parts of the state.   snow could be seen falling in some 

areas.  a viewer sent us this video from hays this afternoon.   the snow didn't stick around for long.   you 

can get the current conditions... By just looking at your phone -  just download the storm team 12 app... 

There you can also get interactive radar...and the latest forecast... download it for free...for iphone, ipad and 

androids. 

 

11/17/11  7am 

<it...this is awful, absolutely awful. It's dark but you don't need to see much to tell this storm was 

devastating.  Kevin sinclair and his family saw the twister land.I watched it for a few minutes to see what 

direction it was coming - it looked like it was coming straight for us. Fortunately sinclair home and family 

was spared ...others in this tight knit rural community weren't so lucky. At this time we are only going to 

confirm that there are three fatalities, the identifications are not being released at this time. A lot of 

devastation. Deputies estimated the twister struck six or seven homes over a three-quarter mile radius.  One 

of those homes belonged to sinclair's mother-in-law. My wife looked at towards her mother's house and 

there was nothing left of it so we immediately came down here and found her in the middle of the house. 

Fortunately she was still alive but partially buried under rubble. Her legs were under the bathtub trapped. 

There was a few people lifted up the bathtub, got if off her legs. E.m.s. And fire department showed up, cut 

branches off her, got her out safe. She was one of five people taken to the hospital and is expected to 

recover. Me and my wife and two children are lucky cause if it would have hit our house we probably 

would have ended up like our neighbors, honestly.  

 

11/22/11  4pm 

If you want your kids to excel in the classroom...have them two years apart.   a study finds first born 

children may be smarter if there's at least a two year gap between siblings.   that may be because parents 

spend less time and give less attention to the older child when there's a smaller age gap between kids.    

researchers say there appeared to be no effect on the intelligence of younger siblings. 

 

11/23/11  7am 

Keeping rain water clean is causing problems for some new businesses and homeowners.   federal 

standards now require all new development projects - larger than an acre - to install devices that remove 

garbage and other pollutants from runoff.   a storm water task force is looking at whether it can change the 

criteria and still meet minimum federal requirements.  "i think it very discouraging, and it will drive 

development, it will drive consumers, it will drive businesses out of our region 10 and that's just not in my 

area" -- janet miller "i don't think tax payers are going to be happy  with elected officials if we find out that 

we have not done enough and have had enormous fines."   wichita is one of the first cities in kansas to face 

the new federal guidelines.   soon smaller cities will implement the same changes  

 

11/28/11  8am 

Businesses are beginning to reopen in the town of reading (redding).   it was this past may that an e-f three 

tornado hit the small town in lyon county and destroyed several businesses.  a bank will start doing 

business on december fifth and the town hopes a café will also open in early december. 

 

11/29/11  7am 

Sot: cut 9 @ 24:09 "i sheared it back right there.  So this is going to be next year's growth." track: bob 

grelinger knows his scotch and virginia pines.   He's been growing christmas trees on his derby farm for 

about 30 years. Sot: cut 10 @ 25:29 "now that tree looks awful sad right there." track: ...and he knows a 

dying tree when he sees one.  Grelinger says the summer drought caused him to lose more than a hundred 

trees and several thousand dollars...sot: cut 11 @ 25:47 "a tree right here that's dead.  He just died because 

of bad weather." track: grelinger says over the summer he was watering 24 hours a day.  He even added a 

new hydrant and dug a new well just to save his crop... Sot: cut 13 @ 26:04 "all that was full of 6-8 trees 

and they all died probably because of the hedge row sapping al the moisture out." track: other tree farmers 

we spoke with had similar stories.  Grelinger says the real effect of the unusually dry summer will come 

years from now with fewer of this year's seedlings alive to sell market. Sot: 21:30 "i won't have a lot of 

profit this year but it'll be better next year." track: grelinger says there are plenty of trees to go around...so 



 

 

there's no need to go for the other kind of tree. Sot: cut 20 @ 27:50 "we don't call them artificial.  We call 

them fake." track: brian heap, kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

12/1/11  4pm 

High winds in california knock down trees, utility poles and power lines.  This gas station was badly 

damaged after a huge tree fell on top of it. Some of the gusts were clocked at nearly 100 miles per hour. 

The national weather service has issued a red flag warning...signifying a high risk of wildfires. The warning 

will remain in place until late tomorrow afternoon. 

 

12/2/11  7am 

This is what's left behind from a windstorm that nearly knocked people off their feet yesterday. "it's insane.  

It's like a post-apocalyptic war zone or something." southern california was hit hardest. Winds there packed 

the power of a hurricane. And that's exactly what some say they thought was happening. "i went to bed.  It 

was about midnight. And i was listening to my little radio.  Then all of a sudden, bam!" trees that toppled 

over took power lines with them, knocking out electricity to thousands. That meant some businesses had to 

shut down for the day. It was a similar story in states across the southwest, including utah -- where even big 

rigs couldn't stand up to the winds. "trucks and trailers my size tipped over on the side of the road.  And, of 

course, semis tipped over. And motion sickness, lots of motion sickness."  (nats of wind) ....adding to the 

region's problems is the fire threat -- which is high because of the winds and dry conditions. I'm bill 

caiaccio, reporting. > 

 

12/3/11  9pm 

Western kansas gets blanketed in snow... Some areas receiving as much as a foot. Officials have closed a 

40 mile stretch of interstate 70 between goodland and colorado... Ice and snow are being blamed for 

multiple accidents along the highway. Portions of the state could see more of the white stuff tonight. 

Rodney will have more, later on in weather. 

 

12/6/11  7am 

Some people in wichita may have woken up with a little snow on the ground this morning. But in new 

mexico, a winter snow storm has parts of the state on ice. Roads were covered in ice and snow as a few 

inches fell over night. Roads were so slick, parts of an interstate were shut down. Police are advising 

drivers to use extreme caution. Weather advisories and warnings have been issued across more than a half-

dozen states. 

 

12/7/11  8am 

New information this morning on the tsunami and earthquake that devastated japan in march.   nasa and 

ohio state university say the tsunami's big wave was actually a "merged tsunami".    satellites from that 

day... Show the magnitude-9 quake created two wave fronts.   ocean ridges and undersea mountains then 

pushed the waves together towards land.   the natural disasters killed nearly 16-thousand people, flooded 

coastal towns, and destroyed homes and businesses.   it also led to several problems at a nuclear plant in 

fukushima. 

 

12/12/11  9pm 

Its was a sight that won't be seen for three years.   a lunar eclipse.   early saturday morning... People in the 

western part of the u-s were treated to the total lunar eclipse.   but people in china got a front row seat.   it 

was the nation's best view of a total lunar eclipse in 10-years.   the eclipse happens when the moon passes 

into the earth's shadow. 

 

12/19/11  4pm 

How much snow...and when will it fall? It all depends on where you live.  Winter weather is expected in 

wichita by tomorrow morning... But as you can see from this live picture from hays...snow is already 

falling in western kansas. It started snowing in hays a couple of hours ago...and as the picture shows us...the 

snow is only one problem --  the wind is creating visibility issues...  Storm team 12's on a winter weather 

alert... Here's meteorologist ross jansen 

 

12/20/11  7am 



 

 

Western kansas isn't the only place getting hit with winter weather. The blizzard conditions closes 

highways in texas and oklahoma. Texas authorities say they and the national guard have rescued nearly one 

hundred motorists from the side of the road.  Shelters were set up monday night after interstate 40 closed 

from amarillo into new mexico. Hotels are also filling up fast. 

 

12/23/11  8am 

New zealand is bracing for more aftershocks following a series of strong earthquakes.  An initial 5-point-8 

magnitude quake rattled the city of christchurch earlier today... Sending people running into the streets.  

There were no reports of widespread damage.  Christchurch is still recovering from a large quake that 

killed 182 people back in february. 

 

12/24/11  9pm 

<Sot verbatim: look at the lights on that guy's house... Is that not crazy spectacular? >  christmas lights are 

just about everywhere you look ...  Although... One texas company promises to give you a different 

perspective -- from the sky.  From 15 hundred feet in the air... It becomes obvious where the christmas 

spirit is...  <sot verbatim: "the continuous smile and the glow on her face the entire time we were in the air 

was priceless," he said >  one of the highlights to the aerial tour... A neighborhood syncronized their lights 

to be seen from the sky... Each house blinking... Synchronized to music.  If you're wondering how much a 

tour like that would cost... Just under 2-hundred dollars.  

 

12/25/11  9pm 

Reno county sheriff deputies say... Two children were playing on a frozen pond... When the ice broke.  It 

happened around two this afternoon... In the 900-block of south daveena (dah-veena), just east of 

hutchinson.  First responders say... A neighbor saw the girls fall through the ice.    He ran outside... And 

went in after the girls...  Rescuing them both.  The neighbor says... The girls could have been in the water 

for up to five minutes.  The girls were taken to the hospital. They were doing fine at last check. 

 

12/26/11  7am 

They were hoping for santa and his reindeer.  But instead... They got a big buck. Take a look at this. The 

deer crashed into this utah home christmas eve. The deer apparently tripped and fell into a basement 

window well. For about two hours... Family members took turns peeking through the door and taking 

pictures. <they're all laughing that there's a deer in the house, and i'm freaking out. I had all of christmas, 

down in that bedroom. All organized, all prepared.> they did end-up with a few crushed boxes. But the 

presents inside were just fine.  Wildlife officers had to put the deer down to get him out of the house. 

 

12/29/11  7am 

There's an old saying that a bad day on the golf course is better than a good day at work.  What about a 

warm winter day on the golf course.  "i have other things that i should be doing, but i'm not doing.(laughs)"  

We caught up with this three-some at  braeburn golf course.   Actually, it's not unusual for them to be out in 

any kind of weather.  "we'll play if it's 32-degrees and we'll oplay if it's 100-degrees."  But 60-degrees just 

before new years?  "late december, this is unusual"  Ronald told us he played better when our photographer 

showed up, but really, who's counting? "the golf is almost second for me anyway...just being out here on a 

day like this is worth it whether i'm shooting well or not."  There was a man of the cloth in the group....so 

did that have any impact on the weather?  "I prayed hard it would be a great day, no wind, beautiful and it 

turned out perfectly." 

 

12/31/11  9pm 

What would these people normally be doing on December 31st?  I be inside bundled up probably, typically.  

I'd probably be resting up to go out!  In Kansas...New Years Eve weather is typically no walk in the park.  

Perhaps more likely...we'd expect conditions like this.   This is video from Colby one year ago.  2011 won't 

be remembered as being a great year by a lot of people because of the economic situation.  But the the last 

day of this year can at least be remembered for one thing and that is...fantastic weather.  I couldn't ask for 

better weather.  It's just beautiful. 

Kissing 2011 goodbye in style.    It's not quite a record for Wichita...sixty years ago...it hit 70. 

Colin Fee 21 1:39:00 It's great, it's beautiful outside isn't it Sienna?    As revelers began assembling in Old 

Town to ring in the New Year....others were just enjoying the sun.  Rick Kimminau   I wouldn't think that 



 

 

on December 31st we'd be sitting outside in shorts down in Old Town with our dogs.  It's almost like 

California.  "ya exactly, Actually our neighbor is from California and he just got back yesterday or two 

days ago and said the weather's exactly the same.    But, just like 2011...it appears this weather may be gone 

in a flash.  It's a great way to end the year. 

 

 



 

 

 

HEALTH & SAFETY 
10/1/11  9pm 

One person is in serious condition after a motorcycle and van collide in Reno county... It happened around 

1-45 this afternoon, south of Turon. The Reno county sheriff's office reports the van was making a left turn, 

when the motorcycle crossed into the left lane, and hit the van. Investigators believe the rider was 

attempting to pass. They add alcohol was not a factor. The rider was flown to a Wichita hospital in serious 

condition. 

 

10/2/11  9pm 

A recent report shows 11 underground gas storage sites in Kansas have gone un-inspected for a year and a 

half. Lawmakers voted to have the state regulate underground storage of hazardous gas and liquids after a 

deadly explosion in Hutchison 10 years ago. But a recent federal court ruling limited the inspections to 

storage fields doing business within Kansas. Gas companies say internal inspections and policies are 

enough. 

 

10/3/11  4pm 

More  ten percent of parents say they don't get their kids vaccinated. In the health watch... That's according 

to a new study by the journal of pediatrics...  The authors found that parents who chose not to follow the c-

d-c's guidelines...question the safety of many vaccines.  The c-d-c says its schedule is the best plan to 

prevent diseases including measles, mumps and rubella...  Experts say using alternative vaccination 

schedules raise the risk of contracting and spreading diseases that could be prevented with a vaccine. 

 

10/4/11  8am 

Fire investigators are looking for a cause to a fire in east Wichita.  The fire broke out about five o'clock 

Monday near 21st and webb. The family living there *was not* home at the time. Soon after this video was 

taken... Firefighters arrived and realized the house was not stable and pulled back. They did what they 

could and worked to keep the fire from spreading to the homes next door. Crews say the home is destroyed. 

The red cross was called in to help the family. 

 

10/6/11  7am 

In this morning's healthwatch... Millions of women exposed to the first synthetic form of estrogen are at 

risk of cancer.  A national institutes of health study followed daughters of pregnant women given synthetic 

estrogen called d-e-s  from the 1940's to the 1970s. Researchers found females in the womb when their 

mothers' received the drug now have an increased risk of reproductive problems and breast cancer. Five to 

ten million women and babies were exposed to the drug which was used to prevent pregnancy 

complications.  

 

10/7/11  8am 

and men.. changes *could* be coming soon when it comes to getting screened for prostate cancer. the u-s 

preventative services task force is about to recommend that you don't need to be screened. the task force is 

expected to say the tests result in "small or no reduction" in prostate cancer deaths. A spokesman for the 

Prostate Cancer Foundation calls the proposal a *tremendous mistake. The task force is the same group that 

said women in their 40's didn't need mammograms. 

 

10/9/11  9pm 

An explosion destroys a home - leaves one dead and injures 3 more.  It happened north of haven near 

cheney lake. Neighbors say the explosion could be felt for more than a mile.  When crews arrived at the 

scene - they found this. The home was nearly gone. Eyewitness news reporter jim grawe was there - he has 

the story new at nine 

 

10/10/11  7am 



 

 

The Kansas highway patrol is looking into a fire along eye-70 Sunday. Westbound traffic near solomon had 

to be diverted for several hours after a semi carrying hazardous materials caught fire .the Kansas highway 

patrol said the semi was carrying aluminum hydroxide, printer ink, motor oil, and other materials. No one 

was hurt. 

 

10/11/11  7am 

New hope this morning for leukemia patients. Researchers found a new, 2-drug treatment significantly 

prolonged the lives of patients with the most common form of the disease.  The new treatment combines a 

chemo drug with an antibody. Not only does it increase survival rates among patients, it is also less toxic.  

And researchers say it is also more convenient. Treatment is just 3 days a month...compared to the standard 

treatment of three times a week for up to 12 weeks. 

 

10/12/11  7am 

The reno county district attorney says his office is facing a crisis. There are six attorneys in d-a keith 

schroeder's office.  He suspects half of them will be involved in trying the two men accused of killing 

jennifer heckel. The Hutchinson mother was killed in her home back in June. Schroeder asked the county 

commission for permission to hire an intern or two. That way... Experienced attorneys can concentrate on 

preliminary hearings and trials. <sot verbatim: 1:55:23  "having an intern, or two interns, would give us an 

opportunity to handle some the traffic and misdemeanor cases.  Give them the experiences they're not going 

to get in a book or the classroom.">  schroeder says two interns *could cost the county 8-thousand-dollars.  

He says that's cheaper than hiring a private attorney.  Schroeder says the interns would not be directly 

involved in the handling of the heckel case. 

 

10/13/11  8am 

There's new hope in the fight against pancreatic cancer. A simple saliva test could one day help doctors 

screen patients for pancreatic cancer.  At the moment, there is no reliable screening test for the disease.  But 

doctors in the united kingdom have found that certain types of mouth bacteria are associated with the 

disease. Pancreatic cancer is one of the deadliest forms of cancer.  The five-year survival rate is just one in 

20 patients.  

 

10/14/11  4pm 

Continuing coverage of a story we brought you yesterday... We now know a missing 64-year-old woman... 

Was found last night. Police said they were concerned for the safety of lena mcclure. Because she hadn't 

been heard from for several hours... She was found safe at this motel in the 23-hundred block of south 

broadway last night. That's just over four miles from where she was last seen at harry and roanoke. She is 

now being cared for at a hospital. Apparently the woman was despondent over a recent loss in the family. 

 

10/16/11  9pm 

A deadly truck accident leaves a man dead and another in the hospital... It happened just before midnight 

last night in ellis county. Investigators say 2 men were in the truck when the driver - 31-year-old scott 

pfannenstiel lost control of the truck... It entered left the road and entered the ditch which caused it to roll.  

Both men were ejected from the cab... The passenger  was pronounced dead at the scene. Pfannenstiel was 

flown to a Wichita hospital.  The cause of the crash is still under investigation. 

 

10/17/11  9pm 

Most doctors recommend yearly mammograms for many women. But new information about the results of 

those tests may surprise you. According to a new study... More than half of the women who get annual 

mammograms... Will get false positive results at least once in ten years.  And as many as nine-percent of 

those women... Will have an unnecessary biopsy. However, most doctors still recommend all women have 

an annual mammogram starting at age 40. And the study confirms... There is also some risk for women 

who aren't screened every year. <a small percentage of women will have later stage cancer if they wait 

every other year>  experts say... You should bring your previous mammograms with you each year to 

reduce your chances of being called back. That way your radiologist has previous images to refer to when 

testing. 

 

10/18/11  8am 



 

 

How safe is your hospital? A new website publishes safety ratings for thousands of facilities nationwide. 

Medicare's hospital compare website evaluates hospitals on how often patients suffer complications after 

surgery or during treatment. The site also rates medical errors... Like giving someone the wrong blood type. 

Under health care reform... Hospitals with worse records risk losing up to 2-percent of the medicare re-

imbursement. You can compare hospitals on k-w-c-h dot-com. Just click check it out. 

 

10/19/11  7am 

Pediatricians want parents to toss out that baby bumper.  Bumper pads don't protect babies against sudden 

infant death syndrome or sids.  That's according to updated guidelines from the American academy of 

pediatrics.  The a-a-p says bumper pads pose a potential risk of suffocation, strangulation or entrapment.  

Previously, the group had only warned about certain "pillowlike" bumpers.     The a-a-p says babies should 

sleep on their backs in a clutter-free crib or firm mattress.  And infants should sleep in the same room- but 

not the same bed- as parents. 

 

10/20/11  9pm 

Two people are dead following an early morning fire. It happened at a duplex in emporia. Investigators say 

they were international students at emporia state university when firefighters arrived to the scene, they 

found heavy smoke coming from a front window. A man and woman were found inside. The man died at 

the scene, the woman was taken to a Wichita hospital where she later died. So far no names have been 

release. Investigators are still looking for a cause. 

 

10/21/11  7am 

Two people are killed in a house fire in emporia early Thursday morning. Officials say flamable items too 

close to a floor furnace set off the blaze. It happened at this duplex. When crews arrived they found heavy 

smoke coming from a front window. Inside were two people. One was pronounced dead at the scene, but 

the other was taken to a Wichita hospital where she died. Both were international students at emporia state. 

 

10/23/11  9pm 

Australian authorities are looking for a shark that killed an American diver there. It's the third fatal shark 

attack in that area in less then 2 months. Now hunters are hoping to catch the great white shark. They set 

baited hooks in an area where witnesses saw a shark around the time the man was killed. The hooks were 

pulled out of the water after six hours for fear the bait would attract more sharks. 

 

10/24/11  4pm 

A Winfield woman is shot in the jaw while riding in the passenger seat of a car. Police say she was 

accidentally shot by a  stray bullet.  Investigators say a 29-year old man was target shooting more than one-

thousand feet away from the road... In the Winfield area.  He had no idea anything had happened when 

Winfield police came to talk to him-- but police say he is co-operating. You can see from this photo where 

the bullet hit the car door. Police say it then ricocheted into her neck and jaw. 

 

10/25/11  9pm 

A scott county man is dead after officials say he drowned at in a trego county reservoir.The trego county 

sheriff says two fishermen found the body of William Dryer last night. Investigators say it appears his 

drowning was an accident. 

 

10/26/11  7am 

Police say a man committed chemical suicide on i-70. It shut down part of the this intersection for much of 

Monday night. Law enforcement says more people are committing chemical suicide. That's when people 

mix chemicals together to form a toxic gas and then shut themselves in a confined space, like a car. You 

can find these stories and more online at kwch.com. Stay tuned...mark is next with your chilly forecast. 

 

10/27/11  8am 

Federal regulators are expected to announce a 1.3 million dollar civil penalty related to popular toy beads 

that sickened about a dozen children in 2007. A government official says the fine against spinmasters for 

the aqua dots brand would be the third largest toy-related penalty issued by the consumer product safety 



 

 

commission. The popular toys were recalled in the united states in november 2007...after tests showed they 

were coated with an industrial chemical that, when ingested, can become a "date-rape" drug . 

 

10/28/11  8am 

<natural Sound: (crews pulling boy out)> rescue crews in turkey pull a thirteen year old boy out of rubble 

from sunday's deadly earthquake. The teen was taken to a local hospital for treatment. The quake killed 570 

people, and injure more than 25-hundred people. Disaster officials say 185 people had been rescued alive 

from collapsed buildings since the quake. 

 

10/29/11  9pm 

It may be time to clean out your medicine cabinet... Sedgwick county sheriff's officers collected expired or 

un-used prescriptions or over the county medications. They were in three different locations saturday... It's 

part of a "national take back initiative" by the drug enforcement administration... Officials say it's an 

important step to battle the increasing problem of drug abuse and accidental poisonings. <sot verbatim: 

52:15 they become a safety hazard if left in the home they lead to accidental overdoze, accidental poisoning 

to youth and  also people start illicit drug use will start with prescription drugs.> officials say it's important 

not to dispose of the medication properly... The sheriff's office offers the take back every six months and 

says they will announce another one in spring. 

 

10/30/11  9pm 

The sedgwick county sheriff's office urges parents to think safety first on halloween this time tomorrow 

thousands of kids will line the streets to get their fair share of candy.     But sedgwick county officials say it 

can also be a dangerous holiday they recommend always staying with your children, wearing reflective 

gear or lights, and planning a route ahead of time.<sot verbatim:  38:51 biggest concern is to keep children 

safe...parents need to be with their children as going to house to house going to houses where you don't 

know who is living there..>  officials also recommend examining candy to make sure it hasn't been 

tampered with and not eating home-made treats. 

 

10/31/11  7am 

New this morning...  A west wichita church damaged in an early morning fire could be a complete loss. A 

neighbor called 911 saying the church at the corner of taft and knight was on fire.  That's near west and 

kellogg.  Crews found the front of the church engulfed in flames. It was so intense, crews had to fight the 

fire from outside, and shut off power. Fire officials say they were worried the flames would reach nearby 

power lines and cause a possible electrocution.  But that never happened. No one was in the church at the 

time of a the fire.  And no one was hurt. The fire caused 130-thousand-dollars in damages. 

 

11/1/11  7am 

A new  study suggests children of military personnel may be more prone to violent behavior. A survey of 

teenagers in washington state found that kids whose parents have been deployed are more than twice as 

likely to carry a weapon, join a gang or be involved in a fight.  Doctors think the stress of having a parent in 

danger may be the reason. 

 

11/2/11  7am 

In this morning's healthwatch...Physical activity can counter the effect of the obesity gene.   Researchers in 

the United Kingdom found the gene was 27-percent less pronounced in people who took part in physical 

activity compared to those who were not active.   And riding your bike instead of taking the car on short 

trips could have significant health benefits.  Researchers at the University of Wisconsin-Madison calculated 

that substituting cycling for short five mile round trips could save 11-hundred lives each year from 

improved air quality and increased physical fitness.     Study authors say many Americans don't get the 

recommended amount of exercise and riding a bike to work or on errands can help. 

 

11/3/11  8am 

In the healthwatch this morning... A potential breakthrough in the fight against cystic fibrosis.  A new 

experimental drug is showing promising results.  Findings published in the New England Journal of 

Medicine show the drug -- eye-va-caf-tor -- provides major sustained improvement in lung function.  



 

 

Cystic Fibrosis is one of the deadliest genetic disorders.  This new drug is the first of its kind to treat the 

disease.. Not just the symptoms. 

 

11/4/11  7am 

A haven school bus driver is off the job. It comes after she was accused of driving recklessly with a bus full 

of students. Students say it happened tuesday morning. The driver, amanda lundy, was driving a bus load of 

students from mount hope to haven. Students say she was late, swerving all over the road, and fell asleep 

several times. Lundy says it's all made up. And the story is in retaliation for disciplining some of her 

passengers. Lundy was fired later tuesday morning. Lundy says the reason given to her... She was under the 

influence of drugs or alcohol. <sot verbatim: 14:32  "i wasn't using drugs.  And, as a matter of fact, i 

offered to take a drug test immediately that morning, and they declined for me to come down and do it."  10 

> haven police officers say they never found any damage, so charges have not been filed against lundy. 

 

11/6/11  9pm 

Two toy runners were hurt after a motorcycle hit another bike during the charity ride.  police say the driver 

of a motorcycle pulling a trailer tried to stop in the middle of a crowded group...   the driver lost control and 

hit a second motorcycle...   the driver and a female passenger taken to via christi with serious injuries   no 

one involved in the accident was wearing a helmet.   police say alcohol could be a factor. 

 

11/7/11  4pm 

If you didn't feel it - you've probably heard about it.   a 5-point-6 magnitude earthquake in oklahoma shook 

the midwest...   and some people even felt it here in kansas.   and we found out - a lot of kansans don't 

know what to do when an earthquake happens.   one expert says- he got calls asking if you should go into 

the basement if the ground starts to shake.    he says that's the opposite of what you should do.   here's what 

we found out about riding out a quake..   if you're in a serious earthquake, don't run.    the number one 

cause of injuries during an earthquake is people running and falling as the ground shakes.    the best thing 

you can do is get into a doorway...it's usually the most structurally sound part of a home.   or you can take 

cover under something sturdy - like a table.   that way no small debris or broken glass will fall on you.   try 

not to take cover near large furniture or light fixtures that may fall. 

 

11/8/11  7am 

natural Sound: car rolls, video **freezes**, plays again, car dings> A storm chaser's video freezes after he 

gets in an accident chasing a funnel cloud in Oklahoma Monday. The driver was following this possible 

twister in Tipton when the car flipped over.  The chaser says he was trying to back up when his steering 

jammed and caused him to slide sideways into a ditch and rollover.  At least two possible tornadoes were 

spotted in Tillman County, and even more across the state. 

 

11/9/11  7am 

A drought... Now earthquakes.    mother nature has been giving us a beating.   and your house may be 

suffering the most.   briggs basement and foundation repair has been bombarded with business this fall.   

the dry summer weather caused the ground to shrink and settle... Causing foundations to sink and crack.   

now... Some experts warn recent tremors may be precursors to stronger quakes... and say homeowners 

should be aware.  "the answer to that is definitely, there can be damage to brick on your house from 

earthquakes. It will cause the house to move more rapidly. It may not actually make a newer house crack 

and settle unless its more severe than what we've had but for the older homes they can definitely all of a 

sudden get much worse."   experts say you shouldn't ignore cracks... No matter how small.   briggs says 

new or recently repaired homes would fare better in a larger quake. 

 

11/10/11  7am 

Wednesday's national e-a-s test doesn't go so well. The test went as planned here at k-w-c-h. However, 

stations across the nation reported discrepancies. Some television and radio stations did not air the test at 

all.  Some who aired it stayed with the signal longer than others.  Some direct t-v customers could even 

hear a lady ga-ga song over the broadcast. The system is supposed to allow the president to address the 

american public within 10 minutes from any location at any time. 

 

11/11/11  8am 



 

 

The t-s-a flipped the switch on the new high tech security for the first time thursday. Four new body 

scanners will greet you at security checkpoints in austin, texas. The next time you fly somewhere...you may 

have to go through one. They use images to screen for threats that could be concealed under your clothes. 

But it was a rough start...with long, slow lines as agents worked out the kinks. The transportation security 

administration says this is optional for passengers, though. Those who decide they don't want to go through 

the body scanners will receive alternative screening from tsa officers that include pat downs. 

 

11/12/11  9pm 

A wichita police officer who lost his eyesight...now sees faith, family and friends in a whole new light, 

fellow officers teamed up with mel hambleton ford to organize a motorcycle poker run to benefit shane 

little and his family. This eleven year police veteran contracted bacterial meningitis three months ago 

which nearly killed him. The illness ended up leaving him blind. As little and his family pray for his sight 

to return...they say all these generous people have already been the answer to many of their prayers. <sot 

verbatim: shane little 10:11:49 we've said many times that we don't know how people do this who don't 

have a faith in god and that's been a big part of it for us is just our faith in the lord and our family and 

friends and support like what's going on here today. > little's wife is also a police officer. They have three 

small children. The benefit will help them pay the bills incurred while little has been undergoing treatment 

and has been unable to work.     

 

11/13/11  9pm 

A mulvane man is killed in an early morning crash.. it happened on highway eight-one south of wellington 

involving two cars.  the driver of one car was a sixty-four-year-old mulvane man… his name has not been 

released. 

 

11/14/11  7am 

More aftershocks are reported.. One week following an earthquake in oklahoma. Officials say two were 

recorded near the town of meeker, oklahoma early sunday morning. They are among several aftershocks 

recorded following the five-point-six magnitude earthquake that struck on november fifth. 

 

11/15/11  7am 

Women who survive breast cancer may experience neurological problems.  A Stanford University study 

finds the brain structure of breast cancer patients can be altered...especially in women who receive 

chemotherapy.  For example.. breast cancer patients may have a longer time processing information. 

 

11/16/11  4pm 

It's been debated before...and here it is again -  a national dental coalition is pushing for wichita to add 

fluoride in its water..saying wichita is one of the largest cities in the country without it.  the group 

says...because most communities add fluoride...tooth decay has dropped in the last 50 years.  opponents 

say... Fluoride is a chemical and could have adverse effects.   wichita has considered adding fluoride to the 

water several times...but the effort always failed. 

      

11/17/11  7am 

Hybrid cars may be safer than traditional cars. This, according to an insurance industry report released 

today.  The highway loss data institute says the weight of the hybrid car's battery may explain why it 

performed better in crashes.  The reports say occupants in a hybrid car were 25 percent less likely to get 

hurt. 

 

11/18/11  4pm 

"It's just a cold slap of realism"  that's how oklahoma state university president burns hargis describes the 

news that two women's basketball coaches were killed in a plane crash.   coach kurt budke (bud-key) was a 

native of salina kansas... he and assistant coach miranda serna were killed when their plane crashed in 

central arkansaw, about 45 miles west of little rock.   the university says the coaches were on a recruiting 

trip.  "to lose anyone, especially these two individuals who were incredible life forces in our family is 

worse beyond words"    this is the second plane crash involving a sports team at o-s-u...ten men associated 

with the men's basketball team were killed in january 2001 when their plane crashed in colorado.  

 



 

 

11/19/11  8am 

It caused a big headache for drivers friday afternoon - and continues to be an issue this morning.  "well i 

just saw a semi run into the overpass from kellogg on seneca and he's damaged the overpass.   that's 

reaction from drivers along kellogg and seneca friday.  an accident there shut down parts of the road.   a 

large truck traveling south on seneca hit the bridge causing damage.  the southbound lane of seneca and the 

westbound right lane of kellogg will be close through the weekend as crews repair the damage.   we will 

have more on the crash in our next half hour 

 

11/20/11  9pm 

A man collapses from heart failure...  And is saved by a technique that's more than half a century old...  

Eyewitness news reporter alan shope - shows up how the method is making a comeback.  

 

11/21/11  7am 

In this morning's healthwatch... Scientists in Michigan say they've identified genes that may be responsible 

for about 6 percent of all breast cancers. The genetic types have previously been linked to blood cancers. 

But they are now being connected to other forms of the disease. Researchers say the genes help trigger the 

growth of cancer cells.  Doctors believe this discovery could lead to better treatments. 

 

11/22/11  9pm 

The south-bound lanes of seneca... At kellogg... Are back open tonight.  however... It is only temporary.  

seneca will close again monday... So permanent repairs can be made.  seneca has been closed since friday.  

that's when a truck slammed into the bridge. 

 

11/23/11  9pm 

Travellers have a lot to be thankful for this thanksgiving holiday weekend.   drivers are seeing lower gas 

prices, great weather, and no construction...on at least one busy highway.   triple a is predicting nearly 43 

million people will fly, drive, or jump on a train during the next few days.   the kansas highway patrol is 

also expecting more drivers this year on the roadways.   if you're heading out, the k-h-p says... You will see 

traffic heavier than a friday or sunday night.   those are typically the busiest days for drivers.   if you take 

the turnpike--all the construction is cleared-out.   and weather shouldn't be a problem either. 

 

11/24/11  9pm 

"American red cross" volunteers are coming to the aid of a wichita family this thanksgiving... After the 

family's home caught fire.  it happened around 1:30 this morning... In the 34-hundred block of east second 

street.  officials say... It started in the kitchen.   no one was home during the fire.  the red cross is offering 

food and emotional support to the family. 

 

11/25/11  9pm 

A sedgwick county sheriff's deputy was treated for minor injuries... After a crash this morning on east 

kellogg.   it happened at cypress... Between rock and webb.    the highway patrol says... The deputy was 

heading west on kellogg... When a jeep made a left turn in front of him.    the deputy couldn't stop in time... 

And hit the jeep.   investigators will not say if the deputy was responding to a call.   the driver of the jeep 

was also treated for minor injuries. 

 

11/26/11  9pm 

Two moms shopping together... Are now in jail.  arkansas  police say the women left their kids in the car 

while they shopped for black friday door buster deals.  deputies say when they found the children they 

appeared cold and scared.  the kids ranged from 1 to 7-years-old.  officers went into walmart and had the 

mothers paged...they were escorted out of the store and arrested.   one of the fathers said his wife has never 

done anything like that before... And is a good parent. 

 

11/27/11  9pm 

A kansas city family says a stuffed animal may have saved their lives. They were driving home from a 

thanksgiving vacation when a rock crashed through their windshield. Instead of hitting the front seat 

passenger, the rock struck a stuffed animal on the dashboard. A first responder said when he saw the size of 



 

 

the hole, he thought he was going to find someone dead inside the car.  Investigators say the rock has been 

thrown from an overpass. 

 

11/28/11  9pm 

Parents could be one of the biggest obstacles to *stopping* teen drinking.   that's because some parents may 

be encouraging their teens to drink by hosting parties.  the wichita police department calls it "social 

hosting."  the department says... Parents host underage drinking parties, thinking its safer than having their 

teens drink somewhere else.  "they need to stop being their buddy all the time and start paying attention to 

what they're doing." 

 

11/29/11  7am 

Its the largest consumer protection payout in kansas history. On monday, the kansas attorney general's 

office announces lone star business solutions will pay the state. It's all because of a fact finder 12 

investigation. Back in march, a person reported a wichita company filled a dumpster with personnel files 

from across the nation. Lone star business solutions, a third party company that handled payroll, accounting 

and human resource duties for lone star steakhouse dumped the information. After our story aired, it 

prompted an investigation by the kansas attorney general. Lone star business solutions will pay 200-

thousand dollars to the state. If you have something you want fact finder 12 to investigate call 831-61-66. 

You can also e-mail us at investigators at k-w-ch dot-com. 

 

11/30/11  4pm 

Medicare will soon pay for screenings and preventive services for beneficiaries struggling with obesity.  

that will include screenings for ailments like heart disease and diabetes that are frequently associated with 

obesity...other new benefits include counseling for people at risk for becoming obese...the goal is to help 

people who rely on medicare to keep their weight under control--which is expected to lead to lower health 

care costs.   approximately thirty four percent of adults in the united states are obese.   coming up...we'll be 

talking to an advanced registered nurse practitioner about ways to prevent obesity...and the health problems 

associated with it. 

 

12/1/11  4pm 

In the consumer watch tonight, general motors says...it will buy back any chevy volts...from owners who 

are afraid the cars will catch fire. Three fires broke out in volts...several days after side impact crash tests 

by a federal safety agency .  G-m says...no volts involved in real crashes have caught fire...but it wants to 

keep customers happy. 

 

12/2/11  7am 

New this morning.. Honda recalls thousands of vehicles worldwide for an air bag problem. This includes 

vehicles here in america. The recall affects 304-thousand accords, civics, odysseys, pilots, and cr-v's. 

Honda says the air bags may inflate with too much pressure in a crash... Hurting people or causing deaths. 

Two americans died in 2009, and 20 people have been hurt. 

 

12/3/11  9pm 

A wichita group helps make the holidays a special time for kids suffering from the death of a loved one... 

Kidzcope is an organization that helps kids cope from a traumatic loss... They held a special holiday art 

camp...called tinsel and tears. Kids painted ornaments, cut ribbon, and made wreaths...all in the memory of 

their loved one. Parents say kidzcope helps comfort and support their grieving children.  <sot verbatim:  

32:37 it's a place to go that your not the only one, celebrate life with others that have lost loved one s and 

continue to get stronger from them. 32:46> kidzcope offers a variety of support groups, programs and 

workshops to help children and families   they also provide grief support training for schools and 

organizations. 

 

12/4/11  9pm 

The kansas supreme court will hear arguments this week over the state-wide smoking ban.  at 

issue...whether a deadline imposed on private clubs to get an exemption is constitutional.   lawmakers set a 

cut-off date of january 2009 for clubs to be licensed to be exempt from the smoking ban.  a district court 

judge ruled the state-wide ban was constitutional, but said the issue needed review by the higher court. 



 

 

 

12/5/11  7am 

The f-d-a is deciding if emergency contraceptives should be available on store shelves... A decision is 

expected to be announced by tomorrow. "plan b" is currently available behind the pharmacy counter 

without a prescription for women 17 and older... Anyone under 17 needs a prescription.  The drug's 

manufacturer says the pill should be sold on store shelves like other contraceptives-- such as condoms. 

 

12/6/11  4pm 

(Track) dr. Traci nauser checks on a patient in her kansas office… (sot: dr. Traci nauser) you're good, we're 

done. (track) …the married mother of two who asked not to be identified never dreamed she'd be here. (sot: 

unidentified patient) i found out at 14 weeks that my baby had encephaly - i was told if i carried my baby to 

term that within five minutes of being born, um, that my baby would die, and i would to watch my baby 

die.(track) with nauser's help, she ended her pregnancy. But in kansas, only three clinic currently perform 

abortions, and many abortion rights advocates worry access is about to be cut even further. (sot: gov. Sam 

brownback) kansas, in the heart of america, is a culture of life state  (track) governor sam brownback, a 

staunch opponent of abortion, has signed three bills restricting the procedure since taking office in january. 

(track & graphic) one requires both parents of a minor give notarized consent before any abortion. The 

second would ban private insurance coverage for most abortions. And the third gives the state's health 

department broad department authority to regulate the operations of abortion providers. (sot: senator mary 

pilcher cook) we consider this common sense legislation that almost all kansas citizens would like to see 

earlier this month, mississippi voters rejected a call to declare a fetus a person.  Kansas senator mary 

pilcher cook says her state's regulations are solely intended to protect women. (sot: senator mary pilcher 

cook) we're protecting women's health and safety. We're making sure that uh parents, make the decisions 

over their children's healthcare; uh, and we're making sure that taxpayers are not paying for abortions that 

they believe are immoral.(sot: dr. Herb hodes) abortion is a medical procedure. It's a not a political 

procedure but it's being made that by the government. (track) dr. Traci nauser and her ob-gyn dad, herb 

hodes, see it much differently. (sot: cynthia bowers) what do you think about these new regulations and 

restrictions? (sot: dr. Herb hodes) they're onerous, they're un-medical, they're completely unnecessary…  

(track) they fear limiting access to abortion will drive desperate women to illegal clinics, or to drugs bought 

on the i nternet.  (sot: dr. Traci nauser) women are going to have to go back to dying if we don't stop this 

railroad on women's rights. (track) a fear now understood by a woman who until recently wasn't sure she 

supported abortion rights…  and, i want people to know that it's not a black and white issue - there are so 

many gray areas…  (track) and she fears it's the women in those gray areas that stand to lose the most if 

these new laws hold up in the high court.  Cynthia bowers, cbs news, overland park, kansas 

 

12/7/11  4pm 

We told you yesterday, the f-d-a was considering a proposal to make the "plan b" pill available on 

pharmacy shelves--instead of only behind the counter.    but today, former kansas governor and current 

health and human services secretary kathleen sebelius says--the change will not  happen.   the makers of the 

pill argued it should be available on the shelves, like condoms and other contraceptives.   "plan b" can 

prevent pregnancy if taken soon enough after unprotected sex-- currently, only those 17 or older can buy 

plan b one-step without a prescription. the fda was preparing to lift that age limit and let the emergency 

contraceptive be sold over the counter to anyone.  sebelius overruled the agency-- expressing concern that 

very young girls couldn't properly understand how to use it without guidance from an adult. 

 

12/8/11  4pm 

A helicopter crash outside of las vegas last night--leaves two kansans dead. Emergency crews removed 

remains from the wreckage this morning.  One couple on board the helicopter was from utica, in ness 

county.  Delwin and tamara chapman were in las vegas to celebrate their 25th wedding anniversary--

according to the utica city manager.  The sight-seeing helicopter crashed in a remote canyon near lake 

mead last night.  The national transportation safety board has sent investigators to the scene. 

 

12/9/11  7am 

A mother will get more than 400-thousand dollars after her son died at this wichita business. She and pure 

entertainment have reached a settlement. Five-year-old matthew branham died after falling off an inflatable 

ride in march 2-thousand-10. He hit his head on the concrete floor. The city revoked pure entertainment's 



 

 

license twice since the accident... Citing improper inspections and insurance issues. Both times -- the 

business got its license back and remains open. 

 

12/10/11  8am 

Federal investigators have returned to the scene of a helicopter crash near las vegas... Five people were 

killed in the crash wednesday... Including a couple from kansas. Delwin and tamara chapman of utica were 

in las vegas to celebrate their 25th wedding anniversary... Investigators have not determined what caused 

the helicopter to go down... It was taking people on an arial sight-seeing tour when the crash happened. 

 

12/11/11  9pm 

"We could see the fire and we could smell the smoke and feel the heat."<butto> "We just had to leave cars 

here, and just get out."   A fuel tanker in australia bursts into flames... And it's all caught on tape.    It sent 

people fleeing for safety... The tanker's driver had just stepped out of the vehicle when it was consumed by 

fire.   The blaze stretched on for nearly 500 feet.    No one was injured. 

 

12/12/11  4pm 

President obama met with iraq's prime minister at the white house today.    the two leaders talked strategy 

and security concerns--for keeping things stable when u-s- forces withdraw from iraq at the end of the 

month.  "the iraqi people must know that you will not stand alone you have a stong and enduring partner in 

the united states of america."   hundreds of u-s troops in armored vehicles leave iraq every day.   many of 

the the nearly six thousand who remain are packing up the three u-s bases.     the deadline for u-s forces to 

be out of iraq is december 31-st.    president obama wanted to keep some troops there to help with training.. 

But the deal fell apart when iraq refused to provide those soldiers legal immunity. 

 

12/13/11  9pm 

The federal agency that investigates accidents... Is trying to fight what it calls "the new d-u-i."   texting and 

using hand-held devices while driving.   the "national transportation safety board"...  Is calling for a nation-

wide ban on both.   over the past ten years... The agency has tried to limit the use of portable electronic 

devices while driving--like cell phones.   this is the most far-reaching recommendation to date.  how we do 

reverse this trend, where almost half of our young drivers are texting or emails? I think.. Pointed out, it 

takes 3 things: it takes education, it takes laws and it takes strong enforcement of those laws.   the new 

recommendation, if adopted by states, would outlaw non-emergency phone calls and texting by operators 

of every vehicle on the road.  

 

12/14/11  9pm 

A freak accident in new york.  a woman is dead... After a elevator malfunctioned.   police say... The woman 

was only partly inside the elevator... When it suddenly shot upwards.   as the elevator climbed... It dragged 

the woman into the shaft... Crushing her body between floors.   there were two people inside the elevator at 

the time of the accident, they were not hurt.  all the people were running out and they were saying that the 

elevator crushed one woman inside.   police are looking for what might have caused the accident.   people 

who work in the building say... They have never had any problems with the elevator before. 

 

12/15/11  9pm 

A kansas highway patrol trooper is taken to the hospital... Following an accident. It happened in 

leavenworth county. The trooper was on his way to a call... When a car in front of him... Would not pull 

over. He believes he hit a slick spot. He over-corrected and rolled into a ditch. The trooper was wearing a 

wearing seat-belt. 

 

12/16/11  4pm 

school officials in abilene confirm three cases of whooping cough in the past two weeks... The latest case 

was at Kennedy Elementary... The other two were found last week at the city's high school and middle 

school. Officials ask parents to check the immunization status of both themselves and their children.      

 

12/17/11  9pm 

All is peaceful along the arkansas river on saturday afternoon (nats of duck)     you'd never know that a man 

was found violently killed here the day before. Connie harmon23:11:43 i just heard the incident that 



 

 

happened and it really breaks my heart to hear that. Police are not yet releasing the man's name but say he 

suffered trauma to his upper body. Connie harman knew him as someone who....like her....lived on the 

streets...and as she has....slept near the river. Standup: 38  the cover provided by the man bridges that cross 

the river make this a popular area for homeless people to spend the night.  However the relative seclusion 

of this area can also make it a dangerous place for them. 23:13:40 it's scary because you have to know 

what's around you at all times...be aware. Harman says wichita's homeless are frequently 

attacked...sometimes by each other....but more often by thugs who just get a kick out of it. 23:12:15 i have 

some friends who were beaten up down by the river recently for sleeping down there, just kids running 

around down there...nothing to do and just started beating up on them for no reason. The man who was 

killed attended mosaic church...which made up mostly of homeless people. Mike furches is pastor. 

23:02:04 to think we would live in a society that would allow that type of behavior and treatment of human 

beings is sickening...sickening.  Furches says the victim was a military veteran, new to wichita---a quiet, 

harmless man who just fallen on hard times. He suspects the man was beaten and killed for kicks. 23:03:26 

in the last week i've heard three stories from people who tell me they've had knives pulled on them by thugs 

and punks walking our river--that think they're something because they can beat up a homeless person.  

Furches says shelters are often not pleasant places...so people take their chances sleeping outside. He says 

its time for the community to step up and do more to protect those who have the least. 23:01:47 the 

violence on the river and the treatment of the homeless in this city has to stop. Jim grawe kwch 12 

eyewitness news. 

 

12/18/11  9pm 

Traffic on west bound kellogg at the i-135 interchange is shut down sunday afternoon after a load of hay on 

a truck catches fire.  Emergency responders first learned about the hay fire shortly before 1:00pm. All west-

bound traffic was diverted onto i-135 until the fire buns out.  So far, no word on what caused the fire. 

 

12/19/11  4pm 

Show up at least 2 hours early. That's wichita's mid-continent airport's words of wisdom for holiday 

travelers.  Airlines encourage passengers to show up to two hours before their flights are scheduled to 

leave...  Especially if the flight is supposed to leave between 6 and 7 in the morning.  The airport 

anticipates a busy holiday travel period between the 21st and the 31st of this month. 

 

12/20/11  7am 

Also new this morning... A child and two adults being treated at wichita hospital following a morning 

house fire. The fire broke out around two o'clock this morning in the 700 block n. Minnesota.  Officials tell 

us there were reports of an explosion in the area.  Upon arrival, fire crews found a house engulfed in 

flames, and three people in the front yard.  The flames were so strong it collapsed the front of the home.  

Paramedics took the victims to the burn unit at st. Francis.  The fire is under investigation. 

 

12/21/11  9pm 

People in wichita will *not* see... Money raining from the sky.  the anonymous donor decided against the 

plan this afternoon... Due to safety and security issues.  initially... The donor wanted to drop dollar bills 

from a helicopter hovering over the city... Before the holiday weekend.  that person called mayor carl 

brewer monday... To see if the drop would be legal.  but some in town voiced concerns about the plan.   It 

will probably be total mayhem trying to grab up all the money, good luck with that.  I can think of a lot 

better ways to donate your money than drop it out to the general public.  I think people are going to see 

money coming from the sky and jump out in the street and potentially hurt someone.   not all is lost.   the 

mayor says... The person still plans to donate the money in another way.   the mayor would not say where 

the money is going... Or how much will be donated.   the donor wishes to remain anonymous. 

 

12/22/11  7am 

A missing college student from johnson county is found safe. Police say 19-year-old aisha khan was not 

kidnapped...as first thought. Khan was disappeared last friday after leaving a frantic voicemail for her 

sister.  She said she was trying to run away from a drunk man who apparently tried to kiss her on the k-u 

campus in overland park.  Police have not released any details about where khan was the last five days. 

 

12/23/11  8am 



 

 

It may take  a little longer for your headache to go away if you take motrin. Johnson and johnson recalls a 

batch of the pain relievers in america and the caribbean. They don't believe there's too much of a safety 

concern if you are taking the product and following the label. But the company says the coated caplets are 

off shelves right now...  Because testing showed some caplets took longer to dissolve near its expiration 

date. Johnsons says consumers do *not* need to throw the product away or return it. 

 

12/24/11  9pm 

<Sot verbatim: look at the lights on that guy's house... Is that not crazy spectacular? > christmas lights are 

just about everywhere you look ...  Although... One texas company promises to give you a different 

perspective -- from the sky.  From 15 hundred feet in the air... It becomes obvious where the christmas 

spirit is...  <sot verbatim: "the continuous smile and the glow on her face the entire time we were in the air 

was priceless," he said > one of the highlights to the aerial tour... A neighborhood syncronized their lights 

to be seen from the sky...  Each house blinking... Synchronized to music.   If you're wondering how much a 

tour like that would cost... Just under 2-hundred dollars.  

 

12/25/11  9pm 

And... An oregon baby has his first day at home... Since receiving a heart transplant.  Baby (yer-eye-uh) 

uriah.... Has been in an seattle hospital for the past four months. The 17-month-old got a new heart ... Not 

once.. But twice.  First... He received a mechanical heart. But, he had a stroke and a heart attack.. Then... 

He got a donor heart.  Now... He seems to be doing fine, safe at home on christmas day. 

 

12/26/11  8am 

It was a "christmas day" rescue. Two girls are alive tonight... Thanks to a quick-thinking neighbor. It 

happened sunday... At a pond on south devena (duh-vee-nuh)... Just east of hutchinson in reno county. The 

girls, six and seven years old... Were walking on the frozen pond when they fell through. Bud brown ran to 

the rescue. He tried to get a rope to reach them.  But, he realized there wasn't enough time. He jumped into 

the icy pond to save the girls from drowning. <sot: bud @ 29:56 "they came over and thanked me.  And of 

course they were pretty hysterical and i think they hugged me about 5 or 6 times.">  the girls were in the 

water for just a few minutes. The reno county sheriff says... His office will reward bud brown with some 

type of honor... For saving the girls' lives. 

 

12/27/11  9pm 

A teenage girl is hurt in an accidental shooting last night.  the teen is hospitalized today after she is shot in 

the head with a pellet gun at close range.   the pellet penetrated her skull and entered her brain.   

investigators say she was sitting on her bed when her brother was trying to pull the pellet gun from a 

case...that's when the gun accidentally fired.   the girl's brother called 9-11.  when did this happen?/ just 

now /is there any serious bleeding? /yes   the girl is expected to make a full recovery-- she will have 

surgery today.  

 

12/28/11  4pm 

A woman is killed in an accident early this morning in barton county.   the crash happened on highway 156 

around 3:30 this morning.   the barton county sheriff's office says a car driven by 20-year-old rachael 

stueder--of claflin-- crossed the center line.   the driver of an oncoming tractor trailer swerved to avoid the 

car...but it was towing two trailers...and was unable to make it off the road.   the car struck the rear 

trailer...stueder died in the crash, and a passenger in her car was hurt.   the truck driver was not hurt in the 

collision. 

 

12/29/11  9pm 

Wichita Police say no charges will be filed in a pellet gun shooting earlier this week... A 17-year old girl 

was taken to the hospital after she was shot in the head.   Investigators say the pellet penetrated her skull 

and went into her brain.    Police say the girl's 19-year-old brother was showing her the gun when it 

accidentally went off.   The girl is in the hospital in fair condition... And is expected to recover. 

 

12/30/11  9pm 

A newton man involved in a crash dies of his injuries...  29-year-old travis kemph was critically hurt earlier 

this week, when his concrete truck overturned on its side on i-70 in geary county.  kemph's family says he 



 

 

was taken off life support, and he died early this morning...   they say his organs were donated to help 

others.   plans for his funeral are still being made. 

 

12/31/11  9pm 

Last year kansas had the county's second largest increase in drunk driving fatalities .    federal 

transportation officials say 168 people died in alcohol related crashes on kansas highways in 2010.   that's 

45 more than the year before.   kansas lawmakers have struggled to toughen laws to deal with repeat 

drunken drivers.   a state report in 2009 called kansas(es) system for dealing with repeat offenders 

dysfunctional. 

 

      



 

 

 

POLITICS  
10/1/11  9pm 
Everyone agrees, more jobs are needed in America. But politicians can't agree on a solution to the problem. 

President Barack Obama continues to push for his 447 billion dollar jobs bill as the solution. It call for tax 

cuts, new ob training, and infrastructure spending. But republicans say the way to create jobs is to end 

regulations they say keep businesses from hiring. "Now, with our economy struggling and red tape still 

piling up, these nuisances have become full-blown government barriers to job creation."  today President 

Obama said now is the time to act together to solve the issue. 

 

10/3/11  4pm 
Five hundred temporary jobs....thirty permanent ones. They'll be created by the largest wind farm ever built 

in Kansas. Construction is set to begin this fall. Governor Sam Brownback made the announcement this 

morning with representatives from BP Wind Energy which is putting up the turbines. There'll be 262 of 

them.  The Flat Ridge 2 Wind Farm will take up sixty-six thousand acres in Barber, Harper, Kingman and 

Sumner counties. The 800 million dollar project gets underway in time to take advantage of federal energy 

subsidies which are set to expire next year. <sot verbatim: The economics of having the wind farm on your 

property is a continual royalty income that comes in and that's probably the biggest benefit to the local 

people.  Or course that adds to the tax base.  We also get a payment in lie of taxes and that goes into the 

county's general coffer.  > Those payments from bp to the four county governments amount to a combined 

one million dollars a year. bp has signed a 25-year contract with an out-of-state electric cooperative to send 

the power to homes in Oklahoma, Missouri and Iowa. THE WIND FARM SHOULD BE up and running 

sometime next year. Back to you. 

 

10/4/11  8am 

President Obama heads to Dallas, Texas today to continue selling his 447 billion dollar jobs package. It's 

been three weeks since he sent the proposal to congress, but there's still no word on approval. The President 

is pushing lawmakers to vote on the entire plan. But republicans only want to pass parts it. 

 

10/7/11  8am 

A lawmaker in Florida wants to repeal a decades-old ban on dwarf-tossing.  State representative ritch 

workman says the move will allow little people more employment opportunities.  The popular bar activity 

was outlawed in 1989.  Safety concerns were at the top of the list for the ban.  Advocacy groups say it's 

dehumanizing. 

 

10/8/11  9pm 

Gop Presidential candiddate ron paul won the values voters summit straw poll  

In Washington Saturday. But, politics and religion dominated the race for President Saturday as mitt 

Romney responded to attacks on his beliefs.  Eyewitness news reporter drew Levinson has more, new at 6. 

GOP Presidential hopeful--mitt Romney urged conservatives at the values voters summit in Washington 

not to let religion divide them. Poisonous language doesn't advance our cause. It has never softened a single 

heart of changed a single mind. Romney accused Bryan Fischer of the American family association of 

crossing the line about his Mormon beliefs. "Mormonism is outside the mainstream of Christian orthodoxy. 

That's not pejorative, that's not a slam, that's just a statement of objective historical fact." Fischer’s 

comments came a day after rick Perry supporter, preacher Robert jeffress said he wouldn't vote for Romney 

because he's a Mormon. "historic Christianity has always treated Mormonism as a cult, it does not embrace 

the tenants of historic Christianity." jeffress introduced Perry at the Washington gathering. The Texas 

governor was asked about the minister's cult remark Friday ."governor, is Mormonism a cult? No you don't 

think so?” Former education secretary bill Bennett condemned pastor jeffress' comments. “do not give 

voice to bigotry, do not give voice to bigotry” "you did rick Perry no good, sir, in what you had to say." 

while campaigning in Iowa Saturday, Perry avoided religion questions and instead stayed on point talking 

about immigration and the economy. 

 



 

 

10/10/11  4pm 

Could former Massachusetts governor mitt Romney’s religion keep him out of office? That's the 

controversy that ignited over the weekend after a supporter of Texas governor rick Perry had this to say 

about Romney’s Mormon beliefs. <sot verbatim: i said Mormonism is a cult and it would lend credence to 

a cult to have a Mormon candidate."> this isn't the first time Romney has had to defend his beliefs...  He 

went through the same thing 4 years ago during his last bid for the presidency.    Despite the renewed 

controversy- the latest poll shows mitt Romney leading the pack of g.o.p hopefuls. 

 

10/11/11  7am 

The Republican Presidential candidates will debate on jobs and the economy. They square off tonight in 

New Hampshire. The state is considered key in the Presidential race because it holds the nation's first 

primary. 

 

10/12/11  4pm 

President Obama's jobs plan is defeated in the senate yesterday...<natural sound(Nat) - the motion is not 

agreed to.>  by a vote of 50 to 49--the bill was defeated. It needed sixty votes to pass.  The President and 

his allies are now working on a new strategy to get the plan passed <sot verbatim:  "independent 

economists who do this for a living have said the American jobs act would lead to more growth and nearly 

two million jobs next year. No other jobs plan has that kind of support from actual economists. No plan 

from congress. No plan from anybody.">  the next step will most likely be breaking down the bill to get it 

passed in pieces.  But, republicans in congress still say -- as long as tax hikes and big government spending 

are in the mix, they won't support it 

 

10/13/11  8am 

Angelina Jolie toured the destruction in Libya...where rebels chased out the government of moammar 

qaddafi.  She described libyans as extraordinary, in their efforts to transition into a new nation. "you find 

that just before the revolution they had retired, or were running restaurants or were selling baby clothes and 

they've all quit their jobs and they are all working here now on behalf of their country."  jolie is a goodwill 

ambassador for the united nations.  She's expected to take on a bigger role for the organization in the near 

future. 

 

10/18/11  8am 

President Obama will continue pushing his jobs plan in north carolina this morning... On day two of his 

three-day bus tour. Monday, he told a crowd that congress will have to vote on his 447-billion-dollar 

package in pieces.. And that any "no" votes would be votes against Americans. The President will head to 

virginia later today before wrapping up his trip tomorrow. 

 

10/19/11  7am 

Good news this morning for social security recipients. Officials are expected to announce today... That 

recipients will get a 3-and-a-half-percent raise in January....that's about an additional 38-dollars a month. It 

will be the first increase in social security benefits in two years. The announcement will come when the 

government releases an inflation measure that determines the annual cost of living adjustment. There was 

no cola in 2010 or 2011 because inflation was too low. 55-million people collect social security annually. 

 

10/20/11  7am 

The senate rejected a reduced version of President Obama's jobs plan.   The 35-billion dollar plan was 

aimed at helping state and local governments avoid layoffs of teachers, firefighters and other first 

responders.  Republicans said it was nothing but a temporary "sugar high".. For the economy.   The 

President's full, 447-billion dollar plan was rejected last week. 

 

10/23/11  9pm 

The legal battle continues over funding for Planned Parenthood. A judge has already ordered the state to 

pay up. But the state has filed its second appeal. The state says it can distribute the money how it sees fit ...  

Planned Parenthood says without the funding thousands of people would go with out reproductive health 

care. 

 



 

 

10/24/11  4pm 

It's an old symbol...but it's still sparking controversy in Texas. A key vote is set for next month on a license 

plate that would feature a confederate flag. The sons of confederate veterans group is promoting the custom 

plate. They say it's a way to commemorate and celebrate their heritage.  <sot verbatim:  they make it sound 

as if there's some brazen banner on the plate it's a 3x3 logo its not the battle flag it's the sons of confederate 

veterans logo>  the confederate plate is already available in nine other states...and the sons of confederate 

veterans say they plan to fight--  even sue-- to get the plates in Texas.  The Texas department of motor 

vehicles voted on the plates in April--but the vote deadlocked...so they will take another vote in November. 

 

10/25/11  4pm 

Texas governor and Presidential candidate rick perry announces his plan to repair the economy.  Under his 

tax proposal-- Americans would have the choice to stay with the existing tax code or pay a flat tax of 20 

percent.  He says that takes away from the complication of the current tax code. <sot verbatim: Central to 

my plan is giving every American the option of throwing out that 3 million words of the current tax code 

and I might ad the cost of complying with all of that code in order to pay a 20% tax on their income.> his 

proposal also lowers the corporate tax rate to 20 percent from the current rate of 35 percent. It would also 

eliminate the estate tax-- also called the "death tax." 

 

10/26/11  7am 

<In denver Tuesday evening...President Obama again pushed for his American jobs act. The 447 billion 

dollar measure has stalled in congress...with republicans wary of any tax increases connected with the plan. 

Meanwhile for the republicans hoping to unseat the President next year..."the world is flat"...as in flat taxes. 

Texas governor rick perry unveiled his tax plan in south carolina. To help out..perry even provided a 

postcard as a visual aid... Taxpayers will be able to fill this out and file their taxes on that perry says his 

plan would allow Americans to choose between their current tax rate or taking a 20 percent flat tax. The g-

o-p hopeful's proposal also calls for lowering the corporate tax rate. Louisiana governor and perry supporter 

bobby jindal said this: What governor perry is saying let's get rid of all the special treatment..the 

loopholes...the tax code expenditures back in denver...President Obama says he sees a general theme with 

what he calls the republican vision. They've got a particular vision // butt to // we're going to cut taxes for 

the wealthiest individuals, the biggest corporations, and we're going to pay for that by gutting our 

investments in education, in basic research and infrastructure tax reform is a hot topic for the republican 

hopefuls...with herman cain shooting to the top of polls with his flat "9-9-9" plan. And with more g-o-p 

debates.. And the primaries to come..   The debate over taxes and jobs  continues i'm greg black reporting 

from atlanta. > 

 

10/27/11  8am 

It took a full night of negotiations but european leaders have finally struck a deal aimed at fixing greece's 

debt crisis and keeping it from going global.  Susan mcginnis has more on the agreement and what it means 

for the u-s. European union leaders took to the stage after clinching a massive deal to rescue greece from its 

crushing debt... And pull the rest of europe back from the brink of another recession. "these are exceptional 

measures for exceptional times. Europe must never again find itself in this situation." they reached the long 

awaited agreement early this morning after overnight negotiations.  The deal includes: 

- europe's biggest banks agreeing to take a 50% loss on greek government bonds 

- injecting 140 billion dollars into those banks to withstand the losses 

- and doubling the european union's emergency bailout fund to keep other countries from buckling under 

the crisis 

The plan could give wall street a boost. Even word of a possible deal pushed stocks higher wednesday. 

Economists say the european debt crisis is the single largest threat to the u-s economy. Europe is america's 

biggest trading partner... A default in greece or anywhere else on the continent could send shockwaves 

through *our* banking system. Congressional researchers estimate u-s bank exposure to the european debt 

crisis at 640 billion dollars... That's nearly 5% of all u-s banking assets. Americans banks also have more 

than a trillion dollars in loans with german and french banks, which are the biggest lenders to those 

troubled european economies. The hope now is this plan will shore up europe's financial system, and keep 

global economies out of recession. Susan mcginnis, for cbs news, washington. 

 

10/28/11  7am 



 

 

Meanwhile, former *democratic presidential candidate john edwards could be headed to trial as early as 

january. A north carolina judge thursday rejected the former senator's request to have criminal charges 

against him dropped. Edwards is accused of mishandling nearly one million dollars in campaign funds... 

Using the money to hide his pregnant mistress.  Edwards says the money was a gift.  If convicted, he faces 

up to 30 years behind bars.   

 

10/31/11  7am 

Covering the world this morning... Nato formally ends its campaign over libya today.  Last week, the u-n 

security council voted to lift the no-fly zone over the country and end military action to protect civilians.   

The move comes more than a week after the killing of ousted leader moammar qaddafi. 

 

11/1/11  7am 

A local republican group in virginia is stirring up controversy...  With their latest ad... Showing democratic 

leaders-- including president obama-- as zombies. And adding insult to injury -- the zombie obama had a 

bullet hole in its head. It was sent as an email to loudoun county republicans.   Many found it offensive:  

<"that's terrible, i mean that's the president of the united states, that's so disrespectful and not even 

necessary." "it's already out there...you can't take it back it's still a low blow." >   the group has apologized 

for the images.  

 

11/2/11  7am 

When presidential candidate rick perry gave a salutin'. Arms in the upright position. Kiss blowin' speech 

you could have thought he was just over caffeinated. But when he opened his mouth. "today has been 

awesome, girl." "you'll never look at this guy the same way again."  "if they print any more money over 

there in washington the gold's gonna be good."  "he was loosey goosey."  "this is such a cool state. I mean 

come on, live free or die?" "i'll have what he's having."  "we're kind of into those slogans, man.  Live free 

or die. Victory or death. Bring it!" What rick perry brought on was endless speculation about whether he 

was in an altered state. And the answer ranged from how drunk  is  rick perry in this video to rick perry 

wasn't drunk. Perry's spokesman says simply that the governor is passionate when he speaks and that he got 

a standing ovation. "you know what i mean? Like 9% in its expansion." True, we're showing his oddest 

moments, but there were a lot of them in the 25 minute speech. On fox news, they let loose with this 

defense... "i think he was just loose." "that because he was so loose..." Many suggested that given rick 

perry's recent back surgery, maybe pain pills were to blame. Jon stewart said there is one other 

explanation... "rick perry just got back from the dentist." "is this real life? I can't see anything. (screams)" 

Many thought governor perry's speech was just fine... Goofy, yes...drunk, no. Though he sure looked love 

struck at the syrup they gave him as a gift....not only did he swish it, he clasped it to his heart. Some 

compared this to the dean scream that more or less dashed howard dean's presidential hopes. "and then 

we're going to washington dc to take back the white house yay!" Others compared it to the bad lip reading 

parody video that went viral back in september... "and save a pretzel for the gas jets." "rick perry wasn't just 

animated, at times he was downright flamboyant." "or .... That! 20 percent flat tax.  Put it on there." One 

person posted, he's channeling paul lynde in the center square. "it's just enough to turn her on." And 

something seemed to turn on rick perry.  "i love herman. Isn't he the best?" Jeanne moos cnn ... "that." New 

york .   

 

11/3/11  4pm 

Kansas governor sam brownback is in wichita today to sign a proclamation on child health and wellness.... 

After serving nearly five years in the u-s senate-- he assumed the office of governor in january... And with 

his first year in office wrapping up...  ...we're talking with governor brownback "klose up" today. 

 

11/4/11  7am 

Former president george w bush speaks to a sold out crowd in downtown wichita last night. He was the the 

featured speaker for the annual wichita metro chamber of commerce meeting. It was held in century two. 

Thee was tight security for the chamber event. No cameras were allowed inside. We caught up with a 

couple of people who attended to get their thoughts on the former president's speech. <sot verbatim: sot 1- 

he was very warm, very personable much more it seemed than when he was president. Sot 2 - it was just 

really just a good overview of what he went through of the eight years he was in.> you can get a complete 

wrap up of what former president bush had to say at the chamber event.it's all at kwch dot com. 



 

 

 

11/5/11  9pm 

A state tour stopped in wichita today...calling for the end of the state income tax...state representatives 

joined the the group...called Kansans for No Income tax.They say by doing away with the state's income 

tax, more businesses will move to the state which will increase employment numbers...<sot verbatim: when 

we looked at states that were growing faster than us, and in their populations those were states that didn't 

have state income tax  > some members of the occupy wichita group protested the event...saying that doing 

away with income tax will force the state to increase sales taxes. 

 

11/6/11  9pm 

News coming out of europe tonight...   greece may soon have a new leader.    its prime minister is planning 

to step down.   the announcement followed a meeting... That ended with an agreement to form a new 

government.    new national elections will be held sometime after the bailout.    the deal wipes out half of 

greece's debt and gives 30-billion euros to help the public sector dig out of what it owes.    as a tradeoff, 

government jobs will be cut, pensions will be reduced and some businesses will be privatized.  

 

11/7/11  4pm 

A few years ago in-vitro fertilization brought robin and emily carpenter a baby boy. They're rushing to try it 

again... Worried that if they wait, they might break the law. (reporter): "are you afraid that this is going to 

pass and all your plans are going to be interrupted?"  "afraid, yes, but it's a chance we want to take."  "i 

don't really want or need anybody else getting involved in trying to limit how that works for us, or stopping 

it." The carpenters are among mississippi voters fearing possible ramifications of amendment 26. (nats: 

"now, we know an unborn baby is a person.") It's a proposed anti-abortion amendment that defines a person 

at the moment of fertilization, cloning, or the functional equivalent. But more than stopping abortions, even 

in cases of rape or incest, critics say legal protection for all fertilized eggs could affect forms of birth 

control and in-vitro fertilization. "if it means that i'm labeled a murderer, but i'm able to have children, it's a 

risk that we'll definitely take." If the so-called personhood amendment passes, the carpenters say they may 

go out of state for fertility treatment. Women wanting abortions would have to do the same.  "there is only 

one abortion clinic in the entire state of mississippi and this is it right here, in the city of jackson. 

Administrators say they perform anywhere from 22-to-25-hundred abortions a year."   Inside, clinic owner 

diane derzis seeks common ground with voters traditionally opposed to abortion.  "by this very definition 

of this bill, a fertilized egg is a person."  "you can be pro-life and vote no on this dangerous initiative." 

Phone banks like this reach 30 thousand voters a day in this deeply conservative state.  But no votes appear 

to be a tough sell when prominent republicans and democrats both support the amendment.  (reporter): "can 

you be pro-life and be against this amendment?"  "this amendment is clearly simple. Life begins at the 

beginning." Proposition 26 advocate frieda bush is an o-b/g-yn who says passing the personhood 

amendment would start a legislative overhaul of state laws and a challenge to abortion rights nationally.  "i 

hope it does reignite a culture of life in mississippi and that this will spread in america."  (nats: "dear 

heavenly father.)  The carpenters describe themselves as pro life and their no votes on proposition 26 came 

after some serious soul searching. If it passes, both sides are preparing for a plunge into a legal unknown... 

With challenges aimed at reaching the supreme court. David mattingly, c-n-n, jackson, mississippi.  

 

11/8/11  7am 

<Sharon bialek is not the first  woman to accuse republican presidential hopeful herman cain of sexual 

harassment. But she's the first to speak publicly. She claims cain groped her after a dinner in 19-97. She 

had been recently laid off from the national restaurant association's education foundation. Cain was head of 

the association at the time. She says she was looking for his help in finding a job. "i respected him, i looked 

up to him, and it just -- it just was shocking to me that he would use that power in such a way." she says 

she's coming forward now to help other women. I really hope that -- that what i did will enable other 

women to come forward in similar situations. Unfortunately for herman, he's -- he's still in denial. Earlier, 

at a news conference, she said wants cain to take responsibility. "i really didn't want to be here today and 

wouldn't have been here if it had not been for the three other women who have alleged sexually harass the 

against mr. Cain. I want you, mr. Cain, to come clean. Just admit what you did." cain has flatly denied the 

previous accusations. And he denied the latest one on abc's jimmy kimmel live last night. There's not an 

ounce of truth in all of these accusations...that's why i'm willing to do a press conference tomorrow, to set 

the record straight. I'm greg black reporting.  



 

 

 

11/9/11  7am 

Kansas' top i-t guy resigns after a week on the job.   jim mann stepped down after governor brownback 

admitted his administration hadn't reviewed mann's background.   the governor's office listed mann as 

holding a bachelor's degree in business administration from the university of devonshire.    but that isn't an 

accredited institution.   mann started his 150-thousand dollar a year job on october 31st.   he oversaw 

computer projects and systems for the executive branch. 

 

11/10/11  7am 

Republican presidential hopefuls squared off last night at a debate in michigan.  In the campaign 2012... 

While Herman Cain's sexual harassment scandal did come up... The candidates focused much of their 

attention on the economy and President Obama's policies. They'll meet again on Saturday for a debate in 

South Carolina broadcast on CBS. 

 

11/11/11  8am 

Kansas governor sam brownback's administration will hold town hall meetings on childhood poverty next 

week in kansas city, wichita and garden city. Meanwhile...three groups led by the kansas chapter of the 

national organization for women will also hold a news conference in kansas city. They say they'll discuss 

how they believe brownback's policies create hardships for 

Children. 

 

11/12/11  9pm 

It's anyones game in the race for the republican presidential nomination...  And g-o-p hopefuls are courting 

south carolina voters with new found energy...  A recent c-b-s poll shows herman cain in the lead with the 

support of eighteen percent of voters... Mitt romney and newt gingrich are tied at second with fifteen 

percent each... Tonights debate is crucial for all eight candidates... Many polls show a majority of voters 

have not settled on a nominee... 

 

11/13/11  9pm 

Occupy protesters still have a lot of public support... the occupy wallstreet movement began more than fifty 

days ago...demonstrators are protesting a variety of issues and institutions including corporate 

greed...people from across the country agree and have donated money to keep the movement going...the 

group took in nearly four hundred and fifty-five thousand dollars in their first month...Of that money they 

only spent fifty thousand dollars...The occupy movement takes in an average of ten thousand dollars a 

day...protestors use the money to buy food, sleeping bags, shelter and signage... 

 

11/14/11  7am 

Herman cain's wife says she can't believe the sexual harrassment claims against her husband. Gloria cain 

told fox news' greta van susteran that's not the person her husband is - and he respects women. Four women 

have accused the republican presidential candidate of sexually harassing them when he led the national 

restaurant association.  He has denied wrongdoing 

 

11/15/11  7am 

New this morning... Opponents of wisconsin governor scott walker start a petition to recall him.  

Opponents held parties overnight to gather as many signatures as possible.  They have 60 days to get more 

than 540-thousand signatures for a recall election.  Walker faces controversy over his bill that restricts 

union employees' bargaining rights.  The bill was repealed last week. 

 

11/16/11  8am 

C-N-N reports The Department of Energy urged the struggling solar energy company Solyndra to delay 

announcing planned layoffs until after the November 2010 elections.   This is according to information 

made public Tuesday by Republican congressional investigators.   Solyndra had received 535 million 

dollars in federal loan guarantees in 2009.   The company later declared bankruptcy.   House Republicans 

are spearheading an investigation of whether Solyndra received preferential treatment.   They say a key 

investor in the company was a major fund-raiser for President Barack Obama. 

 



 

 

11/17/11  7am 

Occupy wall street protesters are calling today "national day of action." it marks two months since the 

protests started in september. In new york city, activists plan to start at wall street and march over bridges 

and occupy the city's subway system. The rally comes just two days after mayor michael bloomberg broke 

up the camp in zuccotti park where demonstrators had been living. Extra police will be on hand and transit 

officials are preparing to deal with a crush of people. 

 

11/18/11  9pm 

Supporters say it's just common sense...opponents say it will deny people their legal right to vote.  

tonight...a group opposing kansas' voter i-d law launched a grass roots campaign to fight early 

implementation of it.  the law as it reads now won't require voters to show proof of citzenship until 2013.  

however, secretary of state kris kobach is pushing for a change that will put in place next year before the 

general election.  kan-vote, which is a coaliton of groups including the aclu, league of women voters and 

sunflower community action,  held a workshop tonight for volunteers.   the organization hopes to pressure 

lawmakers into not supporting the change...and in the meantime registering as many voters as possible 

before the change can take place.   tonight on eyewitness news at ten...find out how supporters of the law 

say they're willing to help members of those groups prove their citizenship so nobody's disenfranchised. 

 

11/19/11  9pm 

Kansas lawmakers need to stop using transportation money for other projects.  that from transportation 

secretary deb miller.  she says k-dot can't meet its obligations without adequate funding.    in the past ten 

years... The state has used 1-point-4 billion dollars earmarked for transportation -- to fund other things.   

that includes subsidized airline tickets in wichita and state medicaid programs.   miller says her agency has 

no more money to give.   she is stepping down next month after eight years on the job under 3 governors. 

 

11/20/11  9pm 

(---Video of the debt clock dissolving to committee--) while the nations debt ticks upward, time is running 

out for lawmakers to figure out how to cut the deficit. (:07-:11) ( rep. Jeb hensarling/(r) texas - foxnews) 

nobody wants to give up hope. Reality is, to some extent, starting to overtake hope."  the 12 member 

bipartisan "supercommittee" is charged with cutting one-point-two trillion dollars from the deficit over the 

next decade. (:19-:28) (rep. Xavier becerra/(d) ca -foxnews) "i think we are deep in the fourth quarter, but 

there is time on the clock. We are trying everything possible to get there." to get there, the panel needs to 

present a deal blueprint by monday. The congressional budget office then has two days to review the 

proposal before the committee must vote. In a statement the white house said: congress needs to do its job 

here and make the kind of tough choices to live within its means that american families make every day." 

democrats and republicans on the committee are deadlocked over taxes. (:52-1:01) (sen pat toomey/(r) pa - 

cbs) "on the other side there was an insistence that we have a trillion dollar tax increase. There was an 

unwillingness to cut any kind of spending at all unless there was a huge tax increase." (1:02-1:11) (sen. 

Patty murray/(d) wash - cnn)  "the wealthiest americans who earn over a million a year have to share too. 

And that line in the sand, we haven't seen republicans willing to cross yet."  congress created the 

supercommittee to end the summer debt ceiling standoff. If the supercommitte isn't able to resolve it's own 

stalemate with a plan congress can pass.. The country faces severe across the board budget cuts beginning 

in 2013. Drew levinson, cbs news. 

 

11/21/11  7am 

They call themselves the 98-point-999 percent...and they go by "un-occupy" portland. They say they are 

tired of the occupy portland protests in oregon. The "un-occupy" group held a counter march about a block 

behind the occupy march on sunday. The group says they are fed up with the traffic congestion, vandalism 

and the burden on the police that the occupy demonstrations have created. They encourage occupiers to 

work toward measurable goals and get involved in their community in a non-disruptive way. 

 

11/22/11  4pm 

The congressional "super-committee" failed to reach a deficit-reduction deal yesterday...and that triggers 

more than one trillion dollars in automatic, across-the-board cuts--which start in 20-13.   now the white 

house is urging lawmakers to come to a compromise to avoid those cuts.   but reaching a compromise will 

be difficult --republicans and democrats remain divided over taxes.   some economists fear the failure of the 



 

 

supercommittee...and perceived instability... Will slow the economy and scare away foreign investment.  

"at some point global investors are going to have a problem with this and they are going to stop buying our 

bonds and our interest rates are going to rise, and that's going to push our stock prices down, it's going to 

effect the ability of businesses to create jobs."   a more immediate concern for congress may also be tax 

breaks and unemployment benefits for millions of americans--set to expire in january.   the white house is 

pushing congress to get to work on a new deal as soon as lawmakers return from the thanksgiving holiday. 

 

11/23/11  4pm 

Newt gingrich takes a controversial stand on immigration at last night's republican debate.   the topic of the 

debate was foreign policy...gingrich--now a frontrunner in the republican field-- suggested that illegal  

immigrants be  allowed to stay in the  us  if they have already laid down roots here. "i don't see how the 

party that says it's the party of the family is going to adopt an immigration policy that destroys families that 

have been here for a quarter of century.     rival candidates immediately fired back.   congresswoman 

michelle bachman likened gingrich's stance to amnesty...and mitt romney said it removes the incentive for 

legal immigrants.   the iowa caucuses are in about six weeks...that's when voters will begin to decide which 

candidate will run against president obama in 20-12. 

 

11/24/11  9pm 

That student, who is a senior here at Shawnee Mission East, says she was just trying to express her political 

views.. In a lighthearted way... To a small audience.  Now she and her family are criticizing the school 

district and the state's highest office for how they handled the -- word remark.  Emma Sullivan doesn't 

tweet often.  Most of her recent twitter posts refer to the new Twilight movie.  But this one, posted 

Monday, got her called into the principal's office, with a request for a letter of apology to the Governor. 

"He started off with saying that he had to do a bunch of damage control. And that I needed to do damage 

control and that I needed to fix this."  (file capital) She made the tweet while on a field trip to the Kansas 

state capital.  Governor Brownback was addressing the group.  Her remark?  "I tweeted: Just made mean 

comments to gov Brownback and told him he sucked, in person."  One issue she has: how the district found 

out...from an email sent by a Brownback staffer, forwarding her remark to a district official.  "I think it was 

a cowardly move for him to go after her."  (gfx) The district spokeswoman said she wasn't aware of 

particulars but said, generally that "students on school-sponsored field trips...are representing the school.... 

Students may express their personal beliefs, views, and opinions, as long as they do so appropriately and in 

accordance with school policies."  "I didn't say anything that I couldn't say at school. I'm pretty sure I didn't 

cuss."  As for the *language she *did use, she *and her mom say it's perfectly acceptable for the *medium.  

"This is the lingo for this generation. And it's not entertaining if she said, well my political views differ and 

went on to explain in a more intellectual form. 

 

11/26/11  9pm 

What she tweeted about governor sam brownback is *now getting national attention.   now the kansas teen 

has to decide... Is she going to apologize... Or not.   emma sullivan was in topeka on monday as part of a 

kansas youth in government program... When she tweeted and insult about the governor...someone in the 

gonvernor's office flagged the tweet and reported it to event organizers.   sullivan's principal ordered her to 

apologize in writing.   since the story first made air - sullivan's has gained more the 13-hundred followers.   

she says she is thinking about *not apologizing because of the support she's getting. 

 

11/28/11  9pm 

It was the tweet heard around the nation.  a kansas senior says she was trying to express her opinions in a 

lighthearted way to her friends, then was asked to apologize to governor sam brownback.  I tweeted: just 

made mean comments to gov. Brownback and told him he sucked, in person.  someone on brownback's 

staff saw the tweet and notified the school.   the teen was called into the principal's office and asked to 

write a letter of apology.   but now she won't have to.   in an unexpected turn of events, governor 

brownback apologized to her.   in a statement issued today... Brownback said "my staff over-reacted to this 

tweet, and for that i apologize. Freedom of speech is among our most treasured freedoms."   the governor 

went on to say he enjoyed speaking to the more than one-hundred students last week. 

 

11/29/11  7am 



 

 

Kansas governor Brownback now says his staff over-reacted to the tweet from 18-year-old emma sullivan.  

The shawnee mission student was on a class trip to topeka...when she made a controversial tweet criticizing 

the governor. Brownback's staff saw the tweet and contacted the school. The school wanted sullivan to 

write an apology to brownback. She declined. You can find these sotires and more online at kwch.com. 

Stay tuned...rodney is next with your forecast. 

 

11/30/11  4pm 

Herman cain is fighting to keep his campaign on track.  his staff says they're "re-assesing" the 

campaign...after an atlanta businesswoman claims she had a 13-year affair with cain.   despite this latest 

blow-- his campaign manager insists the candidate will stay in the race.   and cain is trying to keep the 

focus on policy... Not his personal life.   one person benefiting from these latest allegations-- fellow 

republican candidate newt gingrich.   recent polls in south carolina show the former house speaker in the 

lead by 11-points.  "the audiences i'm talking to seem to like somebody who's positive about solutions and 

focused on the president."   but for now -- democrats are targeting mitt romney in tv ads-- a sign they think 

the gains by gingrich are temporary. 

 

12/1/11  7am 

Herman Cain says he'll decide by next week whether to continue his white house bid. In new hampshire 

wednesday, the republican hopeful vowed not to drop out of the race following allegations of infidelity. 

Cain has repeatedly denied the accusations but says he must discuss the matter in person with his wife... 

Before making any decisions. 

 

12/2/11  7am 

Covering the world this morning... One of the last american bases in iraq is now in the hands of the iraqi 

military.  Thursday, vice president biden attended a symbolic handover ceremony at camp victory where he 

thanked american and iraqi troops for their sacrifices.  The u-s will transfer full control to the iraqis by the 

end of this month after nearly nine years of war. 

 

12/3/11  9pm 

President barack obama will be in kansas this week to discuss what he calls a make or break moment for 

the middle class. The white house released a statement... That says obama will speaking in osawatomie (oh-

sah-wat-o-mee) on tuesday... At the same site where president teddy roosevelt delivered a speech on the 

government's role in regulating the economy and helping the under-privileged. The gop says obama is 

wasting time traveling the country instead of working with republicans to find solutions. 

 

12/5/11  7am 

(Track) dr. Traci nauser checks on a patient in her kansas office… (sot: dr. Traci nauser) you're good, we're 

done. (track) …the married mother of two who asked not to be identified never dreamed she'd be here. (sot: 

unidentified patient) i found out at 14 weeks that my baby had encephaly - i was told if i carried my baby to 

term that within five minutes of being born, um, that my baby would die, and i would to watch my baby 

die. (track) with nauser's help, she ended her pregnancy. But in kansas, only three clinic currently perform 

abortions, and many abortion rights advocates worry access is about to be cut even further. (sot: gov. Sam 

brownback) kansas, in the heart of america, is a culture of life state  (track) governor sam brownback, a 

staunch opponent of abortion, has signed three bills restricting the procedure since taking office in january. 

(track & graphic) one requires both parents of a minor give notarized consent before any abortion. The 

second would ban private insurance coverage for most abortions. And the third gives the state's health 

department broad department authority to regulate the operations of abortion providers.  (sot: senator mary 

pilcher cook) we consider this common sense legislation that almost all kansas citizens would like to see 

earlier this month, mississippi voters rejected a call to declare a fetus a person.  Kansas senator mary 

pilcher cook says her state's regulations are solely intended to protect women. (sot: senator mary pilcher 

cook) we're protecting women's health and safety. We're making sure that uh parents, make the decisions 

over their children's healthcare; uh, and we're making sure that taxpayers are not paying for abortions that 

they believe are immoral. (sot: dr. Herb hodes) abortion is a medical procedure. It's a not a political 

procedure but it's being made that by the government.  (track) dr. Traci nauser and her ob-gyn dad, herb 

hodes, see it much differently. (sot: cynthia bowers) what do you think about these new regulations and 

restrictions? (sot: dr. Herb hodes) they're onerous, they're un-medical, they're completely unnecessary…  



 

 

(track) they fear limiting access to abortion will drive desperate women to illegal clinics, or to drugs bought 

on the i nternet.  (sot: dr. Traci nauser) women are going to have to go back to dying if we don't stop this 

railroad on women's rights. (track) a fear now understood by a woman who until recently wasn't sure she 

supported abortion rights…  and, i want people to know that it's not a black and white issue - there are so 

many gray areas…  (track) and she fears it's the women in those gray areas that stand to lose the most if 

these new laws hold up in the high court.  Cynthia bowers, cbs news, overland park, kansas 

 

12/6/11  4pm 

But first...president obama visits kansas today... Air force one landed in kansas city this morning...then the 

president took a helicopter to osawatomie...  The president is talking about the economy and taxes today...  

Eyewitness news reporter melissa scheffler has been in osawatomie all day...and she has more on the 

president's visit... 

 

12/7/11  8am 

Get ready to see more of mitt romney.     the republican presidential candidate is ramping up his campaign 

following newt gingrich's recent surge in the polls.   tara mergener has more on that and how president 

obama is trying to woo voters. 

 

12/8/11  4pm 

Newt gingrich appears to be the newest republican frontrunner--so now other republicans and president 

obama...are targeting the former speaker of the house. A recent cnn poll shows gingrich with a double-digit 

lead in three early voting states.   So now mitt romney is working to increase his own appeal among those 

voters. Romney even has a new tv ad that features family home movies. It doesn't mention gingrich.. Who 

has been married three times.. But - it appears to take a swipe at him. <sot verbatim:  "i've been married to 

the same woman for 25 - excuse me, i'll get in trouble - 42 years."> the obama campaign is also watching 

gingrich's gains in the polls. Strategists are now focusing on romney and gingrich as the most likely 

contenders for the republican nomination.  While voters in iowa and new hampshire seem to favor gingrich 

in the polls--voters nationwide say they would prefer to have mitt romney take on president obama, next 

november. 

 

12/9/11  7am 

President Obama says he'll put his Hawaiian vacation on hold until Congress approves an extension of 

payroll tax cuts and long term jobless benefits. Both measures are set to expire at the end of this month.  

The President is scheduled to leave for Hawaii December 17th. 

 

12/11/11  9pm 

Covering the nation tonight.    the latest c-b-s news poll shows president obama's approval rating  slipping.    

only 44-percent of people polled say they approve of the job mr. Obama is doing.    and of those people... 

68-percent say the president has not made real progress in fixing the economy... political experts point 

out... The presidents overall approval rating is lower than the last 4 presidents by this point in their first 

term.  

 

12/12/11  9pm 

Occupy protesters have a new tactic... After they were removed from parks where they have camped for 

months.   they are now showing-up at ports along the west coast.   from alaska to southern california... 

Protesters are attempting to block any entry.  they say... The ports have become economic engines for the 

elite one-percent.   semi-trucks in "long beach" waited in long lines... While the port was blocked.   the 

"long beach port" is the second busiest in the u-s.   the union that represents dock workers says... It does not 

support attempts to shut the area down. 

 

12/13/11  4pm 

Donald trump is skipping his own debate... trump announced earlier this month he would moderate a debate 

of republican presidential hopefulls...but then every g-o-p candidate refused to participate-- except newt 

gingrich and rick santorum.     now trump has bowed out as moderator.   he says he's skipping the debate 

because he may still want to run for president as an independent... and he wants to avoid a conflict of 

interest within the republican party. 



 

 

 

12/14/11  8am 

President obama heads to fort bragg, north carolina today, to thank troops who recently returned home from 

iraq.     the president says u-s forces will be out of iraq by the end of the year and the military continues to 

pull out equipment and people.     there are only a few thousand troops left to bring home. 

 

12/15/11  9pm 

After less than a year in office... The state's top social services official is leaving. S-r-s secretary rob 

siedlecki says he's taking a job in florida to be closer to family. He'll leave at the end of the year..siedlecki's 

faced criticism from some legislators, particularly democrats, over his reorganization of s-r-s 

management... And pursuit of faith-based social services initiatives. 

 

12/16/11  4pm 

Congress will avoid a government shutdown once again... Lawmakers say they're close to a deal on a 

trillion-dollar bill to fund the government for another year. <sot verbatim:  "this will mark for the second 

year in a row that we will spend less money on the operation of our government." > congress must pass 

either the full plan or another extension tonight in order to keep government agencies running...   

lawmakers say they have reached a compromise-- but  they're still torn on extending the payroll tax cut.    

The tax cut gives most americans an extra thousand dollars in their paycheck...  If congress fails to act -- it 

ends on new year's day. 

 

12/17/11  7am 

President obama signed the 2012 budget into law today. Now congress is working on a revised payroll tax 

break that affects more than 100-million americans . Eyewitness news reporter drew levinson  has the latest 

from washington.  

 

12/18/11  9pm 

Covering the world tonight... For the first time in nearly nine years there are no us combat troops in iraq. 

The last of the fighting forces left early this morning and crossed into kuwait. Eyewitness news reporter 

drew levinson has the latest. 

 

12/19/11  4pm 

House lawmakers are on their way back to washington -- ready for a high-stakes battle over a popular tax 

cut. Republicans are expected to vote down a deal approved by the senate in a rare saturday session. The 

senate's plan extends the payroll tax cut through february... That would give lawmakers more time to work 

out a long-term agreement. But -- house republicans want a long-term deal before the holidays. <sot 

verbatim: - "ive seen congress kick the can down the road and kick the can down the road - it's time to stop 

the nonsense." >  the payroll tax credit puts--on average-- an extra thousand dollars in the paychecks of 

about 160-million americans.  If the house votes down the senate plan... It is unlikely anything will be 

passed before the holiday weekend. 

 

12/21/11  9pm 

Time is running out... And congress is *still* at odds on a "pay-roll tax cut extention."  the senate passed a 

plan that would extend the pay-roll tax cut for another two months.  that plan was then rejected by the 

house.   republicans say... They want a one year deal.   democrats have accused republicans of "hijacking" 

the process.   if congress does not act in 10 days... The pay-roll tax rate will increase from four-point-two 

percent...to six-point-two percent.  "right now the bipartisan compromise that was reached on saturday is 

the only viable way to prevent a tax hike on january 1st. "   two-million americans will lose their 

unemployment benefits without something passed.   the stand-off is further complicated because many 

lawmakers have already left town for the holiday break.    the senate is not scheduled to return until january 

23-rd. 

 

12/22/11  7am 

President obama will continue pushing for an extension of payroll tax cuts today. He'll meet with a group 

of americans whose taxes will go up if congress doesn't reach a deal before the end of the month. House 

republicans are refusing to vote on a short-term senate measure...demanding congress pass a yearlong 



 

 

extension instead. You can find these stories and more online at kwch.com.  Stay tuned...mark is next with 

your forecast. 

 

12/23/11  8am 

Continuing coverage this morning... Your paycheck could be spared a tax hike. Congress is expected to 

pass an extension of payroll tax cuts and unemployment benefits today.  After a week of debate, house 

republicans caved into political pressure thursday and agreed to accept a senate-approved two month 

renewal.  It extends the tax breaks and long term unemployment benefits through february 29th.  As part of 

the agreement... Lawmakers will try to work out a year-long deal when they return from recess in january. 

 

12/24/11  9pm 

The last to leave ... Are home today. <natural sound: something of people reuniting. >  they've been gone 

since  february. The men and women on the "first calvary division's third b-s-t-b"... Came home from 

afghanistan today.  The soldier's were able to get home earlier than expected... Making for a special holiday 

for them and their families.  They will get the next four days off... To spend with their families. Then, they 

will return to fort hood. 

 

12/26/11  4pm 
President Obama spent part of his Christmas with members of the Armed Services.  The Obamas paid a 

visit to Marines and Navy sailors and their families at Marine Corps Base Hawaii.  The First Family 

regularly spends the holiday vacation in hawaii. 

 

12/27/11  4pm 

With the first contest of the 20-12 election just one week away... there is no clear frontrunner in the 

republican field.        and most candidates are campaigning in iowa this week-  hoping to pull as many 

voters to their side... Before the ballots are cast.    the latest polls show mitt romney - ron paul, and newt 

gingrich in a three way tie.  

 

12/28/11  4pm 

Republicans are criss-crossing iowa for some last minute campaigning...and some mudslinging before the 

iowa caucuses.   while newt gingrich begins a 22-stop bus tour...his rival candidates have rolled out 

negative ads against him.  "newt has more baggage than the airlines."   mitt romney poked fun at his rival  

for not getting enough signatures to qualify for the virginia primary.   gingrich and his aids have accused 

other candidates o f lying to voters.   candidates who are behind in the polls-- like michelle bachman and 

rick perry-- are counting on success in iowa to keep their campaigns viable in the coming weeks.  why 

should you settle for anything less than an authentic conservative who will fight for your views and values 

without an apology?   the increasingly tense republican race could help president obama.   his approval 

ratings are up while the gop campaign diverts attention from the fragile economy. 

 

12/29/11  4pm 

With less than a week before the iowa caucuses-- the republican presidential race is changing by the day    

and now rick santorum is the latest candidate to surge in the polls. it has moved pretty quickly and pretty 

dramatically. We feel that can happen in new hampshire too as well as in south carolina and going forward.    

santorum is now in third place in a new poll... And previous frontrunner newt gingrich has dropped to 

fourth..   mitt romney and ron paul still top the polls...   the republican race has been getting a lot of 

attention in recent months...   and that's why some republicans leaders expect a record turnout for tuesday's 

caucuses. 

 

12/30/11  9pm 

Once all the champagne is gone and the confetie has settled, many eyes will turn to iowa.  just two days 

after the new year, presidential candidates will make their case to undecided voters.   the latest polls show 

mitt romney in the lead -- but it's still a tight race.   the g-o-p front-runner is in des moines today.   and with 

him, new jersey governor chris christie.   a popular republican among conservatives. 

 

12/31/11  9pm 



 

 

He wasn't the first republican candidate to be told to "taste the rainbow"  A few months ago Newt gingrich 

became sparkely at one of his book signings - after a protestor showered him in rainbow glitter.   Gingrich 

also apposes gay marriage.  

 

 

 


